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EXECUTIVE	SUMMARY	

In the Netherlands it is mandatory to conduct a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) for large 
transportation infrastructure projects. Although this method is widely used it still has 
disadvantages such as not taking into account all stakeholders and only using a utility-
based approach. Another disadvantage is that CBA approaches decision-making only 
from a monetary point of view. Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) can be a 
solution to address these disadvantages because this analysis can include different 
stakeholders and non-monetary effects in the decision-making. Such a case can be made 
for public transport decision-making, where multiple important stakeholders are 
involved. Having the possibility to take into account the interests of the most important 
stakeholders, could potentially lead to better decision-making. There is a lack of research 
on the usefulness and applicability of MCDM for public transport projects in the related 
literature.  

The objective of this research is to investigate whether a perception based method adds 
valuable information to the decision making process for governmental organizations. 
The following research question is formulated to achieve the objective of this research: 

What is the added value for governmental authorities, of a perception-based mode 
choice method for public transport investments? 

To answer the research question the following 5 sub-questions are identified: 

1. Which MCDM method suits best for a perception based analysis? 
2. Which criteria are important for comparison of public transport modalities and 

why? 
3. How do the comparison factors score on level of importance for different 

stakeholders? 
4. Which public transport system suits best for implementation according to the 

perceptions of the stakeholders? 
5. To what extent do authorities consider MCDM-stakeholder analysis useful in the 

decision-making process for public transport investments? 

There are a number of steps required to answer these questions. First, a suitable MCDM 
method was selected. After this, relevant data and criteria were identified on which the 
different Public Transport modalities can be compared with each other. The weights 
represents the importance of the criteria and indicate the perceptions of the involved 
stakeholders. Third, the selected method and criteria was tested using general Public 
Transport information. This step investigated if the results are as expected and are able 
to answer the questions that need to be answered. After this phase, the model was 
applied on two case studies to obtain the perceptions of the important stakeholders and 
to evaluate with decision-makers if the method resulted in ‘added value’. 

After a thorough literature review, a comparison was conducted between the MCDM 
methods that were selected. MAMCA (Multi-actor multi-criteria analysis) was chosen to 
conduct a perception-based analysis. Mainly because it takes into account the perception 
of different stakeholders, which plays an important part in the decision-making process 
of public transport investments. To obtain weights for the criteria, the Best-worst 
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method (BWM) is chosen that served as input for the MAMCA. The BWM was chosen 
accounting for the following reasons: 

- Less data is needed (compared to other methods) 
- It leads to more consistent comparisons, which results in reliable results 
- BWM can be combined with other MCDM methods  
- BWM is a simple method to perform; comparisons are performed with integer 

numbers ranging from 1 to 9. 

After the MCDM method was determined, the important stakeholders (Government, 
Passengers and Public Transport Operators), and important criteria for the stakeholders 
were identified. By conducting a literature review, desk research, and interviews (with 5 
employees of each group and 15 passengers), a list of criteria is identified. These criteria 
are necessary when selecting upon different public transport projects. The important 
stakeholders, their criteria and the corresponding weights are presented in Table	1. These 
weights are used to indicate the perceptions of the stakeholders. They represent the 
importance of each criterion compared to the other ones as determined by each 
stakeholder.  

TABLE	1.	STAKEHOLDERS,	CRITERIA	AND	THEIR	CORRESPONDING	WEIGHTS	

Passengers Wp Government Wg Operators Wo 
Frequency 0.18 Operational costs 0.14 Frequency 0.13 
Punctuality 0.11 Punctuality 0.06 Subsidy 0.12 
Passenger Safety 0.10 Passenger safety 0.06 Passenger safety 0.11 
Operational speed 0.18 Liveability inhabitants 0.08 Operational speed 0.11 
Accessibility PT system 0.07 System Capacity 0.13 System Capacity 0.12 
Travel information 0.09 Passenger Forecast 0.15 Passenger forecast 0.21 
Image 0.05 Maintenance costs 0.12 Political consideration  --- 
Travel comfort 0.09 Flexibility 0.11 TCO 0.16 
Ticket price 0.12 Investment costs 0.16 Ticket price 0.04 
Sum 1.00  1.00  1.00 
 

The criterion Political Considerations is one of nine of the most important criteria for 
the public transport operators. Despite the high importance of this attribute, this factor 
will not be taken into account in further analysis as it not easy to estimate accurately. The 
Passenger Forecast can be considered the most important criteria from the operator’s 
perspective, followed by the Total Cost of Ownership. The Ticket Price is identified 
as least important criterion and attributing to the fact that the price per km is determined 
by law and independent of the system. 

The criteria Investment Costs and Passenger Forecast can be characterized as the two 
most important criteria according to the government’s point of view. The investment 
costs is the most important criterion because the government is responsible for the 
investment, maintenance and operational costs for the transport systems. The least 
important criteria, from the government’s perspective, are Punctuality and Passenger 
Safety. The importance of the passenger forecast for both groups can be attributed to 
the fact that this represents expected passengers the system at least should be able to 
handle. When the demand is known, the system(s) that can cope with this demand can 
then be identified. 
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Table	1 indicates that the passengers highly value the criteria Frequency and 
Operational speed. On the contrary, criterion Image, which represents the idea 
passengers have regarding the system, is identified as the least important criterion. From 
these observations the following conclusion can be drawn:  

Passengers appear to be indifferent with regards to the type of public transport system. 
The important characteristics of the system should include a high operational speed and 
a high frequency.  

Through extensive literary research, the corresponding values (e.g. Investment costs, 
average operational speed, average frequency etc.) per public transport modality (e.g. bus, 
metro and so forth) for the criteria were determined. 

After executing the MAMCA analysis and multiplying the above-mentioned values with 
the weights, the results shown in Table	2 are obtained. National data is used to calculate 
the perceptions. The bus is used as a benchmark to compare the different alternatives. A 
scale is used between -1000% and 1000% to display the preference of the systems. The 
table shows the perception of the modes and how these score for each stakeholder, 
compared to the bus. As seen from a passenger’s point of view, the tram for example, is 
perceived (just 2%) lower than the bus.  

For the Public Transport Operators, it can be concluded that, in general, the perception 
of systems with a dedicated infrastructure (LRT, BRT, Metro and Tram) are preferred 
over systems with mixed infrastructure (Bus and eBus). The bus scores low due to the 
low Passenger forecast, Earnings, System capacity, Operational speed and Frequency. 
The BRT scores high due to the higher earnings, high operational speed, low costs, 
average passenger forecast and system capacity. The LRT scores high because of high 
passenger forecast and therefore high earnings, the higher frequency but also the low 
passenger safety costs.  

From the government’s point of view, it can be concluded that, in general, they share the 
same opinion regarding BRT and LRT as the operators. The metro however, is perceived 
as lowest due to the high costs (investment, maintenance, operational and passenger 
safety).  The BRT gets a high preference due to the low operational, investment and 
passenger safety costs. The high flexibility of the system and its average capacity also 
contribute to perception. The LRT is preferred highest from the governments 
perspective due to low operational costs, the high influence on the liveability the high 
passenger forecast and system capacity.  

Furthermore, passengers appear to be rather indifferent regarding public transport 
systems. This observation in combination with the high preference for operational speed 
and frequency indicates that passengers value a system that has a high operational speed 
and frequency. The characteristics of the system (e.g. road- or rail-based) matter less.  

TABLE	2.	RESULTS	GENERAL	PERCEPTION	ANALYSIS	

Stakeholders\Modality Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Passengers 0% -2% 0% -1% -1% 1% 
Government 0% 2% -17% 4% 5% 1% 
PT operators 0% 32% 37% 45% 49% -4% 
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An interesting observation that can be derived from the table is that the eBus scores 
slightly higher compared to the bus from the passengers and governments point of view. 
However, this 1% difference, on a scale of [-1000%, 1000%] is negligible. It is expected 
that this very small perception difference occurs due to the better image of the system 
and the higher travel comfort. Using an electric bus positively contributes to the 
acceleration of the bus and a more sustainable system. The government perceives the 
eBus higher due to the lower operational costs compared to a conventional diesel bus. 
The Operators however, perceive the eBus lower than the bus. The reason for this is the 
lower system capacity (60 passengers eBus vs. 90 passengers Bus) and therefore also a 
lower passenger forecast. 

Case Studies 

After the general perceptions are calculated, the method was applied on two case studies.  
Figure 1 below shows on the left, a map of tramline 12 in The Hague (Case Study A) and 
on the right Bus line 44 in Rotterdam (Case Study B). With regards to the values of the 
case studies, a mix of general data and case specific data is used to calculate the 
perceptions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first case study examines tramline 12 of HTM where plans are to transform this line 
into a bus system. The tramline performs worse compared to average and governmental 
authorities are hesitant about the continuity of the tram system. The results shown in 
Table	3 describe two alternatives for the current tramline. In both alternatives a bus line 
will replace the current tramline. The first alternative will use a conventional bus of 12 
meters while the other will make use of an 18-meter bus.  

The results indicate that, from a passenger’s point of view, the current scenario (tram) is 
preferred higher compared to the two bus alternatives. However, the general perception 
showed that passengers lightly prefer a bus system to a tram system. This is because the 
Passenger safety, Operational speed, accessibility of the system, Travel information, 
Image of the system, Travel comfort and Ticket price are perceived more positive in a 

FIGURE	1.	LEFT:	TRAM	LINE	12	HTM;	RIGHT:	BUS	LINE	44	RET 
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bus system. In the case study however, the punctuality and operational speed are higher 
of a tram compared to a bus. Furthermore, the case study uses data from the MRDH 
region whereas for the general perception, national data is used. Therefore, the following 
criteria of the tram are perceived higher by the passengers: Punctuality, Passenger safety, 
Operational speed, Accessibility and Image of the system, Travel comfort and Ticket 
price. 

With regards to the perception of the government and operators, the results from the 
first case study also tend to show a little contradictory information compared to the 
general perception. From the general perception, both stakeholders prefer the tram to 
the bus. In Case Study A however, both bus scenarios are preferred over the tram 
scenario.  

The government prefers, in general, a tram to a bus because of lower operational costs, 
higher passenger forecast and a higher system capacity. In the first case study however, 
the government perceives a bus to a tram because of lower investment, maintenance and 
passenger safety costs. A higher forecast due to the frequency bonus and a higher 
flexibility of the system. 

In general, the Operators prefer, a Tram to a Bus because of the higher passenger 
forecast and earnings, higher system capacity, frequency and operational speed. In the 
first case study however, the bus is perceived higher due to the higher frequency. The 
increase in frequency leads more passengers due to the frequency bonus and therefore, 
higher earnings. Furthermore, the bus has lower costs (TCO and passenger safety costs).  

In conclusion, the operators and government prefer both bus systems to the tram 
scenario. The passengers have a very slight preference for the tram scenario. 

TABLE	3.	RESULTS	CASE	STUDY	A	TRAM	LINE	12	TO	BUS	HTM	

Stakeholders Tram  
Current 

Bus 12m  
Scenario 1 

Bus 18m 
Scenario 2 

Passengers 0% -2% -9% 
Government 0% 111% 118% 
Government (- investments) 0% 29% 35% 
Operators 0% 33% 28% 
 

The second case study examines bus line 44 of the RET, where the plan is to transform 
this line into a tramline. This bus line overperforms compared average bus lines and 
governmental authorities are thinking about transforming the bus line into a tramline.  

The results are shown in Table	4. The alternatives that are considered for this case are 
trams with different frequencies. The first alternative is a tram with frequency 3.2, 
whereas the second alternative is using a tram with frequency 4 and the last alternative, a 
tram with a frequency of 5. The bus in the current scenario has a frequency of 6.5. 

All three stakeholders show a higher preference for the current bus system compared to 
the tram systems. Only the tram scenario with a frequency of 5 trams is preferred slightly 
higher from a passenger’s point of view. This is because of the frequency bonus. The 
passengers perceive the punctuality, Passenger safety, Operational speed, Accessibility 
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and Image of the system, Travel information, and Travel comfort of the tram higher 
compared to bus. Still, with a lower frequency, the system is not attractive enough.  

The government prefers the current bus scenario to all tram scenarios because of a 
higher passenger forecast, lower passenger safety costs and a higher flexibility. 
Furthermore, the (extra and high) investment costs of the tram also contribute to a lower 
perception of the tram. The general perception however, shows that the government 
prefers the tram to a bus system. This is due to lower operational costs, higher passenger 
forecast and a higher system capacity. 

As seen from the operator’s perspective, in this case, the current bus scenario is 
preferred to all tram scenarios because of higher passenger forecast and earnings, higher 
frequency and lower costs (TCO and passenger safety). The general operators perception 
differs compared to that of the 2nd case study. In general however, the tram is preferred 
to a bus because of the higher passenger forecast and earnings, higher system capacity, 
frequency and operational speed.  

In conclusion, the operators and government prefer the bus to the tram system. The 
passengers have a very slight preference for the tram scenario.  

TABLE	4.	RESULTS	CASE	STUDY	B	RET	BUS	LINE	44	TO	TRAM	

 Bus Tram 3.2 Tram 4 Tram 5 Tram 8 
Passengers 0% -3% 1% 3% 11% 
Government 0% -18% -19% -18% -31% 
Operators 0% -33% -24% -12% -5% 
 

Table	4 displays that the perception of the passengers and operators, positively changes 
when the frequency increases. The increase in frequency leads to a higher amount of 
passengers which results in higher revenues (earnings) for the operators. The benefits of 
a higher passenger forecast and higher revenues exceed the extra costs. The perception 
of the government however, changes more negatively with an increase in frequency. This 
is because of the higher costs. However, as shown in section 4.6, each public transport 
system has its own benefits and contributes on its own way to, for example, the 
economic development and/or accessibility of the region. 

Table	5 shows for each system the corresponding benefits and the importance of the 
benefit. The  ‘’++’’ sign indicates highly positive compared to the other modalities while 
‘’+’’ sign indicates a positive contribution compared to the other modes. As can be seen, 
the economic development (of the surrounding region) of the metro and LRT is highest 
compared the other modalities.  
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TABLE	5.	WIDER	BENEFITS	OF	PUBLIC	TRANSPORT	

Benefits Metro Tram Bus eBus LRT BRT 
Accessibility of the region ++ ++   ++ ++ 
Emissions ++ ++  ++ ++  
Flexibility   ++ ++   
High Earnings +    + + 
High frequency + +   + + 
Economic development ++ +   ++ + 
Operational speed ++    ++ + 
Passenger safety   + +  + 
Property values +    + + 
Punctuality + +   + + 
Travel comfort   + +   
Walking distance to stop   ++ ++  + 
 

Conclusions 

In both case studies, the operators and government prefer the bus systems to the tram 
systems because of lower costs and more passengers. Resulting from the general 
perception analysis and the case studies analysis, it appears that passengers prefer a 
system with a high frequency and operational speed (and show indifference regarding the 
other characteristics of the system).   

So, in this thesis a method is developed that enables to calculate the perceptions of 
important stakeholders in the decision-making process of public transport investments. 
The purpose of a new chosen public transport system is to maximize the level of 
satisfaction among the users. According to the policy advisors, who advise the policy 
decision-maker, the added value of this method could lead to other decisions. For that 
reason, MCDM can be used as an additional tool to provide more and other insights in 
the perceptions of the involved stakeholders and result in a more transparent decision-
making process. Furthermore, the government and operators (who decide one the 
system) are able to use this information to maximize the satisfaction of the chosen 
system. By knowing which criteria affect the perception of the passengers, these criteria 
can be changed with the goal to positively change the perception.  

It is more difficult to use this method as a decisive tool because of the following two 
reasons. Firstly, passengers do not have any financial resources and administrative 
powers. Secondly, passengers do not experience the negative impacts of the 
implementation of a wrong choice regarding public transport systems. 

Furthermore, this research did not take into account the criterion, political 
considerations, but may be an important aspect for further research because there are 
still decisions made based on this factor. A practical recommendation is to increase the 
consistency in the KPI’s on which the various operators are compared with each other. 
Additionally, when conducting this method it is recommended to use as much case-
specific data as possible.  
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CHAPTER	1.	INTRODUCTION 	

Public transportation keeps getting more and more important in daily life (APTA, 2016) 
(HSLHRT, 2013) (PTV, 2013). With different modalities becoming faster, safer, more 
comfortable, easier to access, more sustainable and widely available, the threshold to use 
these systems becomes even lower (Millard-Ball & Schipper, 2010). Taking into account 
the decrease in car ownership (Eenink & Vlakveld, 2013), the growth for mobility 
services and mass transit developments, it is no doubt that the level of decision-making 
processes, regarding investments for public transport systems, also should increase 
(Provincie Gelderland, 2016).  

In general, the total costs for public transport exceed the revenues the operators earn 
(NZTA, n.d.) (Veeneman & Mulley, 2017). The majority of the earnings received from 
ticket revenues are not sufficient to cover all investment, maintenance and operational 
costs that come with public transport services. This means that the (local) governments 
almost always have to subsidize these systems to support the gap between costs and 
benefits to provide enough transport facilities (The International Association of Public 
Transport , 2013). 

The last couple of years the total budget for public transport investments kept decreasing 
while management and maintenance costs of these systems kept increasing (MRDH-OV, 
2013). This is quite beneficial for innovations in the transport sector because this 
motivates to come up with modern solutions for optimal utilization of the current 
infrastructure. However, lower availability of investments does not encourage design, 
implementation and construction of new public transport projects.  This can be highly 
disadvantageous, especially for newly developed urban areas. The decision-making 
process regarding public transport investments needs to improve and taking into account 
that a great amount of stakeholders are involved, does not make this process easier. 

This research will analyze the perception of important stakeholders regarding public 
transport investments and analyze whether this perception has any added value in the 
overall decision-making process regarding public transport investments. Section 1.1 will 
elaborate more on the problem definition and explain in more detail what exactly the 
problem is. Section 1.2 will propose a research objective, present the main research 
question and provide sub-questions, which will help to answer the main research 
question and reach the objective. Section 1.3 will explain the scientific and societal 
relevance of this research and section 1.4 will elaborate more on the scope of this 
research. An explanation will be provided in terms of why certain aspects are taken into 
account and why some of them are not. Section 1.5 will serve as a division where the 
report structure is presented. This chapter will finalize with section 1.6 where the thesis 
outline will be described.  
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1.1	PROBLEM	DEFINITION	

The increasing costs for public transport and lower budgets for investments makes the 
process regarding selection of public transport investments more and more difficult. 
When deciding upon public transport projects, decisions usually are supported by 
appraisal methods such as a Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) or a Multi-criteria analysis MCA 
(Bristow & Nellthorp, 2000). In the Netherlands it is, since 2000, mandatory to conduct 
a CBA for (large scale) infrastructure projects (Annema, Koopmans, & van Wee, 2007). 
However, as described by Annema et al. (2016), there is more and more evidence that a 
CBA only has limited impacts in the decision-making process. This immediately raises 
the question, why this analysis is still being used, with its limited impacts. Furthermore, 
this also makes you wonder what kinds of other appraisel methods exist, which are more 
suitable and possibly could have more influence in the policy process.  

One major disadvantage of a CBA, as explained by Kopp, Krupnick & Toman (1997) 
and Kelman (1981), is the utility-based approach. This approach does not make any 
distinction in impact for every stakeholder. Individual preferences, whether they are 
positive or negative, are not taken into account. This asks for a method that can take 
different perceptions into account and is less utilitarian based. However, there is little 
information available about perception-based decision-analysis methods due to lack of 
research. Furthermore, monetization of some aspects may be difficult, especially effects 
with high uncertainty or ethical effects, which may result in inaccurate estimations. 
Another disadvantage of a CBA are the welfare gains. Effects are calculates by means of 
benefits in social welfare. However, this does not always mean that a policy should be 
implemented (Weisbach, 2014). When using different discount rates, the results of a 
CBA also can differ resulting in implementation of different policies. 

To take into account the use of ethical, non-ethical and difficult effects, a multi-criteria 
decision-making (MCDM) method may be an alternative, as suggested by van Wee 
(2011). This method is also able to deal with the involvement of different stakeholders in 
the project (Thomopoulos, Grant-Muller, & Tight, 2009). MCDM also is a method often 
used for transport appraisal projects and projects with environmental or social effects 
(Lahdelma, Salkminen, & Hokkanen, 2000). However, there are also some downsides 
using this MCDM method. The weights assigned to the criteria can be subjectively 
determined which may question their accuracy. Another downside is the possibility for 
manipulations throughout the analysis, but this also can occur when conducting a CBA.  

By making use of MCDM methods, different stakeholders involved in the projects and 
qualitative and quantitative data can be taken into account to determine different 
perceptions of groups regarding public transport systems. By making use of analytical 
models, MCDM structures and decomposes complex decision-making problems and 
makes the process manageable; to eventually provide enough information to make a 
decision (Scholten, Maurer, & Lienert, 2017). 

Until now, it is unknown if and how perceptions of various stakeholders add any value in 
the decision-making process regarding public transport investments. Not much research 
can be found regarding this subject which leads to a (knowledge) gap regarding 
perception-based methods and their contribution to help governmental authorities in 
their decision-making process. To solve this problem and therefore close this gap, this 
thesis will investigate whether such a method adds valuable information in the process of 
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public transport investments for various modalities. This research is conducted in 
collaboration with the Metropolitan Region Rotterdam The Hague (MRDH). Therefore, 
the results will be discussed with policy decision makers from this organization. 

To obtain the perceptions of the important stakeholders in the decision-making process, 
a closer look is necessary at what perception actually is or how this term can be defined. 
This will contribute to interpret the perception-based information, which results from 
the analysis conducted in this thesis. The following definitions of perception can be 
found in literature: The Cambridge Dictionary defines perception as (Cambridge 
Dictionary, n.d.):   

‘’A belief or opinion, often held by many people and based on how things seem ‘’ 

Two definitions of perception that can be found in the Oxford Dictionary (Oxford 
dictionary, n.d.):  

‘’ The neurophysiological processes, including memory, by which an organism 
becomes aware of and interprets external stimuli ’’ 

‘’ The way in which something is regarded, understood, or interpreted ‘’ 

The Free Dictionary’s definition of perception is as follows (The Free Dictionary, n.d.):  

‘’ An interpretation or impression; an opinion or belief ’’  

Perception as defined by Schacter, Gilbert & Wegner (2011) is the identification and 
interpretation of information, with the goal to represent and understand that information 
or its environment.  

Most of the definitions seem to have various aspects in common such as, interpretation, 
understanding and opinion with regards to what perception actually is. Applying these 
aspects on public transport from a customers point gives a more understandable 
meaning on what exactly can be understood from perception in public transport. 
Keeping in mind the three above-mentioned characteristics of perception results in the 
customers’ interpretation and opinion about their experience and understanding of the 
service quality of public transport.  

Perception of public transport as seen from the government’s point of view differs 
compared to that of the passengers. By collecting the opinion of many passengers about 
public transport and how they experience different modalities, a perception of that 
specific group and how they experience public transport can be created. 

The government provides subsidies to the public transport operators and decides upon 
the location, design and implementation of transport systems. With regards to the 
perception of the government, public transport needs to be able to transport passengers 
in a clean, safe and efficient way and contribute positively to the image of the 
environment. Hence, the government will take into account other aspects when deciding 
which public transport system suits best, compared to the other stakeholders. The same 
applies for the public transport operators. As described in section  4.2, the goal of the PT 
operators is to transport their passengers in the fastest, safest, cheapest way possible.  
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1.2	 RESEARCH	OBJECTIVES	

The objective of this research is to investigate whether a perception based method adds 
any valuable information in the decision making process for governmental organizations. 
This thesis will elaborate more on the different multi-criteria analyses and select the one 
that is most suitable representing perceptions of different stakeholders. After the 
important stakeholders are determined, a list of criteria is constructed which will serve as 
comparison factors for public transport modalities. These comparison factors are criteria 
upon which public transport systems can be compared with each other. Each stakeholder 
decides which system suits best based on their own set of criteria. When the important 
criteria are determined and assigned to each stakeholder, the weights corresponding with 
the criteria can be determined. The weights will be determined by conducting surveys at 
each stakeholder. These weights indicate the importance of each criterion compared to 
the others. By multiplying the weights with the values of the criteria, the preference of 
each system can be determined. Furthermore, by making use of a case study, the 
selection method will be presented and the results will be discussed and validated with 
policy decision-makers. 

The objective of this research will be reached by answering the following research 
question: 

What is the added value for governmental authorities, of a perception-based mode 
choice analysis for public transport investments? 

To solve this problem, this research will obtain the perceptions of the important 
stakeholders in the decision-making process and discuss the results with a policy 
decision-maker. This discussion will provide more insights regarding, if and how this 
information can be used in the decision-making process.  

To help answer the main research question, a set of sub-research questions are 
formulated which will provide supportive knowledge and structure the research. The first 
sub-question will compare which MCDM (Multi-Criteria Decision-Making) methods 
currently are used for public transport appraisal and which one suits best for a 
perception-based analysis. A more detailed explanation of how this method is chosen is 
explained in chapter 3 and Appendix II. The following sub-question will help to provide 
the correct information: 

1.  Which MCDM method suits best for a perception based analysis? 

Furthermore, before selecting a public transport mode, it is important to know the 
strengths and weaknesses for each modality. This is done by comparing the modalities on 
different criteria. The second sub-question helps to find a suitable list of comparison 
factors using the 5xE framework developed by van Oort, van der Bijl & Maartens (2016). 
This list presents the costs and benefits of public transport on which the modalities can 
be compared with each other. 

2.   Which criteria are important for comparison of public transport 
modalities and why? 

When the comparison factors are known, weights are assigned with the goal to illustrate 
the importance of each criterion compared to the other ones.  Some criteria are more 
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important compared to others and by assigning weights to them this will compensate for 
the unbalance. Furthermore, some stakeholders will assign different values to different 
criteria because of their perception of each mode. The third sub-question results in a list 
of criteria and their weights for each stakeholder. 

3. How do the comparison factors score on level of importance for different 
stakeholders? 

Once the important comparison factors are known, together with their weights, the 
method can be tested. By multiplying the weights with the values corresponding with the 
criteria a perception of the important stakeholders and the modalities is obtained. After 
testing the method, the case study is executed. The case study serves as the final 
quantification step in the method where the weights and criteria are applied and 
multiplied with the scores (information) from the case. This generates an output where a 
value is assigned to each modality on which they are compared. From this comparison 
analysis, one of the public transport systems is depicted as the most desirable for each 
group. This information then, is presented and discussed with the policy decision-maker 
to investigate whether and how this adds any value to the decision-making process. 

One of the requirements the case has is that it has to be a Dutch transport project, 
preferably in the Randstad region. The MRDH operates mainly in the Rotterdam–The 
Hague region. For this reason, a project for the case study is chosen within this area. 
Furthermore, there should be enough and up-to-date data available. Also, recent data 
needs to be available and because transport projects, on average, take 30-40 years before 
they are put into service. The project for the case study, therefore, should not be older 
than 30-40 years. Projects in this area are projects with a complex environment where 
different modalities are involved, especially compared to other areas within the country: 

4.  Which public transport system suits best for implementation according to the 
perceptions of the stakeholders? 

Finally, the results of the case study are discussed and validated with two policy decision-
maker. This step is executed to check if and how this information contributes to the 
decision-making process regarding the selection of public transport investments. The 
final and following sub-question will be answered: 

5.  To what extent do authorities consider MCDM-stakeholder analysis useful in the 
decision-making process for public transport investments? 

1.3	SCIENTIFIC	AND	SOCIETAL	RELEVANCE	

The scientific relevance of this research is to give insight in the fact, whether a MCDM 
method can be used in decision-making process compared to the conventional CBA. 
Furthermore, this research provides an answer how MCDM can be used to visualize 
perceptions of important stakeholders regarding different public transport systems, 
which also contributes to the scientific relevance. 

By providing information about, if and how perceptions of various stakeholders add any 
value in the decision-making process of public transport investments, contributes to the 
societal relevance. 
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Furthermore, by developing a perception-based model, the selection method for public 
transport investments, for governmental authorities might become easier. Secondly, this 
research will visualize the benefits of public transport. By providing more insight in the 
stakeholders perceptions, a more transparent decision-making process could be obtained. 
Better decisions eventually lead to higher qualitative public transport facilities. Not only 
local governments, but also inhabitants and surrounding companies, will profit from 
higher quality public transport facilities. Finally, this research will use the 5xE framework 
developed by van Oort, van der Bijl & Maartens (2016) to visualize the costs and benefits 
of public transport (modalities). 

1.4	SCOPE	

This entire research is executed from the perspective of MRDH. The main focus of the 
MRDH and its activities lies in this metropolitan region (Figure	2). For this reason, the 
geographical scope of this research lies within the metropolitan area Rotterdam The 
Hague. This area also develops the majority of the public transport projects in The 
Netherlands, which should provide more than enough of the necessary knowledge and 
information. Furthermore, this area has a complex network making it more interesting to 
conduct a case study. Finally, the MRDH also mainly works together with regional public 
transport operators. For this reason, the scope of this research will only focus on 
regional public transport.  

 

	

FIGURE	2.	OPERATIONAL	AREA	MRDH 

1.5	REPORT	STRUCTURE	&	THESIS	OUTLINE	

Figure	3 shows the report structure and methodological steps used in this research. In the 
problem definition, the introduction of the problem is introduced together with the main 
research questions and sub-questions.  

Secondly, in the Literature review phase, information is gathered regarding various Multi-
criteria Decision Making (MCDM) methods to determine the method that suits best to 
tackle the problem (Chapter 3). This will provide an answer for the first sub-question. 
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After the method is selected, relevant data and criteria need to be identified making 
comparison possible between the different modalities. 

Now that the selected method and criteria are defined, the model is going to be validated 
in chapter 4, using general Public transport information. This chapter investigates if the 
results are as expected and can answer the questions that need to be answered and gives 
an answer to the third sub-question. 

After validation, chapter 5 applies the model on two case studies to obtain the 
perceptions of the important stakeholders and the modalities. Calculating the 
perceptions, gives insight in which factors need to be changed to make the system more 
attractive. This chapter will provide an answer to the fourth sub-question. 

The final step of this research is to discuss the results with the decision makers (chapter 
6) to investigate if and how the perception based analysis adds any value in their 
decision-making process. This chapter will elaborate more on this discussion and by 
serving as a validation for the policy decision-makers an answer will be provided to the 
last, fifth, sub-question.  

 

FIGURE	3.	REPORT	STRUCTURE 

 

 

Case Study & Discussion with Policy Decision-maker
(Chapter 5)

Sub-question 4 & 5

MCDM choice
Determining MCDM method (Chapter 3)

Sub-question 1

Perception Analysis
Stakeholders, criteria and weights (Chapter 4)

Sub-question 2 and 3

Conclusions Recommendations Discussion
Chapter 6

Problem Definition & Methodology
Chapter 1 & Chapter 2
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CHAPTER	2.	METHODOLOGY 	

This chapter gives a description about the methodology and approach used in this 
research to find an answer to the main research question. This also gives insight in the 
kind of information that is used, where it is gathered from, why this needs to be analyzed 
and how it contributes to this research. 

2.1	RESEARCH	METHODS	

To reach the objective of this research and answer both the main research question and 
sub-questions, different kind of methods are used. Besides using personal observations, 
different methodologies are used for gathering and analyzing data. Below are different 
methodologies described, which were used in this research:  

1. Literature review 
2. Desk Research 
3. Interviews 
4. Surveys 
5. Data analysis 
6. Multi-criteria decision making 
7. Case study 

2.2	LITERATURE	REVIEW	

Firstly an important part of this research is the literature review. The literature review is 
used to answer the first sub-question (1. Which MCA method suits best for a perception 
based analysis?). In combination with a desk research and interviews, an answer is 
provided for the second sub-question (2. Which criteria are important for comparison of 
public transport modalities and why?). This part focuses on gathering literature about 
existing analysis that is used for the decision-making process regarding investments of 
public transport systems. This method also gives insight in what kind of research already 
is conducted and what kind of research is necessary to close the scientific gaps. Data 
needed for a literature review are gathered from newspaper articles, published reports 
and scientific papers from different online databases such as: Google Scholar, Scopus, 
ScienceDirect, Researchgate, World Transit Research and Springer, but also papers from 
the THREDBO-15 Conference (Thredbo, 2017). The following keywords were used: 

Public transport investments, public transport assessment methods, mcdm, mca, multi-
criteria, decision-making, transit investment, cba, mamca, macharis, stakeholders, razei, 
bwm, best-worst method, public transport comparison, bus, tram, metro, BRT, LRT, 
image, transport image, public transport image, public transport methods, multicriteria 
evaluation, van Oort, Bart van Arem, Annema, 5xE framework, public transport 
evaluation, wider benefits of public transport, benefits of ownership, costs of ownership, 
TCO, public investment, transport costs, transport benefits, assessment methods, 
Evaluation framework, MAMCA vs. BWM, AHP, PROMETHEE, ELECTRE, 
Weighted Product Model, Weighted Sum Model, TOPSIS, Mode-choice, perception 
analysis, transport investments, public transport subsidy, earnings public transport, 
modalities, modality, public transport impacts, economic value public transport, 
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perception, MAAS Mobility as a service, TAAS Transport as a Service, Life cycle costs 
LCC, electric bus, electric vehicles, mode share. Furthermore, an extensive search is 
conducted by searching using all criteria, all modalities and a combination between them, 
like BRT safety, as keywords.  

2.3	DESK	RESEARCH	

Desk research is a method where information specifically is gathered from documents 
and information that the MRDH has at its disposal. This method is used, together with 
the literature review and interviews, to provide an answer for the second sub-question (2. 
Which criteria are important for comparison of public transport modalities and why?). 
The difference between a Literature review and a Desk research is the source of 
information. Literature review can be characterized as gathering literature from 
anywhere, whereas a Desk research only uses information, documents and data from the 
organization. A Desk research therefore, will have more practical relevance and cannot 
be conducted by everyone and from everywhere due to privacy limitations. The 
information gathered via a literature review however, can be gathered from almost 
everywhere at any time. 

2.4	INTERVIEWS	

Conducting interviews with different stakeholders provides insight in different 
perspectives of stakeholders and what they think is important and can be seen as benefits 
and costs. By conducting interviews in combination with a literature review and desk 
research, the first sub-question is answered (1. Which MCA method suits best for a 
perception based analysis?). The final sub-question is also answered conducting an 
interview with a policy decision-maker to investigate how the perception results add 
value in the decision-making process (5. To what extent do authorities consider MCDM-
stakeholder analysis useful in the decision-making process for public transport 
investments?). These two sub-questions, together with the other ones, finally provide an 
answer the main research question. 

By interviewing different important decision-makers from different organizations, a 
perspicuous image will be constructed regarding the importance and difference in criteria 
used for implementation decisions by various organizations. This also leads to 
conclusions why certain decisions are made with regards to public transport projects and 
why they take certain aspects into account or why not. The data needed for conducting 
these interviews is derived from a stakeholder analysis. This analysis (Appendix I) gives 
insight in which stakeholders are involved, how they can influence the project and how 
they should be treated. When the important stakeholders are identified (Chapter 4.2), the 
interviews are conducted and help to understand which methods are used nowadays and 
where they can be improved. Chapter 4.4 describes more information regarding the 
interviewed decision-makers and passengers. The functions are also presented in that 
section and the findings can be found in Appendix VI. The final step of this research is 
to investigate if the perceptions of the important groups have an influence or add any 
value in the decision-making process of public transport investments. Together with a 
policy decision-maker, the results of this perception analysis are discussed via an 
interview to give an answer to the main research question. 
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2.5	SURVEYS	

To obtain a realistic perception of the different modalities and different stakeholders, a 
survey is conducted (Appendix III). The data from the surveys will be used for the 
calculation of the weights for the criteria answering the third sub-question (3. How do 
comparison factors score on level of importance for different stakeholders?). A survey is 
used to get insight regarding the way how certain people or groups think about certain 
aspects. This method will also contribute to construct weights for the criteria and gain an 
understanding in how the weights score against each other. The survey is executed by 
asking decision-makers from the important stakeholders to rate the criteria. In general, 
only a few (1 or 2) people in an organization make the final decisions. However, these 
decision-makers always get their information from their advisors, who make the analysis 
and provide suggestions and recommendations. By gathering data from only one or two 
decision-makers, there is a high likelihood that certain weights are biased. To lower this 
subjectiveness, the surveys for the governmental authorities and operators are presented 
to more people. For each group, 5 advisors/decision-makers are asked to fill in the 
survey, which provides information regarding the weights of the criteria. With regards to 
the passengers group, in total 15 respondents were asked to fill in the survey. More 
information can be found in chapter 4.4 and Appendix III. In chapter 7.3 is reflected on 
the surveys, responses and results. 

2.6	DATA	ANALYSIS	

Besides gathering data in this research, data analysis is also an important part. By doing 
so, an answer is provided, together with a case study, for the fourth sub-question (4. 
Which public transport system suits best for implementation according to the 
perceptions of the stakeholders?). Analyzing data with regards to investment decisions, 
conducted for past projects, gives insight in the calculations, assumptions and factors 
that are taken into account in a public transport study. Furthermore, data analysis also 
helps to identify and understand problematic issues. The data needed is gathered from 
different sources such as (BRT Data speed, 2017), (Clean fleets, 2015), (FTA, 2001), 
(Kennisplatform CROW, 2017), (MRDH, 2017) and many more (see also Appendix 
VII). An example of analyzing data is the calculation of the total cost of ownership, 
which consists of the investment costs, maintenance costs and operational costs of a 
system measured in € per year (Appendix VII, section B and Section I). 

2.7	MULTI-CRITERIA	DECISION	MAKING	

Decision-making is important aspect in daily life. Everyday the average adult makes 
about 35,000 decisions (Hoomans, 2015). With that many decisions only on a daily basis, 
decision-making almost can be seen as an art. When  various alternatives or options are 
available, the decision-maker needs to find an optimal result and choose the most suiting 
alternative (Foreman & Sally, 2001). By using a multi-criteria decision-making analysis 
(MCDM), several alternatives are compared with each other using multiple weights. 
According to Saaty & Vargas (2012), decision-makers try to find a way to assign weights 
to the criteria, where each alternative is compared on to eventually find the best one. 
This method is used to provide an answer to the third sub-question (3. How do the 
comparison factors score on level of importance for different stakeholders). 
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MCDM can be seen as a tool to support the decision-maker to compare alternatives. The 
alternatives are compared with each other using different kind of criteria. Some criteria 
are more important to others and by assigning weights to them, their degree of 
importance is indicated. A MCDM analysis is conducted in this research to compare 
different kinds of modalities (alternatives) and to obtain a perception of various 
stakeholders. MCDM is often used in the transport sector: (Pineda, Liou, Hsu, & 
Chuang, 2017), (Annema, Mouter, & Razaei, 2015), (Boujelbene & Derbel, 2015), 
(Keyvan-Ekbatani & Cats, 2015), (Zak, 2010).   

2.8	CASE	STUDY	

The case study serves as the final quantification step in the method and together with the 
data analysis provides an answer to the fourth sub-question ((4) Which public transport 
suits best for implementation?). After determining the weights and perceptions of the 
stakeholders, the data is combined with data from the case study where a value is 
assigned to each transport system. This makes comparison of the systems easier to finally 
select a public transport system for implementation. 

One of the requirements the case has is that it has to be a Dutch transport project. 
Furthermore, there should be enough and up-to-date data available. Finally, the MRDH 
operates in the Rotterdam – The Hague region. The project should, therefore, not be 
older than 30-40 years and it has to be a Metropolitan area project. Projects in this area 
of the Netherlands are projects with a complex environment where different modalities 
are involved, especially compared to other areas within the country. 
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CHAPTER	3.	MULTI	CRITERIA	DECISION	MAKING	METHODS 	

This chapter will elaborate more on the different MCDM methods, explained in 
Appendix II. MCDM, Multi-criteria decision-making is also referred to as Multi-criteria 
analysis (MCA) or Multi-criteria decision–making analysis (MCDA). In this research, 
MCDM is used for clarity sake.  

By comparing their advantages and disadvantages and by comparing them on different 
criteria, one of the methods will be chosen that suits best to conduct a perception-based 
analysis.  Furthermore, this chapter will serve as a path to answering the following sub-
question:  

(1) Which MCDM method suits best for a perception based analysis and why? 

The following MCDM methods are widely used and therefore chosen for comparison 
(Mulliner, Malys, & Maliene, 2015), (Serrai, Abdelli, Mokdad, & Hammal, 2017), (Kolios, 
Mytilinou, Lozano-Minguez, & Salonitis, 2016) and (Triantaphyllou, 2000): 

1. Best-Worst Method 
2. Weighted Sum Model 
3. Weighted Product Model 
4. Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis 
5. TOPSIS 
6. AHP 
7. PROMETHEE 
8. ELECTRE 

After giving a short description of all the methods, section 3.9 will decide which MCDM 
method suits best for a perception based analysis. The criteria on which the methods are 
tested are based on own analysis. This could be considered a weak point and is further 
elaborated on in the Discussion in chapter 7.3. A more detailed analysis of the MCDM 
evaluation can be found in Appendix II.  

3.1	MCDM	COMPARISON	CRITERIA	

This research focuses on a perception-based analysis. The perceptions of different 
stakeholders are taken into account to investigate if this adds any value in the decision-
making process. For example, it is important that the chosen MCDM method contains 
an aspect where different stakeholders are taken into account. Besides coping with 
stakeholders, the MCDM methods are compared on the following criteria: 

1. Stakeholders 
2. Transparency 
3. Year 
4. Data Needed 
5. Quality (of the weights) 
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1. Stakeholders. This criterion will indicate whether the method is taking into 
account stakeholders in the analysis. 

2. Transparency. The extent and ease in which the method is understood. Some 
methods are hard to understand while others are rather easy. This criterion 
indicates whether the method is easy to understand and therefore easy applicable. 

3. Year. This aspect is taken into account to just to clarify the age of the method. 
The advantage of using a method that was developed a long time ago is that this 
method has been in use a very long time which proves its reliability and results. 
However, times change and in this dynamic environment, a younger method may 
be more beneficial compared to older ones.  

4. Data needed. The amount of data that is needed also is an important factor to 
take into account. The less data that is needed to obtain reliable results, the 
higher the method will score on this aspect. 

5. Quality (of the weights) will be used to assess the pairwise comparison result. By 
comparing criteria with each other, a more reliable perception can be realized. 
This factor firstly will test if the method uses pairwise comparison and 
consequently if the method can cope with recurring inconsistencies, in such a 
way that the quality of the weights is sufficient. 

 

3.2	BEST-WORST	METHOD	

The Best-worst method is a vector based multi-criteria decision-making method 
developed by Dr. Jafar Razaei (Rezaei, 2014). This method can be characterized as a 
pairwise comparison between a set of criteria. From this set of criteria, the participant 
chooses one criterion which in his or her opinion is most important (best) and one that 
is least important (worst). The best-criterion is then compared with the remaining criteria 
and the same is done for the worst-criterion. The benefits of the Best-worst method, 
compared to other Multi-criteria decision-making methods are: 

- BWM requires less comparison data 
- It leads to more consistent comparisons, which results in reliable results 
- BWM can be combined with other MCDM methods  
- BWM is a simple method to perform; comparisons are performed with integer 

numbers ranging from 1 to 9. 

It seems that BWM may be one of the best methods to use when deciding on weights for 
parameters (Serrai, Abdelli, Mokdad, & Hammal, 2017). This is because not only the best 
and worst criteria are predefined by the users, but also the comparison of the other 
elements to them. Furthermore, this method is not that hard to understand (average) and 
the requirement of less data makes this method attractive to use.  

3.3	WEIGHTED	SUM	MODEL	

One of the most common and easy-to-use MCDM methods is the Weighted Sum Model, 
WSM (Kolios, Mytilinou, Lozano-Minguez, & Salonitis, 2016). This method is easily 
applicable and easy to use in combination with other methods. The WSM method 
compares alternatives, based on a given set of criteria, with each other. Each criterion is 
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given a certain weight and by multiplying the weight of the criteria with the score of the 
alternatives, an optimal solution is given.  

3.4	WEIGHTED	PRODUCT	MODEL	

The Weighted Product Model method is a MCDM method that has many similarities 
compared to the WSM (Kolios, Mytilinou, Lozano-Minguez, & Salonitis, 2016). The 
biggest difference however, with the WSM is that a WPM used a product to calculate the 
optimal solution instead of a sum (Triantaphyllou, 2000). The equation below shows a 
comparison between the alternatives AK and AL. If R exceeds 1, this means that 
alternative AK, is preferred compared to alternative AL. Just like the WSM, this method is 
also quite easy to understand and to conduct, resulting in a high transparency. 

3.5	MULTI-ACTOR	MULTI-CRITERIA	ANALYSIS	

MAMCA is a Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis developed by Prof. Dr. Cathy Macharis 
(Macharis C. , 2005). This method can be characterized as a multi-criteria decision 
analysis that enables decision-makers a simultaneous evaluation of various projects 
(Macharis, de Witte, & Turcksin, 2010). One of the most important benefits of MAMCA 
compared to other MCDM methods is that MAMCA explicitly takes into account the 
opinion of different stakeholders. This is of high importance deciding which public 
transport investment will be most efficient. Involving stakeholders early in the process 
will give policy decision-makers not only and understanding and insight in their own 
problem but will also allow them to gain an understanding in the perspective of other 
stakeholders. MAMCA is a method that is not hard to understand, and has the most 
amount of (7) steps. Due to the fact that there are 7 easy-to-use and easy-to-understand 
steps, the transparency of this method can be characterized as average. 

3.6	TOPSIS	

The TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarities to Ideal Solution) method 
is used broadly in various research fields (Kolios, Mytilinou, Lozano-Minguez, & 
Salonitis, 2016) and developed by Hwang and Yoon (1981). This method uses the 
Euclidean distance to find the best solution as close as (shortest distance) possible to the 
ideal alternative and at the same time as far away (longest distance) from the most 
negative solution. Both the best and the most negative solution result from this method 
and each criterion can lead to a change in utility (Triantaphyllou, 2000). The change in 
utility for every criterion eventually can lead to an ideal solution and a non-ideal solution 
and an optimal alternative within this range. However, by making use of the Euclidean 
distance, any correlation that may occur between criteria is not taken into account and 
could have difficulty to weight Qualitative parameters (Serrai, Abdelli, Mokdad, & 
Hammal, 2017). This method is harder and takes slightly more time to understand 
compared to the above-mentioned methods, resulting in a lower transparency. 
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3.7	ANALYTIC	HIERARCHY	PROCESS	

The Analytic Hierarchy Process, AHP method (Triantaphyllou, 2000) is developed by 
Saaty almost 40 years ago (1980). This method is mostly applied in problems with 
conflicting criteria and in the energy planning sector (Kolios, Mytilinou, Lozano-
Minguez, & Salonitis, 2016). There even is a case where an AHP based method is 
developed which can cope with problems where uncertain data is available (Cobuloglu & 
Büyüktahtakın, 2015). The AHP method used a hierarchy structure and pairwise 
comparison to decide upon complex decision-making problems. This method also is not 
that hard to understand and to conduct. With 4 steps, the transparency of AHP method 
is around the same level of the Best-worst method. 

3.8	PROMETHEE	

The Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation method is 
created by Brans in 1985 (Brans & Vincke, 1985), (Brans, Vincke, & Marescha, 1986) and 
is widely used for problems in the energy sector (Kolios, Mytilinou, Lozano-Minguez, & 
Salonitis, 2016). By using pairwise comparison, the method provides an overall ranking 
of the alternatives based on positive and negative outranking flows. PROMETHEE is an 
easy to use method, especially compared to other MCDM methods (Tuzkaya, Gulsun, 
Kahraman, & Ozgen, 2010). One of the advantages of PROMETHEE is that it can deal 
with qualitative and quantitative factors simultaneously (Serrai, Abdelli, Mokdad, & 
Hammal, 2017).  

Two main categories of information PROMETHEE needs are:  

1. Weights of the criteria  
2. Preference of the decision-makers if applicable 

This means that a specific method to determine the weights is not provided, which can 
be seen as a disadvantage. When dealing with a higher number of criteria (eight or 
higher), this can make things quite difficult for the decision-maker (Serrai, Abdelli, 
Mokdad, & Hammal, 2017). According to section 3.3, all three groups have a number of 
9 criteria for comparison. This will make it difficult for the PROMETHEE method to 
obtain a reliable realistic perception of the stakeholders. Finally, the transparency can be 
categorized as lower compared to the above-mentioned methods because of the 
difficulty level. 

3.9	ELECTRE	

The Elimination and Choice Translating Reality method was first introduced around 
1966 by Bernard Roy can also be characterized as a pairwise comparison method 
(Benayoun, Roy, & Sussman, 1966). ELECTRE is executed by comparing two 
alternatives on each criterion. This makes ELECTRE not always able to classify the most 
interesting alternative, which can be a great disadvantage depending on the goal of the 
problem (Triantaphyllou, 2000). However, when a situation occurs with few criteria and 
a huge amount of alternatives (Lootsma, 1990), ELECTRE may be a great choice to use 
to compare the different solutions. This method can also deal with both qualitative and 
quantitative factors simultaneously. However, because ELECTRE can be characterized 
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as a complex decision making method, a great amount of data is required to perform a 
worthy analysis.  

This method can be applied in many various fields to determine which alternatives are 
preferred considering a set of criteria (Vahdani, Haji, Jabbari, Roshanaei, & Zandieh, 
2010). Due to the comprehensive explanation the transparency of this method is lower 
compared to the first methods. 

3.10	MCDM	EVALUATION	

Summarizing the above (and appendix II) analysis, the table below, table 5 can be 
obtained. The methods are assessed on the criteria shown in the first row of the table. 
The methods are shown in the first column. These criteria and their scores are based on 
own analysis. This can be indicated as a weak point and will be more elaborated on in 
chapter 7.3. 

The following scale is used when scoring the methods on the criteria: 

--  not available or highly negative 
- negative 
+/- neutral 
+ positive 
++ highly positive 
 
TABLE	6.	MCDM	METHOD	EVALUATION	

MCDM Stakeholders Transparency Year Data 
needed 

Quality 
(weights) 

1. BWM -- +/- 2014 ++ ++ 
2. WSM -- ++ 1967 ++ -- 
3. WPM -- ++ 1969 ++ -- 
4. MAMCA ++ +/- 2005 -- -- 
5. TOPSIS -- - 1981 +/- -- 
6. AHP -- +/- 1980 +/- + 
7. PROMETHEE -- -- 1985 +/- + 
8. ELECTRE -- -- 1966 +/- + 

 

To obtain a perception of stakeholders regarding public transport investments, there is 
only one MCDM method that may be able to take different stakeholders into account. 
As stated in section 4.5, the MAMCA method explicitly takes into account the interests 
of different stakeholders in the analysis. In the decision-making process, one of the most 
important parts is to take into account the interests of the stakeholders involved in the 
process. For this reason, the MAMCA is chosen as the method to determine the 
perceptions. 

Step 3 of the MAMCA analysis is to determine the important criteria and their weights. 
By making use of another MCDM method, in combination with the MAMCA analysis, 
weights can be assigned to the criteria. To assign weights, a comparison method is 
needed that allows fair and accurate comparison of the criteria. By making use of 
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pairwise comparison more accurate results can be achieved due to the fact that, each 
time, only two factors are compared with each other.  

However, most of the pairwise comparison methods, such as ELECTRE, 
PROMOTHEE and AHP, are unable to cope with recurring inconsistencies. The main 
reason these inconsistencies occur is because of the unstructured method the 
comparisons are derived from. This results in inconsistent matrices and a solution for 
these inconsistencies is to revise the comparison in such a way that the matrix becomes 
consistent (Karapetrovice & Rosenbloom, 1999). Therefore, a method is needed where 
less of these inconsistencies appear. The BWM method uses a different kind of pairwise 
comparison which enables more consistent results with less information. This is done 
using the following method: By comparing the best criterion to the others and the others 
against the least preferred criterion the weights are determined.  

One of the important benefits of BWM is that in some cases, a multi-optimal result can 
be established. Different alternatives can be chosen as the optimal solution, based on 
different sets of weights for the criteria. MCDM methods with multi-optimal solution 
can be highly beneficial for most kind of policy decision-making problems. These 
problems are known for their extensive decision-making process where debating plays an 
essential part (Simons, Pelled, & Smith, 1999). Another benefit of MCDM methods with 
multi-optimal solutions is that decision-makers are also provided with information that 
cannot be modelled.  

For these reasons, the BWM is chosen as the method in this research to determine the 
weights for the important criteria. By combining the MAMCA with the BWM, the BWM 
will determine the weights for the criteria, which then will be used as input for the 
MAMCA.  

3.11	CONCLUSION	MCDM	

The goal of this chapter was to analyse the popular MCDM methods and decide which 
method will be used to conduct a perception-based analysis. After describing all the 
methods and evaluating them, the following conclusion can be drawn, which directly 
answers the sub-question: 

(1) Which MCDM method suits best for a perception based analysis and why? 

Looking at table 5, stakeholders are a highly important aspect to take into account in the 
decision-making process for public transport investments. The method that is suitable to 
conduct an analysis, taking into account different stakeholders is the MAMCA.  

The third step of the MAMCA is to determine important criteria and weights. This 
indicates that another method is needed, which determines the important criteria and 
weights to compare the alternatives. The only method that has a very high quality of the 
weights (explained in chapter 3.2) and where few amounts of data are needed, is the 
Best-worst method (BWM.) Therefore, this method is chosen because of the 
combination of the quality of the weights, less data that is needed to obtain highly 
reliable results, fewer inconsistencies between criteria and average transparency of the 
method.  
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CHAPTER	4.	PERCEPTION	ANALYSIS 	

Now that the methods are identified, this chapter will apply the methodology to 
determine the mode choice perceptions of each of the stakeholders. After the method is 
applied to obtain general perceptions of the stakeholders, the case study will be 
conducted, further explained in chapter 5. Both the MAMCA and BWM will be executed 
and the weights determined in the BWM, will be used as input for the MAMCA.  

Section 4.1 (step 1 MAMCA) will introduce the alternatives, which in this case are the 
different modalities from which a selection can be made for a new public transport 
system. Section 4.2 (Step 2 MAMCA) will describe which stakeholders are of importance 
in the decision-making process and why they will and should be taken into account. 
Section 4.3, then will describe for each stakeholder their important criteria, after which 
4.4 will apply the Best-worst method to find their weights. Now that the weights are 
determined section 4.5 will explain which values correspond with the criteria and 
calculate the perceptions for each stakeholder. This chapter will finalize in section 4.7 by 
describing the benefits of public transport categorized per mode. 

Finally, this chapter will finalize by providing answers to the following sub-questions: 

(2) Which criteria are important for comparison of public transport modalities and why? 

(3) How do the comparison factors score on level of importance for different 
stakeholders? 

4.1	ALTERNATIVE	SELECTION	

The first step of the MAMCA defines the problem and classifies possible alternatives. 
The problem, as defined in chapter 1, is the difficulty for policy decision-makers in 
selecting the right public transport system. This research will make use of the modalities 
used by the operators operating within the metropolitan area of Rotterdam The Hague. 
The following modalities are used by the operators, coherent with the main focus of the 
MRDH and the Metropolitan Region it focuses on (RET-b, n.d.), (HTM-b, n.d.), 
(Conexxion, 2017), (OV-magazine eBus, 2017): 

TABLE	7.	MODALITIES	

Public transport system 
1. Tram 
2. Metro 
3. Bus (Diesel) 
4. Light Rail Transit - LRT 
5. eBus 
6. Bus Rapid Transit – BRT 
7. Fast Ferry 
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The fast ferry (RET-ferry, n.d.) will not be taken into account due to the fact that this 
research focuses on the decision-making procedure for public transport.  The 
characteristics of a ferry are widely different compared to that of the other modes, which 
results in the exclusion of the ferry in the comparison analysis and therefore, fall out of 
scope for this research. 

4.2	STAKEHOLDER	ANALYSIS	

The second step of the MAMCA is to conduct a stakeholder analysis to determine the 
involved and important stakeholders. Macharis, de Witte and Turcksin (2010) define 
stakeholders as a group of people who have an interest in, or are affected by any 
decisions taken throughout the process. An extensive stakeholder analysis is presented in 
Appendix I.  It is important to conduct such an analysis because information is gathered 
regarding the influence and interests of the involved groups. By knowing which groups 
have what kind of power in the decision-making process and what their interest is, the 
decision-maker exactly knows how to cope with them. Some stakeholders only need to 
be monitored or kept informed, while others, usually with a high influence, need to kept 
informed or managed closely.  

This research will focus on the added value of a perception-based analysis for a policy 
decision-maker. Therefore, not all stakeholder information is necessary. The perception 
of the most important stakeholders will be taken into account to investigate whether this 
adds any value in the decision-making process. 

When deciding upon public transport investments in the metropolitan region of 
Rotterdam The Hague, the stakeholders involved can be characterized by the quality 
triangle shown below, in Figure	4 (Aboo & Robertson, 2016).  

	

FIGURE	4.	QUALITY	TRIANGLE	(ABOO	&	ROBERTSON,	2016)	
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The figure shows the three most important groups: 

1. Contracting Authorities  

The Contracting Authorities can be characterized as different governmental authorities 
making decisions regarding selecting and making agreements with the service provider(s). 
The role of the governmental agencies and institutions is to improve the quality of life, 
access and mobility in a clean, safe and sustainable environment (Government.nl , n.d.), 
(Gemeente Rotterdam, 2017), (Gemeente Den Haag).  

The following governmental agencies and institutions play an important role regarding 
public transport investments: 

• Province of South-Holland 
• Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment 

o Rijkswaterstaat (as executive organ for the Ministry) 
• MRDH 
• 23 Municipalities (represented by MRDH) 

 
2. Vehicle Operating Companies,  

The Vehicle Operating Companies, also public transport operators are the stakeholders 
that, despite they are competitors, share the following (same) goal (HTM, n.d.), (RET, 
Missie, 2017), (Carmen & Lidestam, 2016), (Conexxion, 2016):  

To provide high quality transport services to their passengers in the fastest, 
safest, cheapest way possible.  

They work together with the governmental institutions to provide these transport 
services for the public and receive subsidy to operate and maintain the systems.  

 
3. Public  

The Public, also indicated as the passengers, is the final group in the triangle and is the 
group that is provided with public transport systems. The perception of the passengers  
has an important role due to the fact that this group actually consists of the users of the 
system. Summarizing the above-mentioned stakeholders together with the three 
important groups from the quality triangle, the following conclusion can be drawn: 

The stakeholders, government and public transport operators, have an important role in 
the decision-making process regarding public transport investments (Pereira, Sennaa , & 
Lindaub, 2017). The perception of the passengers may give important insight regarding 
system choice. Their experience and choices are of great value and since the government 
wants to provide decent transportation and satisfy the Public.  It is important to know 
how the Public experiences public transport. For this reason, the group of passengers is 
seen as an important group in the process and therefore, taken into account in the 
perception analysis.  
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4.3	CRITERIA	SELECTION	

The third step of the MAMCA is to select the important criteria and weights, which in 
this thesis is distinguished in chapter 4.3 (criteria) and 4.4 (weights). By using literature, 
desk research, interviewing (policy) decision-makers and personal communication, the 
list shown in Table	8 below, is composed. An explanation of some important criteria is 
written down below the table. Some criteria need to have an explicit explanation while 
other do not. An explanation of all the criteria can be found in Appendix XIII.  

This list contains both costs (also financial attributes) and benefits of public transport 
(systems). The benefits are described using the 5xE framework developed by van Oort, 
van der Bijl & Maartens (2016) where they explain that the value of Public Transport is 
highly underestimated (van Oort, van der Bijl, & Verhoof, 2017). Therefore, they 
developed this framework to find alternative ways in which the value of public transport 
could be estimated and quantified (van Oort, van der Bijl, & Verhoof, 2017).  

This 5xE framework consists of the following five elements: 

E1. Effective mobility 

The first element can be described as the effectiveness of the system or of public 
transport as a whole. The system should be able to transport passengers, in an effective, 
efficient, safe, clean, fast, reliable and comfortable manner. 

E2. Efficient cities 

This element can be described as the effective use of the urban area. Cities stay compact 
by implementing public transport systems while giving them a more attractive image. 
Public transport can transport a great amount of people in an effective manner to their 
destination while making use of limited space. By using public space more efficiently, the 
indirect societal value of public transport increases. This element also describes that 
public transport highly contributes to the business climate of the city. 

E3. Economy 

The Economy element is described as the increase in economic value of the surrounding 
land by means of public transport. Public transport leads to area development, also 
explained in the text underneath criteria 28, Land and Economic Development. Areas 
becoming more accessible lead to more potential clients, more investments, higher rents 
and higher real-estate prices.  

E4. Environment 

As can be seen in Figure	 5, Public transport emits far less CO2 compared to other 
transport modalities. Also shown by various research (Tamaki, Nakamkura, Fujii, & 
Managi, 2016),  (Kunith, Mendelvitch, & Goehlich, 2017), (Zhang & Han, 2017), (Li & 
Tang, 2017).  This element describes the influence and effects of transportation on the 
environment. Not only does public transport use less emissions, it also uses less energy 
compared to automobiles (Xylia & Silveira, 2017). 
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FIGURE	5.	EMISSIONS	PER	MODE	(SIGHTLINE,	N.D.) 

E5. Equity 

The final element, equity, explains in what way the public transport services are 
accessible for whole society. This described the fact that public transport contributes in 
creating equal opportunities for inhabitants. It is available at all times for everyone and 
connects all parts of the city with each other, resulting in areas becoming available and 
accessible for people who are not able to make us of private transport. This factor 
explains that public transport functions as a service, making all kinds of facilities 
accessible for everyone.  

4.3.1	MODE	CHOICE	CRITERIA	

TABLE	8.	COMPARISON	FACTORS	

Costs Benefits – 5xE framework  
 E1. 

Effective 
Mobility 

E2. 
Efficient 

cities 

E3. 
Economy 

E4. 
Environment 

E5. 
Equity 

Total Cost of 
Ownership – 
TCO  

Robustness   
[vehicle 
loss hours] 

Spatial quality  
[1-10] 

Land 
development 
[€ per m2] 

Emissions 
[CO2/km] 

Accessibility 
of PT 
system/stop
s [1-10] 

a) Investments 
costs [€/yr.] 
 

Operational 
speed 
 [km/h] 

Passenger 
forecast 
[passengers] 

 Environmenta
l nuisance [dB] 

Travel 
information 
[1-10] 

b) Maintenance 
costs [€/yr.] 

Travel 
comfort 
[1-10] 

Livability 
inhabitants 
[1-10] 

 Parking 
availability at 
stops [1-10] 

Drivers/staf
f interaction 
[1-10] 

Operational 
costs [€/yr.] 

Additional 
passenger 
services 
[1-10] 

Possibility 
Autonomous 
[1-10] 

  Political 
consideratio
ns/pressure 
[N/A] 

Earnings [€] Flexibility 
[1-10] 

Image [1-10] 
 

  Extra/Specia
l luggage  
[1-10] 

Ticket price 
[€/km] 

Punctuality 
[%] 

Life span 
[years] 

   

 Passenger 
safety  
[1-10] 

Length of the 
system 
[km/stop] 

   

 Frequency      
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[dep./hr./ 
dir.] 

 Security 
level [1-10] 

    

 System 
Capacity 
[passengers
/vehicle] 

    

 Extra/speci
al luggage 
[1-10] 

    

 

Some of the criteria may be unclear or need some more explanation. Below are a few of 
them explained in more detail. An explanation of all the criteria can be found Appendix 
XIII.  

1.  Image  

This criterion is defined as the image of each public transport system in the eyes of 
public transport users (van Oort N. , 2011). It is expected that the image of a bus, for 
example, is different compared to that of a metro or tram. The image of a system is 
measure in a grade between [1-10], with 1 meaning really negative and 10 really positive.  

2.  Total cost of ownership - TCO 

The total cost of ownership (TCO) is defined as the costs of a system over its life cycle. 
It is important to investigate which stakeholders are involved (section 3.2) and determine 
the costs they encounter throughout the total life cycle of the system (van Oort, van der 
Bijl, & Maartens, 2016). The total cost of ownership include Operational, Maintenance 
and Investment costs. The TCO can be measured as yearly cost per system [€/yr].  

a)  Operational costs 

The operational costs are defined as the costs (in €) per km (MacKechnie, Bus and light 
rail costs, 2016). Information can be found regarding operating costs of public transport 
vehicles (United States Department of Transportation, 2016).  

b)  Investments costs 

The investment costs is of high importance when comparing and deciding which public 
transport system suits best for implementation (Weisbrod, Mulley, & Hensher, 2016).  
The investment costs can be measured in € per year.  

c)  Maintenance costs   

The maintenance costs can be divided into two different costs. The first one is 
preventive maintenance and can be defined as maintenance to prevent failure of the 
system (Schiavone, 2010). The second one is corrective maintenance and is conducted 
when there is a fault in the system (Stiles Machinery, 2012). The maintenance costs can 
be measured in € per year. 
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2.  Passenger safety  

Information regarding the safety of passengers will give some insight in how safe the 
passenger feels when using a specific transport mode. It is also important to investigate 
how the public transport operators are trying to keep the safety high (Gray, 1979). These 
safety measures can be different within the systems and therefore also have another 
feeling of safety.  Measuring the passenger safety is different for the groups, based on 
their perception. The passengers for example, see safety as a how they feel or perceive 
safety in while using the transport system. The passenger safety, in this case, can be 
defined in a grade between [1-10], with a 1 meaning very unsafe and a 10 very safe. 
However, the public transport operators and the government invest in passenger safety 
and therefore, it can be measured in € invested in safety measurements per day [€/day] 
(explained more extensively in Appendix VII, Section M). 

3.  Punctuality 

The punctuality is a measure to define the amount of times a vehicle arrives on time at 
the designated stop, according to its schedule (Rudnicki, 1997). This is an important 
factor because the punctuality contributes to the reliability of the system. A high 
punctuality means that the public transport vehicle, most of the time, if not always, 
arrives at the predefined time, making the system more reliable. The punctualities for the 
various modes are defined differently, dependent on each operator. This definition is 
dependent on the departure stations, important nodes, time-stations and transfer 
stations. Furthermore, the punctuality also depends on the difference in real-time 
departure compared to the departure time in the timetable. Some systems or operators 
use a margin of 3 minutes, while other ones use margin of maximum 2 minutes. This is 
further discussed in the recommendations and Appendix VII, Section E. The punctuality 
can be measured in percentage [0-100%], however, via a survey, an image can be 
obtained how the passengers perceive the punctuality. 

4. Political considerations 

Political considerations is also an important aspect which influences the decision-making 
process (Carmen & Lidestam, 2016). There are examples of non-profitable projects 
where no-one exactly knows why and how they are implemented (Rosenberg, 2016), 
(Sturm, 2008). Another aspect that can be decisive is the Alderman and his/her wishes. 
The influence of an Alderman on the process can be quite important especially if his/her 
intentions are to leave a landmark behind (Wijmenga, Veeneman, & Hirschhorn, 2017).  

This factor can be characterized under the E5. Equity element of the 5xE framework, 
because this element describes the equality of public transport. This political pressure 
should serve as a tool to connect all parts of the city with each other and making facilities 
in and around the city as accessible as possible.  

The political considerations factor is not taken into account, also explained in section 5.2, 
due to the difficulty in estimating this criterion. It is still a highly important factor, 
especially in the decision-making process. However, almost impossible to quantify and 
therefore will be left out of scope in this research.  
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5.  Land and economic development 

The factor land and economic development can also be seen as one of the wider 
economic benefits of public transport. As explained above, in the introduction of section 
3.2.1, this factor measures, in what way the new public transport system contributes to 
land and economic development. One example can be derived from the observation 
made by Schafer & Viktor (1998), that faster modes of transport lead to people living 
further away from their work. Higher income leads to spending relatively more on 
travelling which results in increasing distances between home and work. If people 
commute further away from home and travel times decrease, cities become larger making 
more areas better accessible. This directly has a positive effect on the economic 
development of these and surrounding areas (van Oort & van der Bijl, 2014). 

In literature, various effects can be found regarding the influence of public transport 
(systems) on the surrounding environment. Boarnet (2011) states that major transport 
infrastructure investments do contribute to the economic conditions and are powerful 
determinant of urban development patterns. Bollinger and Ihlanfeldt (1997) make two 
distinctions in land use impact: 

1. Regional growth due to increased productivity 
2. Local growth, around the station(s), due to higher accessibility  

 

One example of the above-mentioned observations can be seen in a study conducted by 
by Catala, Reader and Perk (2012), the vast majority of the studies find positive impacts 
on property values from nearby rail transit. Another example was found by Mullins, 
Washington & Stokes (1987) that the BRT in Ottawa had some positive effect on land 
development in areas surrounding stations. In a report of the Federal Transit Authority, 
land use impacts of BRT are examined (FTA-BRT, 2009). They identified that property 
values near a BRT station (or system) increased between 7.6% and 14% in cities all over 
the world, from Los Angeles to Beijing. Other studies regarding the effect of LRT on 
property values found an increase in value between 7%-22% (Wienberger, 2001), 
(Mohammad, Graham, Melo, & Anderson, 2013).  The land and economic development 
can be measured in [€ per m2].   

6. (Carrying of) extra and special luggage 

Carrying extra or special luggage can also be a factor influencing the mode choice. This 
aspect mainly is applicable to passengers (Eisenkopf, Christian Burgdorf, & Andreas 
Knorr, 2017). One example is taking your bicycle in public transport. According to the 
RET for example, bikes are allows in busses and trams and only in the metro before 
16:00 or after 18:30 (RET-fiets, n.d.).  This factor is measured using a scale between [1-
10] with a 1 meaning not allowed or possible in the system and 10 fully and always 
allowed.  
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4.3.2	CRITERIA	PER	STAKEHOLDER	

From the stakeholder analysis (section 4.2 and Appendix I) the conclusion can be drawn 
that the following three groups can be defined as the most important stakeholders: 

I. Passengers 
II. Public transport operators 

III. Government 

These stakeholders play an important role in the decision-making process considering 
various public transport investments. This directly raises some curiosity if the perception 
of these groups, regarding public transport systems, has any added value in the overall 
decision-making process. The comparison list, presented in Table	 8 is extensive and 
needs to be shortened. This will highly reduce the survey time which results in better, 
more reliable outcomes and less misinterpretation of (overlapping) criteria.  

This sub-chapter will elaborate more on the important factors for each group with the 
goal to propose a shorter list of comparison factors for each group. These lists should be 
as complete as possible in such a way that the important comparison criteria for all three 
stakeholders are represented. This section will shorten the list for each stakeholder to a 
maximum of 9 criteria. The spatial working memory capacity of humans is 7 ± 2, 
meaning humans are, in generally, only able to compare 7 ± 2 attributes with each other 
(Glassman, Garvey, Elkins, Kasal, & Couillard, 1994) & (Miller G. A., 1955).  

 

I. Passengers 

Figure	 6.	 Pyramid	 of	Maslow	 for	 public	 transport	 Figure	 6 below shows the Pyramid of 
Maslow for public transport. This pyramid exists of different layers representing the 
minimal requirements public transport systems should have. These requirements are 
determined by users of the systems. The lower part of the pyramid shows the 
dissatisfiers, which represent the minimum requirements a system must have. If Ease, 
Speed, Safety and Reliability are not sufficient, there is a high chance that passengers will 
not use the system and look for other transport modes or even not travel at all. The 
upper part of the pyramid, the satisfiers are criteria which can lead to choosing public 
transport over other transport modes (Peek & van Hagen, 2002).  
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FIGURE	6.	PYRAMID	OF	MASLOW	FOR	PUBLIC	TRANSPORT	(PEEK	&	VAN	HAGEN,	2002) 

Positioning this pyramid next to the criteria from Table	8, the diagram presented in Figure	
7 is obtained. The figure shows on the left all the criteria and on the right the Pyramid of 
Maslow. The first level, Safety and Reliability, is coherent with the factors: Frequency, 
Punctuality and Passenger Safety. The 2nd and 3rd level, respectively Speed and Ease, are 
coherent with the Operational Speed, Accessibility of the PT system and Travel 
Information. The 4th level, Comfort, is coherent with the Travel comfort and the 5th and 
last level, Experience is coherent with the factors, Ticket Price, is the received quality 
worth the price, and Image, how does the passenger perceive and therefore experiences 
the system.  

	

FIGURE	7.	CRITERIA	VS.	PYRAMID	OF	MASLOW	FOR	PASSENGERS	

The diagram shows the important criteria for the group: Passengers. As can be derived 
from Figure	 7, the following criteria are important to take into account from the 
passenger’s perspective when deciding upon public transport systems: 
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FIGURE	8.	CRITERIA	PASSENGERS 

 

II.  Public transport operators 

Taking a seat in the public transport operators chair, immediately can be concluded that 
this group has other preferences compared to passengers and/or the government. The 
goal of the public transport operators to provide a perfectly organized public transport 
system with the highest (safe, reliable, efficient and comfortable) quality for the 
passenger (RET, Jaarverslag 2016, 2017) (HTM, n.d.). To provide these services, they 
need to have reliable materials and infrastructure but also think about the financial 
situation of the organization. This almost always means investing in infrastructure, 
materials and ways to stay operational most of the time, have high priorities just to keep 
providing qualitative transportation services to the passengers. With the decreasing 
subsidies, the operators need to have more (income from) passengers without changing 
the prices, while increasing the level of quality, efficiency and service (Wijmenga, 
Veeneman, & Hirschhorn, 2017). 

When selecting upon public transport services, it makes sense that these organizations 
most likely would like to invest in flexible, sustainable and durable systems which 
requires few, if not any maintenance at all.  

After conducting some research and more importantly, interviews with the public 
transport operators, the criteria presented in Figure	 9 can be characterized as most 
important when deciding upon public transport investments.  
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FIGURE	9.	CRITERIA	PT	OPERATORS 

TCO is an important criterion the public transport operators base their decision on. This 
factor indicates the life cycle costs and includes investment costs of infrastructure and 
materials, maintenance costs of both infrastructure and materials and operational costs.  

The Operational speed is an important aspect for the public transport provider to take 
into account, as this indicates the operational speed, the vehicles are able to maintain. A 
bus for example, experiences the most amount of delays due to having the most amount 
of conflicts with other traffic users. This highly influences the operational speed.  

The criterion Passenger Forecast is an important factor to take into account to help the 
public transport operators gain insight in the amount of personnel and material they 
need to have stand-by. Passenger Forecast is also an important aspect for the calculation 
for the earnings.  

The Frequency is an important aspect with regards to use of assets. The higher the 
frequency, the more buses, trams or metros depart in an hour, the more material is 
needed. More tram/bus/metro lines per hour means more personnel, which will result in 
higher labor costs. 

System capacity is an important factor to take into account due to the fact that materials 
need to be purchased. If the system is known together with the passenger forecast, a 
timetable can be created. This will provide knowledge of how the frequency and the 
amount of vehicles they need to own.  

The Ticket price is an important criterion for the public transport operators because, 
together with the forecast information, the expected income can be calculated. These 
earnings/revenues are an important factor to minimize the operational costs. Despite the 
fixed ticket prices, determined by law (MRDH-OV, 2017), this criterion still is important 
for the operators to calculate the (expected) revenues. 

Maybe of one the most important and least thought of aspects in public transport 
investments, is the political influence. As mentioned in section 3.1, the influence of, for 
example an Alderman on the process can be quite important especially if his/her 
intentions are to leave a landmark behind. This will put pressure on the public transport 
operators sometimes in such a way that their considerations and remarks are not even 
taken into account.  
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Public transportation mainly is subsidized by the government due to the fact that the 
costs are higher than the earnings (Wijmenga, Veeneman, & Hirschhorn, 2017). This 
means that this subsidy, the public transport companies receive, is an important factor in 
system choice. The goal of this subsidy is to keep the operational costs as low as 
possible.  

III.  Government 

Governmental institutions have a different perception when selecting upon public 
transport systems. The goal of the governments is to provide their inhabitants with a 
sustainable, livable environment (Stadsgewest Haaglanden, n.d.). However, this does not 
always mean selecting the fastest, most durable or most impressive transport system. 
Interviewing a handful of important decision-makers in the organization resulted in the 
criteria presented in Figure	10 (personal communication, August 2017). One important 
criterion to mention is the Earnings or Revenues, which are not of high importance for 
the government. This is because the earnings of tickets, regulated in the current 
concessions, go directly to the public transport operators.  

	

FIGURE	10.	CRITERIA	GOVERMENT 

Investments costs can be divided into two categories. The first one is the most obvious 
and are the financial resources to build and implement the system. This is an important 
aspect from the government’s side because they subsidize the public transport operators 
for managing and keeping the system operational. This is also the reason why the 
operational costs are an important factor for the government. Various agreements are 
made with regards to the service that is being delivered for the contracted price.  

The second investment cost is also know as environment costs and defined as the loss of 
land that is necessary for the construction of the new transport system. Furthermore, the 
government is also responsible for the maintenance costs of the infrastructure of the 
systems. Due to this reason, the maintenance costs are an important aspect for the 
government to take into account when deciding upon public transport systems.  

Flexibility is an important factor from the government’s perspective and divided into the 
short- and long-term. Firstly, the short-term flexibility is characterized as the possibility 
of the system to cope with uncertainties and de-routes. The long-term flexibility is the 
possibility to transform/upgrade the system in terms of future opportunities.  
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Forecast is an important aspect to take into account also for the government because this 
may indicate the demand of (extra) facilities nearby the stops. The amount of (expected) 
passengers also gives an indication of the earnings (from tickets).  

Passenger safety, Liveability of the inhabitants, and Punctuality are possibly the most 
important aspects from the government’s perspective. The reason for this is because the 
goal of the government is to provide a qualitative, clean, safe and sustainable 
environment and improve access and mobility (Government.nl , n.d.). Coherent with this 
goal is a qualitative transport system to eventually attain satisfied travellers. Complaints 
regarding an insufficient transport system, will reach the municipality resulting in a 
negative image.  

4.4	CRITERIA	WEIGHTS	

The important criteria and key stakeholders are defined, as described in the above-
mentioned section. The second part of the third step is to assign weights to the 
important criteria and link them with each stakeholder. By conducting a Best-worst 
analysis, the weights for the important criteria are determined. The data gathered for the 
Best-worst analysis originates from the three groups, mentioned above. 

The data is gathered from each group by conducting surveys (passengers group) and 
asking decision-makers (from governmental organisations and PT operators) to compare 
and rate criteria. These surveys can be found in Appendix IV. The respondents were 
asked to choose their best criteria, worst criteria and compare them against the other 
ones. This will result in a weight for each criterion. From a passenger’s point of view, 
more data is needed (instead of 5 respondents) to obtain useful weights. For this reason, 
15 respondents (passengers) are interviewed to represent the passengers perception. 
Conducting a survey with more than 15-20 passengers will result in an unequal contrast, 
comparing 5 decision-makers from the government and 5 from the operators against the 
perception of >15 passengers. To obtain a more realistic perception of the passengers, a 
member from the Metrocov organisation was asked to fill in the passenger survey 
(Appendix III). Metrocov is an organisation that represents the interests of the following 
four groups (Metrocov, 2015): 

1. Students 
2. Travellers with a limitation or disability.   
3. Elderly travellers 
4. Interests organisation ROVER 

Table	9 below shows the diversity in the passengers group. In total, 15 respondents were 
interviewed to give their opinion about the preference of public transport systems. 
Chapter 7.3 will elaborate more on the results of the weights, with regards to the 
diversity of the group. 
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TABLE	9.	DIVERSITY	TABLE	RESPONDENT:	PASSENGERS	

Gender Male 73% 11 Degree High School 0% 0 
 Female 27% 4  MBO 0% 0 
     HBO 13% 2 
Age 12--18 0% 0  WO 87% 13 
 19--26 27% 4  PhD 0% 0 
 27--55 60% 9     
 

56--65 13% 2 

Correspondenc
e with PT 
sector 

Currently work in 
PT Sector 50% 7 

 65+ 0% 0  Have worked in PT 0% 0 
     Study/research in 

PT 21% 3 
Nationality Dutch 80% 12  No, I only use PT 21% 3 
 Indonesi

an 13% 2 
 

No 7% 1 
 Greek 7% 1  Other 0% 0 
 

As can be derived from Table	9, the majority of the respondents have a Dutch 
nationality. This is beneficial for the survey because a perception needs to be obtained 
regarding public transport modalities in the Netherlands. Furthermore, the data shows 
that the majority of the respondents have an age between 27 and 55 and are currently 
active in the public transport sector. The goal of this survey for the passengers was to 
visualise the perception, as much as possible, of the average passenger using public 
transport in the metropolitan region. 

From the governments’ and public transport operators’ group, data is needed from 
decision-makers concerning public transport investments. Usually, this only regards one 
or two policy managers. The problem with interviewing only one or two managers is the 
change in perception if another manager is in charge a few years later. His or her 
successor may have a different perception with regards to public transport investments. 
To obtain more valid results and to cope with this inaccuracy in change in perception, 
both for the government and public transport operators, 5 managers/decision-makers 
for each group are chosen.  

Table	10 below shows the interviewed decision-makers from the operators and 
governmental organisations. A more detailed description regarding the interviews can be 
found in Appendix VI. 

TABLE	10.	DECISION-MAKERS	PT	OPERATORS	AND	GOVERNMENT	

Public transport Operators Government(al agencies) 
1. RET- Manager Asset department 1. Strategic Advisor Assets 
2. RET - Head of Strategy 2. Asset Manager 
3. HTM – Concession Manager Assets 3. Strategic Advisor Public Transport 
4. Conexxion – Head of Strategy 4. Senior Policy Developer 
5. HTM – Product Manager Market 
exploration and Transport development 

5. Senior Concession Manager 
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After comparing the best, worst and other criteria with each-other, the weights can be 
determined for each criterion. Figure	9 shows the two most important criteria for the 
public transport operators and the least important criteria. The weights of all the criteria 
are shown in Table	11. 

An interesting observation with regards to the operators’ perspective best-worst analysis, 
is that almost all of them identified Ticket Price as worst criteria. This is due to fact that 
this factor is legally determined and they cannot influence this. However, it still can be 
characterized as one of the most important because of the passenger-earnings, which 
contribute to how many subsidy they receive and how many (extra) costs they should 
make. The Passenger forecast is chosen as most important factor as seen from the 
operators’ perspective. From this, the conclusion can be drawn that the operators find 
the passengers forecast the most important factor when deciding upon public transport 
systems. The second most important factor is the Total costs of ownership, which for 
the operators are the life cycle costs of the system.  

 

	

FIGURE	11.	MOST	AND	LEAST	IMPORTANT	CRITERIA	-	OPERATORS 

With regards to the perception of the government, the least important and three most 
important criteria are shown in Figure	11. As can be seen, the passenger safety is 
indicated as least important criteria. Because the safety needs to be at least on a certain 
level as long as the safety is on the required level, the added value of more safety is less 
important compared to the other criteria.  

The most important criterion is the Investment costs followed closely by the 
Passenger forecast and Operational costs. The passenger forecast also is of high 
importance for the operators meaning, that the chosen system is highly dependent on the 
amount of expected passengers.  The importance of investment and operational costs 
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can be explained because the MRDH (government) subsidizes the investment costs 
(sometimes together with the municipalities). Furthermore, the MRDH is also 
responsible for the management and maintenance of the systems. Finally, they provide 
subsidy to cover the operational costs of the systems. This explains why the two, above-
mentioned criteria are of high importance in the decision-making process, as seen from 
the governments perspective. One of the remarks that were made in the interview with 
the Strategic Advisor was that the government highly values this criterion. Figure	12 
shows that the most important criterion for the government is the investment costs, 
confirming the remark made by the Strategic Advisor.  This indicates that the weights 
indeed have a realistic value.   

 

	

FIGURE	12.	MOST	AND	LEAST	IMPORTANT	CRITERIA	-	GOVERNMENT 

Figure	13, shows the two most important criteria for the passengers. The figure shows 
that Frequency and Operational speed can be characterized as highly important, from 
a passenger’s perspective. Surprisingly, the criterion, Image, is chosen as the least 
important criterion. From these observations the following conclusion can be drawn: 
From a passenger’s point of view, the type of system does not matter, as long at is fast 
(contributes to a short travel time) and has a high frequency.  
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FIGURE	13.	MOST	AND	LEAST	IMPORTANT	CRITERIA	-	PASSENGERS 

All the criteria and weights for the three groups are shown in Table	11, a detailed analysis 
can be found in Appendix IV. Criteria marked blue indicates a duplicate within the other 
groups. For example, the frequency is a criterion that occurs both in the passengers as 
the operators group as important. From the interviews with decision-makers, the 
criterion: passenger forecast, is for both the government as the operators, an important 
factor. After conducting the Best-worst analysis, this statement can be validated, as this is 
the most important criterion for the operators and the 2nd most important one for the 
government. 

TABLE	11.	CRITERIA	WEIGHTS	

Passengers Wp Government Wg Operators Wo 
Frequency 0.18 Operational costs 0.14 Frequency 0.13 
Punctuality 0.11 Punctuality 0.06 Subsidy 0.12 
Passenger Safety 0.10 Passenger safety 0.06 Passenger safety 0.11 
Operational speed 0.18 Liveability inhabitants 0.08 Operational speed 0.11 
Accessibility PT system 0.07 System Capacity 0.13 System Capacity 0.12 
Travel information 0.09 Passenger Forecast 0.15 Passenger forecast 0.21 
Image 0.05 Maintenance costs 0.12 Political consideration  --- 
Travel comfort 0.09 Flexibility 0.11 TCO 0.16 
Ticket price 0.12 Investment costs 0.16 Ticket price 0.04 
Sum 1.00  1.00  1.00 
 

With  

Wp = Weights of the criteria for the passengers  
Wg = Weights of the criteria for the government 
Wv = Weights of the criteria for the public transport operators 
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As can be seen, political considerations is one of nine of the most important criteria 
for the public transport operators, which contributes to public transport investment 
decision-making. This observation was rather an important remark in almost all 
interviews, not only with the operators but also the government. Despite the high 
importance of this attribute, this factor will not be taken into account in further analysis 
as it too difficult to measure this unit. Trying and determining a measure, will only 
influence the results in a negative way and in consultation with various decision-makers, 
the conclusion is drawn to leave this factor out of scope. However, it is important to be 
aware that this is an extremely important factor, which can have a highly significant 
affect on the decision-making process. 

As can be seen from Table	11, the weight for the criteria frequency and punctuality are 
higher from a passenger’s perspective compared to the perspective of the government. 
This indicates that the passengers perceive frequency and punctuality as more important.  

The table also shows that the 2nd most important criterion from the passengers 
perspective, Operational speed, is the 6th most important criterion as seen from the 
operators perspective.  

Furthermore, as described below, the Passenger safety is the least important criterion 
from the government point of view. The same criterion is the 2nd least preferred 
criterion, as seen from the Operators point of view. The passenger safety is one of the 
factors that has a low preference in the decision-making process for both the 
government as the operators. In the passengers group however, this criterion is ranked 
5th place in preference, which is about halfway.  

4.5	INDICATORS	AND	ANALYSIS	

Now that the important criteria and weights are known, a perception can be visualized. 
This is done by multiplying the weights with the factors. Table	12 shows the values 
corresponding with the passengers. these values are derived from the ‘Ov-
Klantenbarometer’(Customer Barometer) of 2016. This is a survey conducted by 
Kennisplatform Verkeer en Vervoer (KPVV) in the Netherlands which measures the 
experience, opinion and perception of passengers on public transport systems (CROW-
KpVV, 2016) 

TABLE	12.	INDICATOR	VALUES	PASSENGERS	

Passengers Weight Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion   Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 
Frequency 0.18 7.2 7.3 7.5 7.3 7.4 7.2 
Punctuality 0.11 7.2 7.2 7.5 7.2 7.4 7.2 
Passenger Safety 0.10 7.9 7.6 7.4 7.9 7.5 7.9 
Travel time 0.18 7.6 7.5 7.8 7.6 7.7 7.6 
Accessibility of PT system 0.07 8.6 8.3 8.8 8.5 8.6 8.6 
Travel information 0.09 7.7 7.4 7.9 7.6 7.7 7.7 
Image 0.05 7.6 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.8 
Travel comfort 0.09 7.5 7.2 7.1 7.4 7.2 7.9 
Ticket price 0.12 5.6 5.1 5.1 5.4 5.1 5.6 
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Multiplying the weights with the factors the following results are obtained (Table	13), a 
scale is used between -1000% and 1000% to display the preference of the systems: 

TABLE	13.	PASSENGERS	PERCEPTION	

Passengers Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 
Frequency 0% 1% 4% 1% 3% 0% 
Punctuality 0% 0% 4% 0% 2% 0% 
Passenger Safety 0% -4% -6% -1% -5% 0% 
Travel time 0% -1% 3% -1% 1% 0% 
Accessibility of PT system 0% -3% 2% -2% -1% 0% 
Travel information 0% -4% 3% -2% -1% 0% 
Image 0% -1% -1% -1% -1% 3% 
Travel comfort 0% -4% -5% -2% -5% 5% 
Ticket price 0% -9% -9% -4% -9% 0% 
Result 0% -2% 0% -1% -1% 1% 
 

As can be seen from the passenger Table	13, this group is rather indifferent regarding 
their system choice. The metro scores equally as the bus and the eBus ranks highest 
among all systems. The tram scores lowest, mainly because passengers feel more unsafe, 
perceive the tram as more expensive and have the feeling that the tram offers a lower 
travel comfort and less information. 

With regards to ticket price, all rail-based, are experienced as more expensive compared 
to the road-based systems. On first thought, this seems strange, as the price per km is 
legally determined. On the other hand, rail-based systems usually overpass higher 
distances, resulting in a higher price per trip.  

Table	15 and Table	16 below show the values for each criteria for the government. As can 
be seen, the first column presents the criteria and the second column their weights. The 
weights shown in red indicate a negative factor. When the values of these factor increase, 
they will have a negative effect on the perception of the government. For example, if the 
passenger safety costs increase for a modality, the more negative this modality will 
score. A more detailed explanation of all of the following criteria and their values, is 
described in Appendix VII. For the calculation of the investment, maintenance, 
operational costs and the TCO, a life span of 50 years is assumed and a length of 10 km 
infrastructure. Table	14, shows the TCO calculation, used for the Operators, but also the 
investment, maintenance and operational costs.  

The operational costs (Appendix VII, section B) of a bus system for example, are 
calculated by using the following information, in € mln per year. 

- Amount of buses needed in a 50 year life span 
- Amount of km’s an average bus drives per year 
- The energy costs per km of a bus (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016). 
- Salary of a bus driver per km (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016). 

 

The life span of different modalities differ and therefore, to aim for a fair comparison, a 
time horizon of 50 years is assumed to calculate the investment and maintenance costs. 
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As can be seen, the investment and maintenance costs are shown in million euro per 
year. For the bus, for example, this means that the maintenance costs for a bus system is 
€0.16 mln. per year per km.  

The maintenance costs (€mln. per year) are calculated by summing the maintenance costs 
of infra per km per year and the maintenance costs of vehicles per km per year, both 
derived from the ‘kengetallen’ report published by KpVV (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016). 
For example, for the calculation of maintenance costs for a bus system the calculation is 
made using the following information: 

- Amount of vehicles needed for a period of 50 years 
- Average km driven by a bus per year (MRDH-kmBus, 2017) 
- Maintenance costs of bus per km (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
- Maintenance costs of bus infrastructure per km per year (CROW-KpVV factors, 

2016) 
 

With regards to the investments costs, the following information is used: 

- Amount of vehicles needed for a period of 50 years 
- Price for one vehicle per year (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
- Investments costs of bus infrastructure per km (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 

 

The investment costs then are calculated by summing the total investment costs of the 
vehicle with the investment costs of infrastructure and are measured in investment costs 
per year. 

TABLE	14.	TCO	CALCULATION	

€ in millions per year Bus Tram Metro BRT eBus LRT 
Vehicles needed 5 2 2 5 5 2 
Investment costs €0.51 €4.92 €65.32 €1.90 €0.62 €24.96 
Investment infra €0.48 €4.80 €65.12 €1.85 €0.56 €24.80 
Investment vehicles €0.03 €0.12 €0.20 €0.05 €0.06 €0.16 
Maintenance costs €0.87 €3.07 €7.69 €0.89 €0.89 €6.46 
Maintenance infra €0.79 €2.90 €7.65 €0.79 €0.87 €6.30 
Maintenance vehicles €0.08 €0.17 €0.04 €0.10 €0.02 €0.16 
Operational costs €0.40 €0.24 €0.14 €0.44 €0.31 €0.14 
       
TCO  €1.78 €8.23 €73.16 €3.22 €1.83 €31.57 
 

The Liveability of the inhabitants is defined as the influence of the public transport 
system on the environment. For a detailed explanation and analysis can be found in 
Appendix VII, Section J. This criterion is measured by the following three factors: 

1. Emissions which are derived from (Brogt, 2013) and (Puchalsky, 2005).  
 

2. Property values, derived from from (Dewees, 1976), (Sun, Wang, & Li, 2016), 
(Agostini & Palmucci, 2008), (Lloyds Bank, 2017), (FTA-BRT, 2009), (Stokenberga, 
2014), (Wagner, Komarek, & Martin, 2017) 
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3. Accessibility of the region, derived from the amount of passengers that can be 

transferred and reached, defined by the passenger forecast. 

The Passenger Forecast (Appendix VII, section G) is calculated by multiplying the 
average frequencies (RET-vervoerplan 2018, 2016) with the system capacities (RET-Bus, 
2017). 

The Punctuality is calculated by taking the average of the punctuality of the different 
systems of the operators (Appendix VII, section E). The punctualities can be found in 
the ‘Concessiemonitor’ report of the MRDH for all operators per mode (MRDH-
concessie, 2017). 

For the calculation of the passengers safety costs the following information is used 
(Appendix VII, section M): 

- Passengers safety costs per year 
- Amount of passengers per day 

 

The Flexibility, also extensively explained in Appendix VII, Section K, is based on rough 
estimated and own analysis. Chapter 6.2 will elaborate more on this. All the rail-based 
system score very low on flexibility because they are 100% dependent on their 
infrastructure and therefore their route. The road systems are far less dependent 
regarding this subject. The BRT is a little more dependent compared to a bus, however, 
it still can take detours without a problem. The eBus is a little more dependent on its 
infrastructure due to the charging stations at each stop and at the depot. 

The system capacities can be found on the websites of the different operators (RET-Bus, 
2017), (Appendix VII, section A).  

The table (Table	15) shows that the operational costs of a bus exceed the costs of a metro 
and tram. This can be explained due to the life span of the system and the amount of 
vehicles needed. But also, the fuel costs of a bus are higher compared to the energy costs 
of a metro or tram (Appendix VII, Section B and Section I). The red criteria indicate a 
negative impact on the overall perception, if the value increases. For example if the 
investment costs increase, the more negative the perception of the government.   

TABLE	15.	INDICATOR	VALUES	GOVERNMENT	PART	1	

Government  Bus Tram Metro  
Criterion Weight Factor Factor Factor Unit 
Operational costs 0.142 0.40 0.24 0.14 €mln./yr. 
Investments costs 0.155 0.51 4.92 65.32 €mln./yr. 
Maintenance costs 0.117 0.87 3.07 7.69 €mln./yr. 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 6 8 9 [1-10] 
Forecast  0.147 337.5 1001 1500 Pass/hr. 
Punctuality 0.063 85.82 91.3 94 % 
Passenger safety 0.063 1276 3784 5670 €/day 
Flexibility 0.107 8 1 1 [1-10] 
System Capacity 0.125 90 182 250 Passengers 
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TABLE	16.	INDICATOR	VALUES	GOVERNMENT	PART	2	

Government  BRT LRT eBus  
Criterion Weight Factor Factor Factor Unit 
Operational costs 0.142 0.44 0.14 0.31 €mln./yr. 
Investments costs 0.155 1.90 24.96 0.62 €mln./yr. 
Maintenance costs 0.117 0.89 6.46 0.89 €mln./yr. 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 7 9 7 [1-10] 
Forecast  0.147 1136 1080 225 Pass./hr. 
Punctuality 0.063 90 95 85.82 % 
Passenger safety 0.063 4294 4082 851 €/day 
Flexibility 0.107 6 1 7 [1-10] 
System Capacity 0.125 142 216 60 Passengers 
 

With regards to the Public Transport Operators, the corresponding values and the 
weights are shown in Table	17 and Table	18. A more detailed analysis can be found in 
Appendix VII. As can be seen, the TCO and passenger safety (costs) are shown in red. 
The higher this value, the more this negatively influences the perception.  

The Earnings (Revenues) are calculated using the ticket price per km and the passenger 
forecast. The ticket price is determined by law, however, the more passengers are using 
the system, the higher the earnings. The ticket price (Appendix VII, section D) is based 
on a base tariff and a price per km. for each mode.  

The operational speed of the systems is based on the information found in the  
‘Subsidiebeschikking’ of the operators (MRDH-RailHTM, 2017), (MRDH-RailRET, 
2017). This indicates the average speed of a system.  

The frequency of the systems is derived from information from the ‘Vervoersplan’ of the 
different operators and describes the average frequency of the system (RET-vervoerplan 
2018, 2016), (Conexxion-vervoerplan 2018, 2016), (HTM-vervoerplan 2018, 2016), 
(HTM-vervoerplan rail 2018, 2016). These documents describes in detail, the plans of the 
operators for the upcoming year (Kenniscentrum InfoMil, n.d.).   

As can be seen, the metro can transfer almost 5 times the amount of passengers per hour 
compared to a bus, by having a higher average frequency and higher average system 
capacity. The capacity of the eBus is less compared to a conventional bus, most likely 
due to the batteries within the vehicle (RET, 2017). 

As can be seen, the TCO of the metro is highest, followed by the LRT and Tram. From 
this observation, the conclusion can be derived that in general, all rail-based systems are 
more expensive compared to the road-based systems. The LRT is almost 10x more 
expensive compared to the most expensive road-system. The metro more than 22x more 
expensive and the tram almost 3x as expensive compared to the most expensive road-
based system (BRT). The system capacity however, of a BRT (216) is higher compared to 
that of a LRT (142). 

TABLE	17.	INDICATOR	VALUES	OPERATORS	PART	1	

Public transport 
operators 

 Bus Tram Metro  
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Criterion Weight Factor Factor Factor Unit 
Passenger forecast 0.213 337.5 1001 1500 Pass/hr. 
Earnings 0.121 49 146 219 €/km 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.146 0.146 0.146 €/km 
System capacity 0.120 90 180 250 Passengers 
Frequency 0.129 3.91 5.4 6.1 Dep./hr./dr. 
Operational speed 0.108 12.5 17.6 37.1 Km/h. 
TCO 0.158 1.78 8.23 73.16 €mln./yr. 
Passenger safety 0.107 1276 3784 5670 €/day 
 

TABLE	18.	INDICATOR	VALUES	OPERATORS	PART	2	

Public transport 
operators 

 BRT LRT eBus  

Criterion Weight Factor Factor Factor Unit 
Passenger forecast 0.213 1080 1755 225 Passengers 
Earnings 0.121 158 166 49 €/km 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.146 0.146 0.146 €/km 
System capacity 0.12 216 142 60 Passengers 
Frequency 0.129 5 8 3.91 Dep./hr./dr. 
Operational speed 0.108 30 24.11 12.5 Km/h. 
TCO 0.158 3.22 31.57 1.83 €mln./yr. 
Passenger safety 0.107 4082 4294 851 €/day 
 

Now that the important criteria and their values are known and weights are determined 
for each group, the perceptions can be calculated. By first normalising each factor and 
multiplying the weights with the normalised value, the perceptions are determined. The 
table below,  

Table	19, shows the result of the perception analysis. The analysis and all the 
corresponding tables (normalised tables for example) are presented in Appendix VIII. 
This Appendix shows tables where in detail can be seen which factors score high and low 
on the preference of the stakeholders. 

Passenger’s perspective 

The bus is used as a benchmark to show how each system scores compared to the bus.  
The table shows that the Passengers are quite indifferent in their system choice. From 
the weights the conclusion was drawn that the system should be fast (operational speed) 
and frequent. The image does not influence their choice enormously. The same 
conclusion can be drawn from the perception analysis results, shown by the very low 
variation in preference for various systems. 
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Government’s perspective 

With regards to the Government, a whole different perception is obtained. The 
government’s perception regarding light-rail systems is highest, closely followed by BRT 
systems. A metro, despite the fact that this system can transfer the most amount of 
people, together with the eBus, is preferred lowest. 

The LRT scores high on preference for the government, mainly due to the low 
operational costs. For those low operational costs, the LRT system offers a high 
liveability, can handle a good amount of passengers, due to its system capacity.  

The Metro scores low on the preference for the government due to high investment, 
maintenance and passengers safety costs. Also, the low flexibility contributes to this low 
preference.  

Public Transport Operators perspective 

The operators show a high preference, just like the government, for LRT also followed 
by BRT. However, seen from the operators’ perspective, the preference for BRT and 
LRT are closely together. Whereas the distance in preference between LRT and BRT is 
higher, seen from the government’s perspective. The Operators, show in general a high 
preference for rail-based systems.  

The LRT system gets a high preference because of the high passenger forecast. It can 
transfer a huge amount of people, with a high frequency. This also contributes positively 
to the revenues (Earnings) of the Operators.  

The BRT scores high due to its high revenues (Earnings), high system capacity and 
operational speed. Furthermore, the costs (TCO and passenger safety costs) for a BRT 
system are quite low.  

The eBus scores low, as seen from the operators perspectives because of the low 
frequency, low capacity, low revenues and low operational speed.  

TABLE	19.	RESULTS	PERCEPTION	ANALYSIS	

Stakeholders\Modality Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Passengers 0% -2% 0% -1% -1% 1% 
Government 0% 2% -17% 4% 5% 1% 
PT operators 0% 32% 37% 45% 49% -4% 
 

4.6	THE	BENEFITS	OF	PUBLIC	TRANSPORT		

This section describes which benefits occur with which system. As described by van 
Oort, van der Bijl & Maartens (2016), the benefits of public transport are highly 
underestimated. The descriptions below are meant to create awareness and trigger 
decision-makers also to take into account the aspects that one would not think of 
immediately. The benefits per modality are presented in Table	20. An explanation of each 
benefit per modality is given below.  
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4.6.1	BENEFITS	BUS	RAPID	TRANSIT	

The BRT system contributes to the accessibility of the region. By having a dedicated 
infrastructure, high frequency transport can be offered resulting in a high punctuality. 
This results in a high operational speed and the possibility to transfer a great amount of 
passengers. Furthermore, as described in Appendix VII, Section J, a BRT system results 
in higher property values nearby the stations, which contributes to economic 
development. The distance between stops is shorter compared to other systems resulting 
in a shorter walking distance to the system. Finally, transporting a high amount of people 
results in high revenues.  

4.6.2	BENEFITS	METRO	

The dedicated infrastructure of a metro in combination with the fact that a metro does 
not experiences other traffic results in a high punctuality with high frequency. Combining 
the high capacity and the high frequency results in a high amount of people that can be 
transferred within a short period of time. The metro drives on electricity, making it a 
zero emission system. The fact that the metro can transfer a huge amount of passengers, 
in a short period of time over great distances highly contributes to the accessibility of the 
region. The combination of this high accessibility, together with low emissions 
contributes positively to the liveability of the region and its inhabitants. Finally, the 
highly positive effect of a metro on the property values contributes to the economic 
development of the region (Dewees, 1976), (Sun, Wang, & Li, 2016), (Agostini & 
Palmucci, 2008), (Dai, Bai, & Xu, 2016).  

4.6.2	BENEFITS	BUS	AND	EBUS	

The bus (conventional and eBus) have the lowest capacity. To transfer a huge amount of 
people usually means implementing a higher frequency. This could results in more 
passengers, (due to the frequency bonus). Finally, from the ‘OV-klantenbarometer’, the 
conclusion can be drawn that in general, the bus has the highest travel comfort 
compared to other modes and that passenger feels safest in the bus. Also, the bus is 
characterized as a high flexibility system and low dependency on its infrastructure. This 
gives the bus the possibility to take a detour when necessary and still maintain (about) the 
same level of quality. Finally, the eBus operates on electricity making this system zero 
emission.  

4.6.3	BENEFITS	TRAM	

A tram also contributes to the accessibility of the region and according to an article from 
Lloyds Bank (2017), also positively to the property values of houses in Manchester, 
Birmingham, Nottingham, London and Edinburgh. Such effects were also found in 
other studies (Gadzinski & Radzimski, 2016). Furthermore, the tram operators as a zero 
emission system. Combining the high accessibility and increase in property values results 
in a positive effect on the economical development. Furthermore, the dedicated 
infrastructure of the tram in combination with priority benefits also contributes to a 
punctual system.  
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4.6.4	BENEFITS	LIGHT	RAIL	TRANSIT	

Firstly, the highly positive contribution of a LRT system on the property values 
influences the economical development in certain regions (Wienberger, 2001). 
Furthermore, the dedicated infrastructure, in combination with a high frequency and a 
high operational speed results in a highly punctual system, which can transfer a huge 
amount of passengers. Transferring a huge amount of passengers results in a high 
revenues.  

4.6.7	BENEFITS	PER	SYSTEM	

Concluding the above mentioned benefits of the systems results in Table	20. This table 
visualises the benefits of each modality. The  ++ indicates highly positive compared to 
the other modalities and a + indicates a positive contribution compared to the other 
modes. 

TABLE	20.	BENEFITS	PER	MODALITY	

Benefits Metro Tram Bus eBus LRT BRT 
Accessibility of the region ++ ++   ++ ++ 
Emissions ++ ++  ++ ++  
Flexibility   ++ ++   
High Earnings +    + + 
High frequency + +   + + 
Economic development ++ +   ++ + 
Operational speed ++    ++ + 
Passenger safety   + +  + 
Property values +    + + 
Punctuality + +   + + 
Travel comfort   + +   
Walking distance to stop   ++ ++  + 
 

4.7	CONCLUSIONS	

This chapter served to provide an answer to the following sub-questions: 

(2) Which criteria are important for comparison of public transport modalities and why? 

(3) How do the comparison factors score on level of importance for different 
stakeholders? 

The important criteria and their corresponding weights are categorized for each 
stakeholder and can be seen in Figure	14, Figure	15 and Figure	16 below. The orange 
coloured criteria indicate a duplicate in the criteria of other stakeholders. For example, 
the system capacity, occurs both in the important criteria from the Government as in 
the list of the Operators.  

An interesting observation that can be made is about the difference in value for the 
passenger safety and punctuality criterion. Comparing the weights of the Passengers 
and Government show that the weights for the above-mentioned criteria are higher for 
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the passengers group. From this, the conclusion can be drawn that passengers value 
these aspects higher compared to the government.   

Finally, the most important criterion from a passenger’s point of view is Frequency, and 
the least important is Image. From the governments perspective, Investment costs can 
be characterized as most important and both Punctuality and Passenger Safety as least 
important. The public transport operators’ information show that Passenger Forecast 
is the most important criterion and Ticket Price, the least important one. Passenger 
forecast is also one of the most important (2nd) attributes for the government. The low 
weight for ticket price can be explained by the fact that this criterion is determined by 
law and the operators do not have any influence on this factor. Nonetheless, the ticket 
price contributes to (information regarding) passenger earnings and the to be obtained 
subsidy from the government. 

 

	

FIGURE	14.	WEIGHTS	GOVERNMENT 
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FIGURE	15.	WEIGHTS	PASSENGERS 

 

	

FIGURE	16.	WEIGHTS	PUBLIC	TRANSPORT	OPERATORS 

The results of the perception analysis (Table	19) that the Government has a strong 
preference for a LRT system followed by BRT. The metro has high costs, which results 
in the lowest preference as seen from the government’s perspective. The eBus has a very 
low capacity and higher costs compared to a bus and is also preferred low.  

The Operators show a high preference for rail-based system. The LRT has the highest 
preference closely followed by the BRT system. Comparing this to the perception of the 
government, the LRT is preferred highest in both groups. The BRT scores high because 
of low costs and a relative high capacity.  

The perception of the Passengers is highly interesting. There is not a high preference for 
a specific system or systems, as long as it is fast and has a high frequency. The preference 
for the eBus is highest and the metro and Bus score equally. The eBus mainly scores high 
because of the higher travel comfort and image.  
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CHAPTER	5.	CASE	STUDY	

Now that the general perceptions are known, the data can be applied on a case to obtain 
more information. A case study is used to apply the above-mentioned method on a real 
case to investigate whether the obtained information can be used in decision-making.  

This chapter will investigate, by means of two case studies, which system suits better in 
specific cases, according to the stakeholders. Firstly, case study A, calculated the 
perceptions of the stakeholders where a tramline in The Hague is transformed to a bus 
line. The second case study, case study B, calculated the perceptions of the stakeholders, 
where a bus line is transformed to a tramline. Finally, the results will be discussed with 
the decision-makers and presented in chapter 5.3. 

The goal of this chapter is to provide an answer to the following two sub-questions: 

(4) Which public transport system suits best for implementation according to the 
perceptions of the stakeholders? 

(5)  To what extent do authorities consider MCDM-stakeholder analysis useful in the 
decision-making process for public transport investments? 

To perform this case study in a corrected manner, some of the values will be case 
specific. In the following three figures, Figure	17, Figure	18 and Figure	19, the nine most 
important criteria are shown for the three stakeholders. The criteria shown with a blue 
colour indicate an attribute change for this specific case compared to the general values, 
which are also described in Appendix VII. As can be seen, all the criteria with regards to 
the passengers’ perception have a different value compared to the general indicators. For 
example, the travel comfort is case specific and therefore indicated with a blue colour.   

	

FIGURE	17.	PASSENGER	INDICATOR	CHANGE	CASE	STUDIES 

The underlined criteria represent criteria where general information is used. The 
information in the cases regarding the frequency for example, now the frequency of the 
system is used instead of the data from the ‘OV-Klantenbarometer’. The operational 
speed that is used now is the general operational speed, as described in Appendix VII, 
Section C, instead of information from the surveys. 
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FIGURE	18.	GOVERNMENT	INDICATOR	CHANGE	CASE	STUDIES 

 

	

FIGURE	19.	OPERATORS	INDICATOR	CHANGE	CASE	STUDIES 

The data that is needed for both case studies is information from The Hague and 
Rotterdam for bus and trams. The ‘OV-klantenbarometer’ (Appendix V), specifies these 
results also for different regions. The information that is needed for both case studies is 
derived from the following regions: 

- For the case of Tram line 12: data for bus is gathered from the region: 
‘Stadsvervoer Den Haag’, which represents results from the city centre of The 
Hague, where the line is operational. 

- For the case of Tram line 12: data for the tram is gathered from the region: ‘Den 
Haag’, representing data from The Hague, where the line is operational. 

- For the case of Bus line 44: data regarding the tram is gathered from the region: 
‘Rotterdam’, in which the line is operational. 

- For the case of Bus line 44: data regarding the bus is gathered from the region: 
‘Rotterdam en omgeving’, in which the line is operational. 
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Furthermore, in the case studies, the increase in percentage of extra ridership is used as 
explained by Bunschoten (2012). This takes into the account the rail-bonus: of 4.3% (on 
the long term) increase in travellers if rail mode is used compared to road transport 
system. However, Bunschoten describes that this increase only is applicable to the region 
of Utrecht because of the scope of the research. For this thesis, the assumption is made 
that the Utrecht region is comparable as the Rotterdam and The Hague region and 
therefore the rail-bonus of 4.3% is used in the case studies. 

A frequency change leads to an increase or decrease in passengers, as described in ‘De 
waaier van Brogt’ (2013). A more detailed explanation is described in Appendix X. The 
increase in frequency can be seen as beneficial for the passengers because their average 
waiting time decreases. Also, when the frequency decreases, the average waiting time will 
increase, resulting in less passengers making use of the system. The tables, Table	21 and 
Table	22, show the passengers growth and loss as a result of a change in frequency. If the 
frequency of a system changes, for example, from 1 departure per hour (per direction) to 
2 departures per hour (per direction), there is an increase in passengers of 60%. 

TABLE	21.	PASSENGER	GROWTH	AS	A	RESULT	OF	FREQUENCY	CHANGE	

Frequency change Passengers growth Time gains 
0.5-->1 60% 60 min 
1-->2 40% 30 min 
2-->4 25% 15 min 
4-->8 15% 7.5 min 

 

TABLE	22.	PASSENGER	LOSS	AS	A	RESULT	OF	FREQUENCY	CHANGE	

Frequency change Passengers growth Time loss 
8-->4 -35% 7.5 min 
4-->2 -45% 15 min 
2-->1 -60% 30 min 

1-->0.5 -80% 60 min 
 

5.1	CASE	STUDY	A:	TRAM	12	THE	HAGUE 	

Tramline 12 from HTM has about 24 stops and a total length of 8 km. The trams’ 
starting point is at Duindorp and ends about 40 minutes later at The Hague 
Hollandspoor station. This specific system, operates poorer compared to other system 
because it transfers, on average, less passengers. For this reason, a case study is executed 
to investigate whether the tramline can be transformed to a bus system. 
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FIGURE	20.	MAP	TRAMLINE	12	HTM	THE	HAGUE 

A tram is in general more expensive in maintenance and operational costs compared to a 
bus. Because public transport already needs to be subsidized by the government, the goal 
is to make the least amount of loss as possible. The (average) frequency and operational 
time of the line are shown in Table 23 below.  

TABLE	23.	FREQUENCY	TRAM	LINE	12	

  Frequency 
Start End Morning Afternoon Evening Night Average 
06:00 0:00 4.3 4 4.5 4 4.2 
       
As can be derived from Table	23, the current average frequency (4.2) is lower compared 
to the average tram frequency (5.5). This shows that this specific line is underperforming 
compared to average, with regards to frequency. When taking a closer look at the 
passenger flow, more information will be gathered and a more suitable conclusion can be 
drawn regarding the performance of this system.  

The amount of passengers using this line can be derived from the graph, Figure	21, 
shown below: 
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FIGURE	21.	PASSENGERS	TRAM	LINE	12	HTM	(PERSONAL	COMMUNICATION,	13-09-2017) 

The figure shows that approximately 8000 passengers per day per direction use this line. 
The maximum capacity of a tram, found in Appendix VII section A, is about 182 
passengers. According to the Product Manager market exploration and Transport 
Development of HTM (appendix VI) an ‘’inzetnorm’’ is used to calculate the needed 
capacity. This ‘’inzetnorm’’ is a kind of standard or margin to keep the company from 
fully utilizing the occupancy rate of a vehicle. This standard is calculated by summing the 
amount of seats and 50% of the standing places of a vehicle. For an average tram, this 
standard is 138 passengers, which is about 75% of the maximum capacity.  

The figure also shows that almost 9.5% of passengers throughout the day, travel in the 
4th hour. This results in 760 passengers per hour that the system needs to handle. With an 
average capacity of 138 passengers, a frequency of 5.5 trams is able to handle that 
amount of passengers per hour. At least 6 trams are needed to cope with this demand. 

A standard bus (12 meter) has a system capacity of 90 passengers (Appendix VII, section 
A and Appendix X). The average amount of passengers, one bus can transport, 
calculated with the standard, would be 75% of 90, which results in 68 passengers. To 
transfer 760 passengers per hour, this bus needs to have an average frequency of at least 
11.18 departures per hour per direction. For this scenario, at least 12 buses are needed to 
cope with this kind of capacity. Another possible solution is to use longer buses, with 
higher capacity. Taking into account the 18-meter bus, with a maximum capacity of 149 
passengers, the standard capacity of one of these buses, using the (75%) standard 
becomes, 112 passengers. To maintain the 760 passengers per hour, this bus needs to 
drive with an average frequency of 6.7 departures per hour per direction. For the second 
scenario, using an 18m bus, at least 7 buses are needed in peak hour. The eBus has a 
capacity of 60 passengers per hour (RET-Bus, 2017) and calculating with the (75%) 
standard norm, this gives an average capacity of 45 passengers. Transferring 760 
passengers per hour, this eBus needs to have a frequency of 17 departures per hour per 
direction in peak hours. Furthermore, information, especially key numbers, regarding 
electric buses is hard to find. This in combination with the enormous frequency decided 
to take the eBus not into account in this case study. 

Until now the following scenarios, presented in Table	24, are described and taken into 
consideration. The amount of vehicles for the current scenario is not applicable due to 
the fact that the vehicles are already purchased. 
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TABLE	24.	SCENARIOS	TRAM	LINE	12	CASE	A	

Vehicle Current situation 
Tram 

Scenario 1: bus 
12m 

Scenario 2: bus 
18m 

Off peak freq. 4.2 6.5 4 
Peak freq. 5.5 11.18 6.7 
Nr. of vehicles ---  12 7 
 

Table	25 below shows the values for the criteria for the passengers group. As can be seen, 
values used for the frequency are case specific. Values used for the punctuality and 
operational speed are system specific, meaning values are used that are applicable for the 
general system. These three criteria are shown in blue. For example, the average 
operational speed for a tram equals 17.6 km/h whereas the operational speed for an 
average bus equals 12.5 km/h (Appendix VII, section C). The data for the other values 
are derived from the ‘OV-klantenbarometer’ for the region of The Hague city centre, as 
that is the region, the line is operational. A detailed analysis can be found in Appendix X, 
for all three groups. 

TABLE	25.	PASSENGER	INDICATOR	AND	CHANGES	CASE	A	

Passengers Weights Tram Bus Bus Unit 
Criterion  Current 12m 18m  
Frequency 0.178 4.2 8.5 5.2 Dep./hr./dr. 
Punctuality 0.119 91.3 85.82 85.82 % 
Passenger Safety 0.116 7.8 7.5 7.5 [1-10] 
Operational speed 0.152 17.6 12.5 12.5 Km/h 
Accessibility of PT system 0.064 8.5 8.1 8.1 [1-10] 
Travel information 0.092 6.7 6.8 6.8 [1-10] 
Image 0.042 7.4 7.2 7.2 [1-10] 
Travel comfort 0.090 7.5 7.4 7.4 [1-10] 
Ticket price 0.147 5.5 4.9 4.9 [1-10] 
 

After normalising the values and multiplying the weights with indicators, the results 
shown in Table	26, are obtained. The last row the perception of the new scenario 
compared to the current one. For example, the scenario with the 18m-bus is preferred 
9% less compared to the current scenario. The blue coloured cells indicate an 
improvement compared to the current scenario. The frequency in the 12m-bus scenario 
is more than twice compared to the current tram scenario. Furthermore, it appears that 
passengers perceive the travel information as more positive in a bus compared to a tram. 

TABLE	26.	RESULTS	PASSENGERS	CASE	STUDY	A	

Passengers Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Frequency 0% 55% -5% 
Punctuality 0% -6% -6% 
Passenger Safety 0% -5% -5% 
Operational speed 0% -29% -29% 
Accessibility of PT system 0% -5% -5% 
Travel information 0% 1% 1% 
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Image 0% -3% -3% 
Travel comfort 0% -1% -1% 
Ticket price 0% -11% -11% 
Results 0% -2% -9% 
 

Using another system directly means that other costs are applicable. For the government 
and PT Operators, this means that for this specific case, new operational, maintenance 
and investment costs (and therefore TCO) are applicable. This information is presented 
in Table	27 and the calculations are executed for the two bus scenario’s. The table shows 
that the investment costs for vehicles equals the amount of vehicles needed in peak 
hours. The frequency, for example, for an 18m bus equals 6.7 in peak hour. This means 
that at least 7x 18meter buses are needed, each with an investment cost of €450,000 
(Appendix VII, Section C). Spreading this over a 50 years life span, the investment costs 
only for vehicles amount €63,000 per year. 

The difference in peak and off-peak hours is calculated by assuming that 22% of the time 
the system is operating during peak hours (07:00-09:00 and 16:00-18:00). This results in a 
different frequency (peak frequency) during peak hours contributing to higher 
maintenance and operational costs. Furthermore, 78% of the time (14 out of 18 hrs), the 
system operates outside of peak hours, meaning less vehicles are needed and therefore 
another frequency is applicable. 

The operational costs per year are calculated by multiplying the total operational costs by 
the amount of km’s a vehicle drives on average on a yearly basis (Appendix VII, Section 
B). A more detailed calculation of the overall costs can be found Appendix X.  

TABLE	27.	TCO	CALCULATION	CASE	STUDY	A	

Length line 12 = 8km Tram Bus 12m Bus 18m 
 Avg. frequency 4.2 6.5 4 Dep./hr./direction 

peak frequency 5.5 11.2 6.7 Dep./hr./direction 
System Tram Bus 12m Bus 18m 

 Investment total  €4,200,000   €456,000   €447,000  Per year 
Investment infra  €3,840,000   €384,000   €384,000  Per year for 8 km 
Investment vehicle  €360,000   €72,000   €63,000  Per year  
Maintenance total  €2,768,217   €761,600   €721,472  Per year 
Maintenance Peak  €113,342   €42,240   €29,568   Per year  
Maintenance off peak  €334,875   €87,360   €59,904   Per year  
Maintenance infra  €2,320,000   €632,000   €632,000   Per year  
Operational total  €11.22   €10.21   €6.34   Per year per km 
Operational Peak  €2.84   €3.33   €2.09  Per km 
Operational off peak  €8.39   €6.88   €4.24  Per km 

     Operational costs per 
year  €621,721   €653,184   €405,606  Per year 
TCO   €7,589,938   €1,870,784   €1,574,078  Per year 
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Table	28 below shows the weights and values for the criteria for the government. As can 
be seen, the operational cost, investment cost, maintenance cost, passenger forecast and 
system capacity are case specific. The passenger forecast is calculated using the rail-bonus 
of 4.3%, as described by Bunschoten (2012). This value indicates a change in the amount 
of passengers when a rail-based system is used compared to similar non-rail based 
system. Furthermore, due to a change in frequency, the amount of passengers differs and 
this is calculated using ‘de waaier van Brogt’ (Brogt, 2013), also explained in the 
introduction of this chapter. The blue criteria indicate the case specific ones and the 
weights shown in red indicate, the higher the value, the more negative this affects the 
perception. 

TABLE	28.	GOVERNMENT	INDICATOR	AND	CHANGES	CASE	A	

Government Weight Tram Bus Bus Unit 
Criterion  Current 12m 18m  
Operational costs 0.142 0.62 0.64 0.41 € mln./year 
Investments costs 0.155 4.20 0.46 0.45 € mln./year 
Maintenance costs 0.177 2.77 0.76 0.72 € mln./year 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 7 6 6 [1-10] 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 445 469 429 Pass/hr./dr. 
Punctuality 0.063 91.3 85.82 85.82 % 
Passenger safety 0.063 3784 1276 1276 €/day 
Flexibility 0.107 1 8 8 [1-10] 
System Capacity 0.125 138 68 112 Pass/vehicle 
 

After normalising the values and multiplying them with the weights, the results shown in 
Table	29 obtained: 

TABLE	29.	GOVERNMENT	GENERAL	PERCEPTIONS	

Government Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Operational costs 0% -2% 53% 
Investments costs 0% 813% 840% 
Maintenance costs 0% 265% 284% 
Liveability inhabitants 0% -14% -14% 
Passenger Forecast  0% 5% -4% 
Punctuality 0% -6% -6% 
Passenger safety 0% 197% 197% 
Flexibility 0% 700% 700% 
System Capacity 0% -51% -19% 
Result 0% 77% 96% 
 

With regards to the Public Transport Operators, the values and the corresponding 
criteria are shown in Table	30. The Earnings are calculated by multiplying the passenger 
forecast with the ticket price. The TCO is calculated as seen as above in Table	27 and an 
explanation is given above the table. The passenger forecast changes from 445 
passengers per hour to 469 due to the fact that the frequency changes from 4.2 to 6.5. 
The change in frequency is calculated by using the rail bonus (Bunschoten, 2012)and the 
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frequency bonus (Brogt, 2013), also explained in the introduction of this chapter and 
Appendix X.  

TABLE	30.	OPERATORS	INDICATORS	AND	CHANGES	CASE	A	

Public transport operators Weight Tram Bus Bus Unit 
Criterion  Current 12m 18m  
Passenger forecast 0.213 445 469 426 Passengers/hr 
Earnings 0.121 65.0 68.5 62.2 €/km 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.146 0.146 0.146 €/km 
System capacity 0.12 138 68 112 passengers 
Frequency 0.129 4.2 6.5 4 Dep./hr/dir. 
Operational speed 0.108 17.6 12.5 12.5 Km/h 
TCO 0.158 7.59 1.87 1.57 €mln./year 
Passenger safety 0.107 3784 1276 1276 €/day 
 

After normalising the indicators and multiplying them with their weights, the results, 
shown in Table	31 are found. The table shows that the operators have a high preference 
for the 18m meter bus. The second scenario, where a 12m bus is used is also preferred 
above the current sitation. As can be seen, the 12m bus scenario scores better with 
regards to passenger forecast due to the fact more passengers will be using the system 
because of a higher frequency. Furthermore, the TCO and passenger safety costs score in 
both new scenario’s higher. 

TABLE	31.	RESULT	OPERATOR	PERCEPTION	CASE	A	

Public transport operators Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Passenger forecast 0% 5% -4% 
Earnings 0% 5% -4% 
Politics --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0% 0% 0% 
System capacity 0% -51% -19% 
Frequency 0% 55% -5% 
Operational speed 0% -29% -29% 
TCO 0% 306% 382% 
Passenger safety 0% 197% 197% 
Results 0% 24% 19% 
 

Summarizing the above results, the following table obtained, Table	32. The table also 
shows the results for the government and Operators when the investment costs of the 
current scenario are not taken into account. At the time this research is conducted, it is 
still unsure if their need to be new investments made in the current scenario. There may 
be a possibility that new infrastructure and/or new trams need to be purchased.  
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TABLE	32.	RESULTS	CASE	A	

Stakeholders Tram  
Current 

Bus 12m  
Scenario 1 

Bus 18m 
Scenario 2 

Passengers 0% -2% -9% 
Government 0% 77% 96% 
Government (- investment) 0% 6% 20% 
Operators 0% 24% 19% 
Operators (- investment) 0% 20% 16% 
 

From the passengers’ perspective, the conclusion can be drawn that they rank the tram in 
the current situation, the highest. Despite the higher frequency in the 12m bus scenario, 
the passengers perceive that a bus has a lower punctuality. Furthermore, they also feel 
less safe, experience lower travel times (operational speed), less travel comfort and a 
higher ticket price. 

The operators, on the other hand, prefer both bus scenarios compared to the current 
scenario. The 18m-bus scenario gets preferred the most. The 12m bus scenario scores 
positive on the criteria:  passenger forecast and earnings, frequency and costs (TCO and 
passenger safety costs). The 18m-bus scenario scores positive on the costs criteria.  

From the government’s perspective, the second scenario, 18m-bus, is highly preferred. 
This is because the bus is highly flexible and far less dependent on its infrastructure, 
making the system flexible. Also, the operational and passenger safety costs score higher 
in the bus scenarios.  

So, both the government and operators prefer the bus scenarios compared to the current 
bus scenario. The passengers however, perceive the current tram scenario higher. The 
first option is to implement one of the bus scenarios and investigate how the criteria of 
the passengers need to be changed in order to positively influence their perception. The 
second option is to keep the current system operational, which will be (slightly) beneficial 
for the passengers.  

5.2	CASE	STUDY	B:	BUS	44	ROTTERDAM	

For the second case study, RET Bus line 44 in Rotterdam is studied. The line is operated 
by RET, with a length of 9.5 km and 19 stops. The duration from the first stop, 
Zuidplein, until the last one, Rotterdam Central station, takes about 31 minutes. This bus 
line transfers more passengers compared to the average bus lines. A more detailed 
analysis can be found in Appendix X.  
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FIGURE	22.	ROUTE	BUS	LINE	44	RET	ROTTERDAM 

This case study will determine if it is applicable to transform the bus line into a tram line. 
The operational time of the bus is from 05:54 – 00:01 on weekdays (RET-bus44, 2017) 
and the frequency of 6.5 can be derived from Appendix VII section F. 

The average frequency of all bus operators amounts 3.91 and the average frequency of 
RET buses is 3.64. With a frequency of 6.5, bus line 44 operates more frequently 
compared to the average buses (of RET). The table below, Table	33, shows that the daily 
average of the bus amounts 5847 passengers. Assuming an average daily operational time 
of 18 hours, the passenger flow amounts: 325 passengers per hour.  

TABLE	33.	AVERAGE	PASSENGERS	PER	MONTH	BUS	LINE	44	(EXCEL	FILE	MRDH).	

Daily average Passengers/month 
2016-01 5852 
2016-02 5797 
2016-03 6238 
2016-04 5908 
2016-05 5433 
2017-01 5525 
2017-02 6417 
2017-03 6375 
2017-04 5154 
2017-05 5766 
Average 5847 

 

Taking into account that 9.5% of passengers travel in peak hour (just like the first case 
study), a capacity of 556 passengers per hour need to be transported. The capacity of a 
tram, with the ‘inzetnorm’ amounts 138 passengers. In peak hours, the amount of trams 
that, at least are needed to transfer 556 passengers is equal to 4. The frequency, outside 
of peak hours (to transfer 325 passengers per hour) amounts 2.4 per hour per direction.  
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The indicator values used for the passengers, to calculate the perception, are shown in 
Table	34. As can be seen, the current average frequency of the bus is 6.5 buses per hour 
per direction. For the information regarding punctualities and operational speed, the 
average punctuality and operational speed of a system is used, explained in more detail in 
Appendix VII, respectively section E and section C. With regards to the values of the 
other criteria, data is used from the ‘OV-klantenbarometer’ (CROW-KpVV, 2016). This 
data is scoped for the Region of Rotterdam and only for the bus. A detailed analysis can 
be found in Appendix X, for all three groups. 

TABLE	34.	PASSENGERS	INDICATOR	VALUES	CASE	B	

Passengers Weights Bus Tram Unit 
Criterion  Current Scenario 1  
Frequency 0.178 6.5 2.4 Dep./hr./dr. 
Punctuality 0.119 85.82 91.3 % 
Passenger Safety 0.116 7.7 7.8 [1-10] 
Operational speed 0.152 12.5 17.6 Km/h 
Accessibility of PT system 0.064 8.3 8.7 [1-10] 
Travel information 0.092 7.0 7.3 [1-10] 
Image 0.042 7.4 7.6 [1-10] 
Travel comfort 0.090 7.4 7.6 [1-10] 
Ticket price 0.147 5.7 5.7 [1-10] 
 

After normalising the values and calculating the perceptions, the following table, Table	
35, is obtained. The table shows how each indicator scores in the new tram scenario 
compared to the current scenario. The last row shows how the new tram scenario scores 
in general, according to the perceptions of the passengers, compared to the current bus 
scenario. As can be seen, the passengers perceive the new scenario as less attractive, 
compared to the current one. This is mainly because of the frequency change. The 
operational speed, however, shows a highly positive change in perception of the 
passengers. The last row shows the preference of the passengers of the new scenario 
(Tram) compared to the current, bus scenario. As can be seen, the passengers prefer the 
current scenario 5% more compared to the new scenario. This is mainly due to the high 
decrease in frequency.  

TABLE	35.	PASSENGERS	RESULTS	CASE	B	

Passengers Bus Tram 
Criterion Current Scenario 1 
Frequency 0% -63% 
Punctuality 0% 6% 
Passenger Safety 0% 1% 
Operational speed 0% 41% 
Accessibility of PT system 0% 5% 
Travel information 0% 4% 
Image 0% 3% 
Travel comfort 0% 3% 
Ticket price 0% 0% 
Result 0% -5% 
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Using a new system also means new costs. The costs for the new scenario for the 
government and operators are shown in Table	36.  As can be seen, the current average 
frequency amounts 6.5 and to cope with 556 passengers in peak hour, the frequency 
needs to be at least 8.5 departures per hour per direction. Assuming the frequency equals 
the amount of buses needed, there are 9 buses needed for the system. A detailed 
calculation can be found in Appendix X.  

TABLE	36.	TCO	CALCULATION	CASE	B	

Length line 44 = 9.5km 
   Avg. frequency 6.5 2.4 Dep./hr./direction 

peak frequency 8.5 4 Dep./hr./direction 
System Bus Tram 

 Investment total  €510,000   €4,800,000  Per year 
Investment infra  €456,000   €4,560,000  Per year for 8 km 
Investment vehicle  €54,000   €240,000  Per year  
Maintenance total  €869,540   €638,984  Per year 
Maintenance Peak  €31,680   €194,997   Per year  
Maintenance off peak  €87,360   €388,887   Per year  
Maintenance infra  €750,500   €55,100   Per year  
Operational total  €11.34   €6.45   Per year per km 
Operational Peak  €2.49   €1.42  Per km 
Operational off peak  €8.85   €5.03  Per km 

    Operational costs per year  €725,760   €357,311  Per year 
TCO   €2,105,300   €5,796,295  Per year 

 

With regards to the government and its values, these are presented in Table	37. As can be 
seen, the operational costs of the bus scenario are higher compared to the tram scenario. 
This is due to the fact that in the new, tram scenario, 4 trams are needed in peak and only 
3 outside of peak hours. For the bus, the current frequency is 6.5 and frequency needed 
in peak is 8.5 buses per hour per direction. The higher amount of vehicles needed 
contribute to a higher operational cost.  

The passenger forecast for the new scenario is calculated using two incorporations: firstly 
the rail-bonus as described by Bunschoten (2012), secondly the change in passengers due 
to a frequency change as described by Brogt (2013). As mentioned above, the current 
bus scenario has on average, 325 passengers per hour. When transforming a line to rail, a 
4.3% trambonus is applicable resulting a more people using the system ‘just’ because it 
now is a rail-based system. The frequency change, however, results in less people using 
the system because their waiting time increases, also mentioned in the introduction part 
of this chapter.  

TABLE	37.	GOVERNMENT	INDICATOR	VALUES	CASE	B	

Government Weight Bus Tram Unit 
Criterion  Current Scenario1  
Operational costs 0.142 0.73 0.36 €mln./km 
Investments costs 0.155 0.51 4.80 €mln./km 
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Maintenance costs 0.117 0.87 0.33 €mln./km 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 6 7 [1-10] 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 325 187 Pass/hr. 
Punctuality 0.063 85.82 91.3 % 
Passenger safety 0.063 1276 3784 €/day 
Flexibility 0.107 8 1 [1-10] 
System Capacity 0.125 68 138 Pass/vehicle 
 

After normalising the values and multiplying the weights with the normalised values, the 
following table, Table	38, is obtained. The table shows how the new scenario, as a 
perception of the government, scores compared to current scenario. The last row shows 
the perception of the new scenario compared to the current one. As can be seen, from 
the perception of the government, the current scenario is preferred more compared to 
the new scenario. This is mainly because of the high investment and passenger safety 
costs and the loss in flexibility of the system.  

TABLE	38.	GOVERNMENT	RESULTS	CASE	B	

Government Bus Tram 
Criterion Current Scenario1 
Operational costs 0% -203% 
Investments costs 0% -941% 
Maintenance costs 0% -262% 
Liveability inhabitants 0% 17% 
Passenger Forecast  0% -42% 
Punctuality 0% 6% 
Passenger safety 0% -297% 
Flexibility 0% -88% 
System Capacity 0% 103% 
Result 0% -18% 
 

For the operators, the table shown below, Table	39, applies. The Earnings are dependent 
on the passenger forecast and ticket price (which is legally determined). As can be seen, 
the passenger forecast is almost twice as low in the new scenario, compared to the 
current one. This is due to the loss in frequency of the system. The blue criteria indicate 
the case specific changes. The red criteria indicate a negative impact on the overall 
perception, if the value increases. 

TABLE	39.	OPERATORS	INDICATOR	VALUES	CASE	B	

Public transport operators Weight Bus Tram Unit 
Criterion  Current Scenario 1  
Passenger forecast 0.213 325 187 Pass/hr. 
Earnings 0.121 47 27 €/km 
Politics --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.146 0.146 €/km 
System capacity 0.12 68 138 Pass/veh. 
Frequency 0.129 6.5 2.4 Dep./hr./dr. 
Operational speed 0.108 12.5 17.6 Km/h 
TCO 0.158 2.11 5.49 €mln./yr. 
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Passenger safety 0.107 1276 3784 €/day 
 

After normalising the values and multiplying them with the corresponding weights, Table	
40 is obtained. The table shows that the operators also have a high preference for the 
current scenario. This is due to the costs, passenger safety and TCO, but also the lower 
frequency which results in a lower passenger forecast and less earnings.  

TABLE	40.	OPERATORS	RESULTS	CASE	B	

Public transport operators Bus Tram 
Criterion Current Scenario 1 
Passenger forecast 0% -42% 
Earnings 0% -42% 
Politics --- --- 
Ticket price 0% 0% 
System capacity 0% 103% 
Frequency 0% -63% 
Operational speed 0% 41% 
TCO 0% -272% 
Passenger safety 0% -297% 
Result 0% -37% 
 

The overall results of the three stakeholders, for this case study can be seen in Table	41. 
As can be seen, and as mentioned above, all the stakeholders have a high preference for 
the current scenario. For the government and operators, the costs are a big issue 
contributing to this negative perception. For the passengers, it is mainly the frequency, 
that contributes to this negative perception. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the 
effect of various frequencies on the perceptions.  

TABLE	41.	RESULTS	CASE	B	BUS	LINE	44	

Stakeholders Bus – Current Tram – Scenario 1  
Passengers 0% -5% 
Government 0% -18% 
Operators 0% -37% 
 

The table also shows that leaving the investment costs out for the current situation 
would change the perceptions of this scenario more positively. Without the investment 
costs for the current scenario would only result in more negative perceptions regarding 
the tram scenario. Furthermore, because it is unsure what kind of new investments need 
to be made for the current scenario, for now, the investments costs are still taken into 
account in the current scenario.  

As mentioned above, the frequency contributes highly to the perception of the 
passengers. Therefore, it is interesting to differ the frequencies and analyse the effect on 
the perceptions of the various stakeholders. Table	42 shows the results (calculated in 
Appendix X) for all stakeholders with various frequencies. As can be seen, the tram 
scenario is distinguished in 3 new scenarios where only the frequency differs. In the first 
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tram scenario a frequency of 2.4 is used, the second scenario uses a frequency of 4 and 
the last scenario a frequency of 5.  

The table shows that the perception of the passengers does not differ that much. The 
only scenario that is perceived as positive is the scenario where a tram is used with a 
frequency of 5.  

With regards to the perception of the government, the most preferred scenario is the 
current one. The same applies to the Operators. For the government, this is due to the 
higher passenger forecast because of the high frequency, passenger safety costs and the 
high flexibility of the bus system.  

The Operators prefer the current scenario also because of the passenger forecast and 
therefore, higher revenues (Earnings). The higher frequency of the bus system, lower 
costs (TCO and passenger safety costs) also contribute to this positive perception. 

In conclusion, the frequency is a highly important criterion for the three groups. The 
passengers value this criterion as most important. For the operators and government, the 
frequency is an important criterion because it influences the total costs. When taking into 
account the new scenario with a variety of systems, the perceptions displayed in Table	42 
are obtained. 

TABLE	42.	RESULTS	OF	USING	A	TRAM	SYSTEM	WITH	A	FREQUENCY	OF	8.	

 Bus Tram 3.2 Tram 4 Tram 5 Tram 8 
Passengers 0% -3% 1% 3% 11% 
Government 0% -18% -19% -18% -31% 
Operators 0% -33% -24% -12% -5% 
 

The table shows that with an increase in frequency, the perception of the passengers and 
operators becomes more positive. The perception of the government however becomes 
more negative, mainly due to the increase in costs. The increase of the perception seen 
from a passenger’s point of view mainly results from the higher frequency and therefore 
lower waiting time.  

The increase in perception as seen from the operator’s point of view, when the frequency 
changes results from the higher passenger forecast and earnings. In can be concluded 
that for this group, the fact that more passengers can be transferred which result in 
higher earnings weigh more compared to the increase in TCO.  

From a government’s point of view, the increase in frequency each time shows a 
decrease in the perception value. This is because a higher frequency results in higher 
costs and therefore a decrease in perception. However, as shown in section 4.6, each 
public transport system has its own benefits and contributes on its own way to, for 
example, the economic development and/or accessibility of the region.  

5.3	DISCUSSION	WITH	POLICY-MAKER	

After determining the general perceptions of the three groups and the case studies, the 
results finally can be discussed with the policy decision-maker. A discussion is held with a 
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Senior Policy Developer and a Senior Concession Manager. They are one of the most 
important advisors to the policy decision-maker. This section will discuss the results and 
identify the added value of the perception analysis developed in this research. Finally, an 
answer will be given to the final sub-question formulated as follows:  

(5) To what extent do authorities consider MCDM-stakeholder analysis useful in the 
decision-making process for public transport investments? 

To investigate whether information is useful, first the decision-making process needs to 
be known. This contributes to visualizing the overall process and their characteristics 
which makes it easier to determine in which phase of the process the information can be 
used. Currently, there is no standard procedure or standardized decision-making process. 
However, there are plans to implement one, which can be visualized using the 5 phases, 
shown in Figure	23. The blue dots show where in the process, the perception based 
analysis can be useful.  

	

FIGURE	23.	THE	DECISION-MAKING	PROCESS	FOR	PUBLIC	TRANSPORT	INVESTMENTS 

* IPVa stands for InvesteringsProgramma Vervoersautoriteit and describes how the available financial resources are allocated to 
which projects and what kind of investments are needed (MRDH-begroting, 2017). 

As indicated in the figure with the blue dots, the information regarding the perceptions 
of the stakeholders can be used both in the Exploration phase and after the 
Determination phase. In the Exploration phase a problem is identified and possible 
solutions are presented that could cope with this problem. In the second phase, the plan 
study, a possible solution is already known. This indicates that the information regarding 
the perceptions of the various groups can be used in the first phase of the process.  
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After the system is chosen, approved and implemented, the perception-based 
information can be used to increase the level of satisfaction for, for example, the 
passengers. If the government knows that Frequency, Travel information, Passenger 
safety and Punctuality are criteria that contribute to the perception of the passengers, 
measures can be taken in order to positively influence the perception of that group. This 
can be executed after the Determination phase when the system is ready for use.  

According to the policy makers it is an interesting observation that the perceptions of the 
passengers regarding the different transport systems are close together. Also, the fact that 
the tram scores (2%) lower compared to bus also was not expected. Passengers feel safer; 
perceive better travel information and a lower price in a bus.  

Even after implementation of the system, this information can be used to change the 
perception of passengers for example. The method calculates the perception of the 
passengers and therefore, information is known which criteria exactly determine and 
contribute to this perception. If these criteria are known, the governmental authorities 
(together with the operators) can take measures to change the values of the criteria in 
order to change the perception of the passengers. Therefore, the information regarding 
the perception of the passengers is of high importance.  

Therefore, it is preferable to use this information in this method from the government’s 
perspective instead of the users (passengers) perspective. The information can be used 
both in an early stage of the process or after the project is ready for implementation. 

The opinion of the passengers does not decide which system is going to be implemented. 
However, their perception of the system is rather important due to the fact that they are 
the (future) users of the system. The system is chosen beforehand by the governmental 
organisation in collaboration with the operators.  

This research studied the perception of three stakeholders and to what extend that 
information can be used in the decision-making process for public transport investments. 
After presenting the findings and discussing the results with the decision-maker, the 
following conclusion can be drawn: Knowing the perception of passengers regarding 
mode choice is extremely important in the sense that the system needs to satisfy the 
passengers needs. However, the perception of the passengers will not influence which 
system is going to be implemented, but this perception information can be used to 
change the perception of the passengers.  

According to the advisors, this information could lead to other decisions because more 
insight is provided. Therefore, the decision-making process becomes more transparent. 
More importantly, the perception-based analysis can afterwards be used to change the 
perception of passengers.
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5.4	CONCLUSION	

The goal of this chapter is to provide an answer to the following two sub-questions 

(4) Which public transport system suits best for implementation according to the 
perceptions of the stakeholders? 

(5)  To what extent do authorities consider MCDM-stakeholder analysis useful in the 
decision-making process for public transport investments? 

To answer the first sub-question, two case studies were conducted. The first case study is 
tram line 12 in The Hague which may be transformed to a bus system. The second case 
study is bus line 44 in Rotterdam where the possibility occurs that this system may be 
transformed into a tram.  

The first case study (Table	43) shows that, from a passenger’s point of view, the current 
scenario (tram) is preferred higher compared to the two bus alternatives. However, the 
general perception showed that passengers lightly prefer a bus system to a tram system. 
This is because the Passenger safety, Operational speed, accessibility of the system, 
Travel information, Image of the system, Travel comfort and Ticket price are perceived 
more positive in a bus system. In the case study however, the punctuality and operational 
speed are higher of a tram compared to a bus. Furthermore, the case study uses data 
from the MRDH region whereas for the general perception, national data is used. 
Therefore, the following criteria of the tram are perceived higher by the passengers: 
Punctuality, Passenger safety, Operational speed, Accessibility and Image of the system, 
Travel comfort and Ticket price. 

With regards to the perception of the government and operators, the results from the 
first case study also tend to show a little contradictory information compared to the 
general perception. From the general perception, both stakeholders prefer the tram to 
the bus. In Case Study A however, both bus scenarios are preferred over the tram 
scenario.  

The government prefers, in general, a tram to a bus because of lower operational costs, 
higher passenger forecast and a higher system capacity. In the first case study however, 
the government perceives a bus to a tram because of lower investment, maintenance and 
passenger safety costs. A higher forecast due to the frequency bonus and a higher 
flexibility of the system. 

The Operators prefer, in general, a Tram to a Bus because of the higher passenger 
forecast and earnings, higher system capacity, frequency and operational speed. In the 
first case study however, the bus is perceived higher due to the higher frequency. The 
increase in frequency leads to a higher passenger forecast and higher earnings. 
Furthermore, the bus has lower costs (TCO and passenger safety costs).  
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TABLE	43.	RESULTS	CASE	STUDY	A:	HTM	TRAM	LINE	12	TO	BUS	

Stakeholders Tram  
Current 

Bus 12m  
Scenario 1 

Bus 18m 
Scenario 2 

Passengers 0% -2% -9% 
Government 0% 77% 96% 
Government (- investment) 0% 6% 20% 
Operators 0% 24% 19% 
Operators (- investment) 0% 20% 16% 
 

The second case study (Table	44) shows, for all three stakeholders, a higher preference 
for the current bus system compared to the tram systems. Only the tram scenario with a 
frequency of 5 trams is preferred slightly higher from a passenger’s point of view. This is 
because of the frequency bonus. The passengers perceive the punctuality, Passenger 
safety, Operational speed, Accessibility and Image of the system, Travel information, and 
Travel comfort of the tram higher compared to bus. Still, with a lower frequency, the 
system is not attractive enough.  

The government prefers the current bus scenario to all tram scenarios because of a 
higher passenger forecast, lower passenger safety costs and a higher flexibility. 
Furthermore, the (extra and high) investment costs of the tram also contribute to a lower 
perception of the tram. The general perception however, shows that the government 
prefers the tram to a bus system. This is due to lower operational costs, higher passenger 
forecast and a higher system capacity. 

From the operator’s perspective, the current bus scenario is preferred to all tram 
scenarios because of higher passenger forecast and earnings, higher frequency and lower 
costs (TCO and passenger safety). The general perception of the operators differs 
compared to that of the 2nd case study. In general, the tram is preferred to a bus because 
of the higher passenger forecast and earnings, higher system capacity, frequency and 
operational speed. 

TABLE	44.	RESULTS	CASE	STUDY	B:	RET	BUS	LINE	44	TO	TRAM	

Results Bus Tram 2.4 Tram 4 Tram 5 
Passengers 0% -5% -1% 2% 
Government 0% -18% -19% -19% 
PT Operators 0% -36% -26% -14% 

 

This research studied the perception of three stakeholders and to what extend that 
information can be used in the decision-making process for public transport investments. 
After presenting the findings and discussing the results with the decision-maker, the 
following conclusion can be drawn: Knowing the perception of passengers regarding 
mode choice is extremely important in the sense that the system needs to satisfy the 
passengers needs. However, the perception of the passengers will not influence which 
system is going to be implemented, but this perception information can be used to 
change the perception of the passengers.  
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CHAPTER	6.	CONCLUSIONS	AND	RECOMMENDATIONS	

This final chapter will present the conclusions of this research. Section 6.1 will start 
answering the main- and sub-research questions after which section 6.2 will describe 
some discussion points. This chapter will finalize in 6.3 with the recommendations. 

6.1	CONCLUSIONS	

The objective of this research was to investigate whether a perception-based method 
adds any valuable information in the decision making process for governmental 
organizations. The main research question that was formulated to reach the objective of 
this research is defined as follows: 

What is the added value for governmental authorities, of a perception-based mode 
choice method for public transport investments? 

The purpose of a new chosen public transport system is to maximize the level of 
satisfaction among the users. According to the policy advisors, who advise the policy 
decision-maker the results from this research could lead to other decisions. Providing 
more and other insights in the perceptions of the involved stakeholders results in a more 
transparent decision-making process. Furthermore, the government and operators (who 
decide one the system) are able to use this information to maximize the satisfaction of 
the chosen system. By knowing which criteria affect the perception of the passengers, 
these criteria can be changed with the goal to positively change the perception.  

From the MCDM (Multi-criteria decision-making) methods compared in this research, 
MAMCA (Multi-actor multi-criteria analysis) is selected to conduct a perception-based 
analysis. This method is preferred because it takes into account stakeholders, which play 
an important part in the decision-making process of public transport investments. To 
obtain weights for the criteria, the Best-worst method (BWM) is chosen that will serve as 
input for the MAMCA. The BWM is chosen due to the following reasons: 

- Less data is needed (compared to other methods) 
- It leads to more consistent comparisons, which results in reliable results 
- BWM can be combined with other MCDM methods  
- BWM is a simple method to perform; comparisons are performed with integer 

numbers ranging from 1 to 9. 

By identifying a best (most-preferred) criterion and a worst (least-preferred) criterion and 
comparing them the others, the weights of the criteria are obtained. This gives an 
accurate estimation of the perceptions of the weights and therefore, a clear image of the 
perceptions of the groups regarding public transport systems. 

Applying the MAMCA, three important stakeholders can be identified, which are 
presented in Table	45, with their corresponding weights resulting from the BWM. These 
weights indicate the importance of a criterion compared to the other ones. The criteria  
indicated in blue show a duplicate within the other groups. For example, the frequency 
is an important criterion for both the passengers and the Operators. The criterion, 
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passenger safety, is the only criterion that occurs in all three groups. The difference 
however, with regards to the Government and Operators, is that this criterion is 
measured in passenger safety costs per day. Whereas, for the passengers group, it is 
measured as an indicator measuring how safe the passengers feel.  

TABLE	45.	CRITERIA	AND	WEIGHTS	CORRESPONDING	WITH	THE	STAKEHOLDERS	

Passengers Wp Government Wg Operators Wo 

Frequency 0.18 Operational costs 0.14 Frequency 0.13 
Punctuality 0.11 Punctuality 0.06 Subsidy 0.12 
Passenger Safety 0.10 Passenger safety 0.06 Passenger safety 0.11 
Operational speed 0.18 Liveability inhabitants 0.08 Operational speed 0.11 
Accessibility PT system 0.07 System Capacity 0.13 System Capacity 0.12 
Travel information 0.09 Passenger Forecast 0.15 Passenger forecast 0.21 
Image 0.05 Maintenance costs 0.12 Political consideration  --- 
Travel comfort 0.09 Flexibility 0.11 TCO 0.16 
Ticket price 0.12 Investment costs 0.16 Ticket price 0.04 
Sum 1.00  1.00  1.00 
 

The public transport system that suits best for implementation depends on the different 
stakeholders. Table	45 shows that the perception of the passengers does not differ across 
the various systems. Concluding from Table	45 and Table	46, the passengers highly value 
a system with a high frequency and a high operational speed.  

From the perception of the government, Light-rail transit is the most preferred system 
followed closely by the Bus-Rapid Transit. The Metro and eBus are the systems that 
score lowest in the perception of the government. LRT scores high because it positively 
contributes to the liveability, has a high system capacity and (therefore) can transfer a 
great amount of people. The metro scores lowest in the perception of the government, 
mainly because of the high costs, higher investment, maintenance and operational costs 
bust also higher passenger safety costs. The eBus has a very low capacity and higher costs 
compared to a bus and is also preferred low. 

The PT operators agree with the government and prefer the LRT also closely followed 
by the BRT. The BRT scores high because of low costs and a relative high capacity. The 
LRT is preferred due to the high passenger forecast, high revenues (earnings) and high 
frequency. Furthermore, with regards to the least preferred system, the operators share 
the same opinion as the government about the eBus. However, the metro scores higher 
compared to tram and conventional bus, whereas the perception of the metro for the 
government scores lowest.  

The perception of the Passengers is highly interesting. There is not a high preference for 
a specific system or systems, as long as it is adequately fast and has a high frequency. 
From this the conclusion can be drawn that the passengers highly value a short travel 
time. The preference for the eBus is highest and the Metro and Bus score equally. The 
eBus mainly scores high because of the higher travel comfort and image.  
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TABLE	46.	RESULTS	PERCEPTION	ANALYSIS	

Stakeholders\Modality Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Passengers 0% -2% 0% -1% -1% 1% 
Government 0% 2% -15% 7% 9% -15% 
PT operators 0% 34% 41% 48% 54% -5% 
 

For the first case study, HTM tram line 12 in The Hague was studied and analyzed. The 
perceptions were calculated when converting the tram line to a bus line. For this case 
study, two new scenarios are considered. The first one is replacing the tram with a 12m 
bus and the second scenario uses an 18m bus. The results of the perception analysis are 
presented in Table	47. The table shows for both the government and operators group, 
the results with and without investment costs of the current system. For now, it is unsure 
if new investments need to be made to keep the tramline operational. There is a 
possibility that new trams and infrastructure need to be purchased.  

TABLE	47.	RESULTS	PERCEPTION	CASE	A	TRAM	LINE	12	

Stakeholders Tram  
Current 

Bus 12m  
Scenario 1 

Bus 18m 
Scenario 2 

Passengers 0% -2% -9% 
Government 0% 77% 96% 
Government (- investment) 0% 6% 20% 
Operators 0% 24% 19% 
Operators (- investment) 0% 20% 16% 
 

The system that is most suited for implementation according to the government is the 
18-meter bus. This can be attributed to the fact that the bus is a highly flexible and far 
less dependent on its infrastructure, making the system flexible. Also, the operational and 
passenger safety costs are lower in the bus scenarios.  

According to the perception of the operators, the 12m-bus scenario is preferred. This 
can be explained due to the lower operational, maintenance and investment costs. Fewer 
buses are needed to transfer the same amount of passengers when 18m buses are used.  

Both bus-scenario’s score better compared to the current scenario for the government 
and for the operators. This can be explained due to higher revenues, higher frequency 
and more expected passengers due to the higher frequency.  

With regards to the perception of the passengers, a preference is observed to the current 
scenario compared to both bus scenarios. This is because of the higher punctuality and 
operational speed of the tram. Furthermore, the passengers perceive the ticket price of a 
tram lower compared to bus. Finally, passengers in The Hague feel safer in a tram 
compared to a bus. 

For the second case study, RET bus line 44 in Rotterdam is analyzed. The plan is to 
transform this bus line into a tram. The different scenarios and their results are presented 
in Table	48. For the three new tram scenarios, the frequency is varied ranging from 3.2, 4 
and 5.  
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Similarly to the previous case, the results show that the perceptions of the passengers are 
very close together. The scenario where a tram is used with frequency 5 however, is the 
only positive one. Looking at the perception of the government and the public transport 
operators, the current scenario scores highest, compared to all the new scenarios. The 
current scenario scores best on the factors: passenger forecast, Earnings, frequency, 
TCO and passenger safety costs. The high frequency results in more passengers and a 
bus system has lower TCO compared to tram systems. 

For the government the following criteria score high in the current scenario: Investment 
costs, passenger forecast, passenger safety costs and flexibility. The passenger forecast is 
highest due to the high frequency and the flexibility of the system can also be appointed 
as an important factor. The flexibility in this research is defined as the dependency on the 
infrastructure and the possibility to take de-routes if necessary, while maintaining around 
the same level of quality. A bus can take de-routes and maintain the (around) same level 
of quality, while a tram is 100% dependent on its infrastructure. Therefore it is for a tram 
much harder to take a detour. 

Table	48 displays that the perception of the passengers and operators, positively changes 
when the frequency increases. The increase in frequency leads to a higher amount of 
passengers which results in higher revenues (earnings) for the operators. The benefits of 
a higher passenger forecast and higher revenues exceed the extra costs. The perception 
of the government however, changes more negatively with an increase in frequency. This 
is because of the higher costs. However, as shown in section 4.6, each public transport 
system has its own benefits and contributes on its own way to, for example, the 
economic development and/or accessibility of the region. 

TABLE	48.	RESULTS	PERCEPTION	CASE	B	BUS	LINE	44	

Results Bus Tram 3.2 Tram 4 Tram 5 
Passengers 0% -5% -1% 2% 
Government 0% -23% -19% -20% 
Government  
(-investments) 0% -25% -21% -22% 

PT Operators 0% -37% -26% -16% 
 

Table	49 shows for each system the corresponding benefits and the importance of the 
benefit. The  ‘’++’’ sign indicates highly positive compared to the other modalities while 
‘’+’’ sign indicates a positive contribution compared to the other modes. As can be seen, 
the economic development (of the surrounding region) of the metro and LRT is highest 
compared the other modalities.  

TABLE	49.	WIDER	BENEFITS	OF	PUBLIC	TRANSPORT	

Benefits Metro Tram Bus eBus LRT BRT 
Accessibility of the region ++ ++   ++ ++ 
Emissions ++ ++  ++ ++  
Flexibility   ++ ++   
High Earnings +    + + 
High frequency + +   + + 
Economic development ++ +   ++ + 
Operational speed ++    ++ + 
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Passenger safety   + +  + 
Property values +    + + 
Punctuality + +   + + 
Travel comfort   + +   
Walking distance to stop   ++ ++  + 
 

1. To what extent do authorities consider MCDM-stakeholder analysis useful in the 
decision-making process for public transport investments? 

According to the policy advisors, the information regarding perception-based analysis 
could lead to other decisions. Visualising the perceptions of the stakeholders results in a 
more transparent decision-making process. The method is able to calculate the 
perceptions of the involved stakeholders for the given modalities. This also provides 
insight in the criteria that influence the perception. The decision-maker, in this case the 
government, knows which criteria need to be changed to change the perception of, for 
example, the passengers.  

The scientific contribution of this thesis is that it combines the MAMCA and BWM to 
calculate the perception of stakeholders involved in the decision-making process for 
public transport investments. It shows how MCDM can be used to calculate and analyse 
the perceptions and if and how perceptions can be used to improve the decision-making 
process. Furthermore, it shows if and how these perceptions add any value for 
governmental authorities in the decision-making process of public transport investments. 
Finally, this thesis contributed to visualising the costs and benefits of public transport by 
using the 5xE framework as presented in Table	49.  

6.2	DISCUSSION		

This thesis contains a great amount of data and key figures derived from several sources. 
In public transport, there are a huge amount of various projects who each have their own 
characteristics. This is one of the reasons, that for example, the investments costs of bus 
infrastructure ranges from €0.3 to €4 million per km. To make comparison possible 
between the public transport systems, these figures need to be comparable, which may 
result in less accurate estimates for the values of the criteria. One of the examples that 
were rough estimates was for the criteria liveability and flexibility.  

Furthermore, data regarding bus, tram and metro was much easier to find compared to 
BRT, LRT and eBus. The data for eBus especially was hard to find. More data regarding 
the values of the criteria would give more certainty, not only for the result but also for 
the value of the criteria itself. 

One of the downsides of visualising the perception of a decision-maker is that most 
organisations employ 1 or 2 final decision-makers. To obtain a more realistic perception, 
5 people (who advise the decision-maker) were interviewed to represent the operators 
and (5 people who represent the) governments group. Therefore, the results obtained in 
the conducted research are based on the information derived from ‘’just’’ 5 people and 
potentially could be appointed as somewhat biased. 

Another point of discussion comprehends with the diversity of the passenger group and 
the conducted survey. The group currently exists of a high percentage of males, who are 
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well educated, mainly Dutch and do have some correspondence with the Public 
transport sector. Also, because the survey was conducted in person with all the 
respondents, there may be chance of socially accepted behaviour which may skew the 
results.  

The research conducted by Bunschoten (2012) concluded that a tram bonus exists and 
that for the long term, extra ridership of 4.3% is expected. This is not very high and can 
be used as an argument that is coherent with the results of this research. Namely, that 
passengers ‘just’ want a system that offers low travel time and the image matters far less. 

The choice for the MCDM method, and the criteria to compare them is based on own 
analysis and literature research. This can be appointed as a weak point and possibly 
results could be more accurate if better substantiated.  

The dependency of the criteria used for some of the stakeholders also may be a point of 
discussion. The factor Earnings for example, used for the Operators table is highly 
dependent on the Passenger forecast and the Ticket price.  

The impacts of this study can be described as follows: one of the impacts is that the 
research that was conducted provided an additional tool for decision-making in public 
transport investments. Furthermore, it also contributes to a more transparent decision-
making process. Thirdly, more insight is provided in what passengers value in their 
system choice and how this can be changed. Finally, the wider benefits of public 
transport are introduced per modality and their importance.  

6.3	RECOMMENDATIONS	

The following recommendations for further research can be distinguished: 

The criterion, political considerations, is taken out of scope for this research, also 
explained in chapter 4. The results of this research however, show that both the 
Government and Operators want a system that has low costs and transfer a huge amount 
of passengers. Still, in practice, there are still decisions made regarding public transport 
investments that are not always coherent with the information derived from a CBA. This 
implies that other factors are affecting the decision-making process. The political 
considerations, therefore may be an important one for further research.  

One of the downsides of visualising the perception of a decision-maker is that almost all 
organisations employee 1 or 2 final decision-makers. There is a high likelihood of 
obtaining biased information when gathering data, especially in such a short, 6 months, 
time frame. Furthermore, information regarding the eBus, especially key figures, are 
harder to find compared to bus, tram and metro. Also, the developed method to 
calculate the perceptions is tested and gives valuable results. However, more data 
regarding the values of the criteria would give more certainty, not only for the result but 
also for the value of the criteria itself. Finally, the values for the criterion liveability are 
rough estimates which possibly can be more accurate if more data is gathered. Therefore, 
one of the recommendations is to gather more data which contributes to more reliable 
results. 

Another recommendation comprehends with the diversity of the passenger group and 
the conducted survey. The group currently exists of a high percentage of males, who are 
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well educated, mainly Dutch and do have some correspondence with the Public 
transport sector. One of the recommendations regarding the diversity of the group is to 
further analyse what if and how the results (of the weights) would change if a more 
diverse group is used. 

The following recommendations are suggested to investigate if and how the results will 
differ: Firstly, instead of applying the MAMCA in combination with the BWM, it would 
be interesting to apply the other MCDM methods (or a combination of them). Secondly, 
9 criteria got assigned to each stakeholder. One recommendation is to extent these 
criteria and/or to use different criteria. Finally, using other stakeholders or extending the 
stakeholders, for example distinguishing the passengers into different age or groups.  

As described in the discussion, to obtain weights of the passengers, only 15 passengers 
and 5 decision-makers of each group were interviewed. It would be interesting for 
further research to interview more people and check if and how the results would differ 

This research only took into account regional transport services that operators currently 
offer. Nowadays, travellers have various options for transportation. Taking into account 
other means of transportation like Mobility as a Service (MaaS), autonomous vehicles or 
services like Uber would be an interesting topic for further research.  

The final recommendation regards applying the method in other sectors. This thesis only 
explains how the method is executed for regional public transport.  

Practical recommendations: 

Since there currently is not a specific uniform decision-making process for public 
transport investments, the first recommendation is to design, implement and use a 
standardized procedure for decision-making.  

One of the recommendations for MRDH is give the same definition to the KPI’s of the 
different operators. Currently, some definitions of the KPI’s or even the KPI’s itself 
differ between the operators. One example is that the punctuality of RET is defined 
differently compared to the definition that is used for HTM. This makes comparison 
difficult, which could result in unrealistic performance measurement. 
 
Another practical recommendation with regards to applying this method comprehends 
with the data that is needed to calculate the perceptions. For example, the infrastructure 
investment costs of a metro has a very broad range (€30mln. - €150mln per km). 
However, for each case, this data can be made highly specific, especially with regards to 
costs. Therefore one of the practical recommendations when applying this method is to 
use as much case specific details as possible.  
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APPENDIX	I.	STAKEHOLDER	ANALYSIS  

The goal of a stakeholder analysis is to identify the important stakeholders involved in 
the process. When the important stakeholders are identified, it is more convenient to 
determine which stakeholders can influence the process and how they should be kept up 
to date. A stakeholder can be defined as an individual or a group of individuals who have 
an interest or are influenced, either positively or negatively, by the project or the process 
(Macharis C. , The importance of stakeholder analysis in freight transport, 2005). A 
stakeholder analysis can be executed to visualise stakeholder alignment and show which 
have common interests and which have opposite interests.  

This will contribute to minimizing threats and obstruction of the project and maximize 
cooperation. An example that shows the importance of stakeholders, as shown by 
Lindau, Hidalgo & Almeida Lobo (2014), is the BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) system in 
Bangkok (Wu & Pojani, 2016). Not all stakeholders were sufficiently taken account in the 
process. No negotiations took place with bus operators and there was hardly any 
cooperation with traffic police. This led to lack of control of the overall process and had 
a negative effect on the BRT implementation and operation.  

Looking at public transport investments, the quality triangle shown in Figure	24, 
characterizes the involved and most important stakeholders.  

 

	

FIGURE	24.	QUALITY	TRIANGLE 

The figure shows the three most important groups: 
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1. Contracting Authorities can be characterized as different governmental 
authorities making decisions regarding selecting and making agreements with the 
service provider(s). The role of the governmental agencies and institutions is to 
improve the quality of life, access and mobility in a clean, safe and sustainable 
environment (Government.nl , n.d.), (Gemeente Rotterdam, 2017), (Gemeente 
Den Haag). The following governmental agencies and institutions play an 
important role regarding public transport investments: 
 

• Province of South-Holland 
• Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment 

o Rijkswaterstaat (as executive organ for the Ministry) 
• MRDH 
• 23 Municipalities (represented by MRDH) 

 

2. Vehicle Operating Companies, also public transport operators are the 
stakeholders that, despite they are competitors, share the following (same) goal 
(HTM, n.d.), (RET, Missie, 2017):  
 
To transport their passengers in the fastest, safest, cheapest way possible.  
 
They work together with the governmental institutions to provide these transport 
services for the public and receive subsidy to operate and maintain the systems. 
The following public transport organizations already are operating in the 
metropolitan region and therefore have an interest in the decision making 
process regarding public transport investments:  

• RET 
• HTM 
• Veolia 
• Conexxion 
• Arriva 

 
3. The Public is the final group in the triangle and are the users of the system. The 

public transport operators are assessed on service they deliver and by conducting 
surveys, the passengers are able to provide feedback on the quality of service of 
these companies. The government makes agreements with public transport 
companies and uses, among other things, the survey data to check if the 
agreements they made are still met (CROW-KpVV, 2016).  

 

The public transport operators are assessed on the service they deliver and by conducting 
surveys, the Public, represented by the passengers are able to provide feedback on the 
quality of service of these companies. The government makes agreements with public 
transport companies (Carmen & Lidestam, 2016) and uses, among other things, the 
survey data to check if the agreements they made are still met (CROW-KpVV, 2016). 
Finally, according to Hakan Zor, Fleet Manager of the RET, the amount of passengers 
play an important role in the operational costs of the public transport operators 
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(Appendix VI & personal communication RET, 24-08-2017). The subsidies, the 
government provides the public transport operators, will decrease the upcoming years 
meaning that the amount of passengers must increase. The increase in volume, while 
maintaining at least the same service quality, will lead to more passengers per trip, which 
leads to more earnings per trip. Therefore, fewer subsidies are required which result in 
more financial resources available for investments.  

Due to the fact that this research focuses on public transport investments, the Public, as 
a stakeholder, can be divided into two categories. The first one is the passengers, who 
(actively) are using public transport and the second group is the inhabitants which may 
experience a more negative impact of the system. The latter group also consists of people 
who never use public transport but still can be impacted by a (new) system. 

With regards to the decision-making process, the perception of the inhabitants does not 
add any extra value in the decision-making process, especially compared to the 
information gathered from the passengers. Furthermore, the assumption is made that 

The government already made a decision regarding the implementation of a new public 
transport system. What kind of public transport system is not yet known, however, all 
complaints and objections of the inhabitants regarding a new public transport system are 
assumed to be handled by the governmental institutions. For these reason, the 
inhabitants, as a group, is not taken into account and therefore fall out of the scope in 
this research.  

Due to the fact that this research focuses on public transport investments, the Public, as 
a stakeholder, can be divided into two categories. The first one is the passengers, who 
(actively) are using public transport and the second group is the inhabitants which may 
experience a more negative impact of the system. The latter group also exists of people 
who never use public transport but still can be impacted by a (new) system. 

Based on the Quality triangle (Figure	24) and the description mentioned above, the 
following list of stakeholders can be characterized, Table	50: 

TABLE	50.	STAKEHOLDERS	

Public transport operators 
RET 
HTM 
Conexxion 
Veolia 
Arriva 
 
Governmental agencies and institutions 
23 municipalities (represented by MRDH) 
Province of South-Holland 
Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment 
Rijkswaterstaat (as executive organ for the Ministry) 
 
Public 
Inhabitants 
Passengers 
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Public transport operators 

The RET and HTM are the local public transport operators operating respectively in the 
region of Rotterdam and The Hague. Connexxion, Arriva and Veolia are public transport 
operators operating in (areas in) the Netherlands.  

The main Goal of the RET is to offer perfectly organized highly qualitative public 
transport facilities (RET- corporate, 2017). The Goal of HTM is to bring people in a 
safe, comfortable and efficient manner to their destination (HTM, n.d.). Both 
organizations try to achieve their goals by closely working together with each other, their 
municipalities and MRDH. In the case of public transport investment decision-making, 
the public transport operators all want to transport their passengers in the fastest, safest, 
cheapest way possible. This is the main reason that the four aforementioned parties can 
be categorized under the same stakeholder: the Public transport operators. 

The involvement of the public transport operators and their effect on decisions in the 
overall decision-making process categorizes them as a high power and high interest 
stakeholder. 

Government 

With regards to governmental agencies and institutions, in general, the municipalities, 
province of South-Holland, Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment and 
Rijkswaterstaat all have the same goal: Improving quality of life, access and mobility in a 
clean, safe and sustainable environment (Government.nl , n.d.). The main differences 
between the institutions mainly exist in terms of execution. For example, the 
municipalities mainly focus on their regions, whereas the Ministry’s main focus lays on 
leading and collaborating with the underlying institutions, both parties still keeping in 
mind to the main goal. The fact that the main goal is about the same for the 5 
abovementioned stakeholders gives reason to categorize them under the same 
stakeholder: the Government. The government is also highly involved in the decision-
making process making it also a high interest stakeholder. The government is the most 
important stakeholder with regards to its influence on the process to decide upon major 
decisions. This makes the government an important stakeholder.  

Passengers 

The Passengers can also be categorized as an important stakeholder with regards to 
public transport. After all, this group consists of all the users of these systems and 
therefore, it is important to know what kind of facilities are important when designing 
such a system. This high interest makes the travellers an interesting group to take into 
account in the decision-making process. Their goal is to reach their destination in the 
most efficient way, which can have different meanings. Efficiency in this case, can be 
either be characterized as cheap, fast or a comfortable journey. Furthermore, due to their 
important involvement in the end project, this group can be characterized as a group 
with medium power. This means that their influence in the process is not that high in 
terms of affecting any major differences in the process.  
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Inhabitants  

The goal of inhabitants is to experience a livable environment. A new public transport 
system in the backyard usually does not contribute to a more positive environment for 
the majortity of the inhabitants (no taking into account the inhabitants who also can be 
characterized as travellers). Inhabitants may experience both positive and negative effects 
of public transport projects. When looking at the indirect (wider) benefits of public 
transport, the accessibility of the region as well as the house prices shows an increase 
when implementing a new system. However, when an area becomes more attractive, it is 
likely that this area will attract more people making it more dynamic, hectic and noisy. 
The perception of inhabitants does not adds any value in the decision-making process 
for the policy decision-maker, this group is not taken into account in the process. The 
perception of the passengers however, may have an important role due to the fact that 
this group actually are (going to be) the users of the system.  

Formal Relations Diagram 

Figure	25 below shows the formal relations diagram of all the stakeholders involved with 
regards to public transport investments. As can be derived from the figure, the 
governmental institutions can be grouped under one stakeholder, the government. This 
also goes for the public transport operators. Taking into account the relations between 
the stakeholders is an essential part of the analysis. Stakeholders who have a large 
influence on the process or stakeholders who have an important formal relation with 
such a stakeholder can be of great value in the process. 

 

	

FIGURE	25.	FORMAL	RELATIONSHIP	DIAGRAM	
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The public transport companies agree with the government to deliver a minimal service 
in exchange for a concession to operate in the contracted areas. The government decides 
and provides subsidy, where and what kind of system may be implemented. 

The Public serves a quality charter for the government to check whether the public 
transport operators are delivering the services that were agreed upon. This information is 
gathered through surveys (CROW-KpVV, 2016) and used as a benchmark for 
performance of the various transport systems.  

Summarizing the above-mentioned stakeholders together with the three important 
groups from the quality triangle, the following conclusion can be drawn: 

The stakeholders mentioned below in Table	51.	Stakeholders	after	grouping have an 
important role in the decision-making process regarding public transport investments. 
These three groups are further taken into account when conducting a perception 
analysis.  

 

TABLE	51.	STAKEHOLDERS	AFTER	GROUPING	

Stakeholders 
Public transport operators 
Government 
Passengers 
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APPENDIX	II. 	MCDM	METHODS	

In Appendix II, the Multi-criteria decision making methods are explained. The steps of 
these methods are presented below. The following methods are described: 

A. Best-Worst Method 
B. Weighted Sum Model 
C. Weighted Product Model 
D. Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis 
E. TOPSIS 
F. AHP 
G. PROMETHEE 
H. ELECTRE 

A. Best-Worst Method 

The Best-worst method is a vector based multi-criteria decision-making method 
developed by Dr. Jafar Razaei (Rezaei, 2014). This method can be characterized as a 
pairwise comparison between a set of criteria. From this set of criteria, the participant 
chooses one criterion which in his or her opinion is most important (best) and one that 
is least important (worst). The best-criterion is then compared with the remaining criteria 
and the same is done for the worst-criterion. The benefits of the Best-worst method, 
compared to other Multi-criteria decision-making methods are: 

- BWM requires less comparison data 
- It leads to more consistent comparisons, which results in reliable results 
- BWM can be combined with other MCDM methods  
- BWM is a simple method to perform; comparisons are performed with integer 

numbers ranging from 1 to 9. 

The BWM is used in this research because of these benefits and serves as proof that this 
method is useful for conducting an analysis regarding perception of public transport 
systems. It seems that BWM may be one of the best methods to use when deciding on 
weights for parameters (Serrai, Abdelli, Mokdad, & Hammal, 2017). This is because not 
only the best and worst criteria are predefined by the users, but also the comparison of 
the other elements to them.  

To conduct a Best-worst analysis, the following five steps are necessary (Rezaei, 2014): 

Step 1 - Firstly, a set of decision criteria {c1 , c2 , … , cn } needs to be determined. 
These are the criteria which can be compared with each other to determine the best 
outcome. 

Step 2 - Determine the Best and the Worst criteria. In this step the decision-maker 
determines, out of all the criteria, the best criterion and worst criterion. There is no 
comparison made yet, however, in the next step, the best (worst) criterion can be 
compared with the remaining criteria. 

Step 3 - Determine preference of Best criterion over other criteria. In this step the 
criterion that is chosen as best, will be compared to the other criteria using a scale 
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between 1 and 9. These numbers indicate the amount of preference, where a 1 = equal 
preference and a 9 = 9x times more important. The following, best-to-other comparison 
vector shows what the result of this step will look like: 

AB = (aB1 , aB2 , … , aBn) 

Step 4 - Determine preference of other criteria over Worst criterion. In this step all the 
criteria are compared to the criterion that is chosen as worst, using a scale between 1 and 
9. These numbers indicate the amount of preference, where a 1 = equal preference and a 
9 = 9x times more important. The following, others-to-worst comparison vector shows 
what the result of this step will look like: 

AW = (aW1 , aW2 , … , aWn) 

Step 5 - Find the optimal weights.  

The final step is to calculate the optimal weights for the criteria (w*1, w*2, … ,w*n)  

such that the maximum absolute differences  𝐰𝐛
𝐰𝐣
− 𝐚𝐁𝐣  and 𝐰𝐣

𝐰𝐰
− 𝐚𝐣𝐖  are 

minimized. This results in the following problem: 

 

Min max j  𝐰𝐛
𝐰𝐣
− 𝐚𝐁𝐣  , 𝐰𝐣

𝐰𝐰
− 𝐚𝐣𝐖   

𝒘𝒋𝒋   =  1 

     wj  ≥ 0, for all j  

Solving the problem will result in finding the optimal weights (w*1, w*2, … ,w*n) and  
the consistency ratio 𝛏*.  A higher  𝛏* means a higher consistency ratio and a higher ratio 
results in less reliable comparisons. 

 

B. Weighted Sum Model 

One of the most common MCDM methods is the Weighted Sum Model, WSM (Kolios, 
Mytilinou, Lozano-Minguez, & Salonitis, 2016). This method is easily applicable and easy 
to use in combination with other methods. The WSM method compares alternatives, 
based on a given set of criteria, with each other. Each criterion is given a certain weight 
and by multiplying the weight of the criteria with the score of the alternatives, an optimal 
solution is given.  

TABLE	52.	WSM	EXAMPLE	

 C1 C2 C3 
Weights/ 
Alternatives 

0.35 0.25 0.4 

A1 30 20 55 
A2 40 35 15 
A3 25 10 20 
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The WSM problem results in finding an optimal solution for the following equation 
(Fishburn, 1967): 

𝑨𝑾𝑺𝑴
∗ = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝒂𝒊𝒋 𝒘𝒋𝒎

𝒊   

where i = 1 , … , m  
A*

WSM represents the weighted sum score which results from multiplying the weights with 
the scores of the Alternative 
aij represents the score of alternative i with respect to criterion j, shown in the 3rd, 4th 
and 5th row in Table	52. 
wj is the weight of criterion j, shown in the second row in Table	52.  
One of the disadvantages of the WSM is that the problem becomes difficult to conduct 
when both qualitative and quantitative comparison factors are used. Furthermore, a 
change in range of the attributes could result in another optimal solution, making this 
method very sensitive to units change. This change in optimal solution could also happen 
when some scores are a bit exaggerated.  

C. Weighted Product Model 

The Weighted Product Model method is a MCDM method that has many similarities 
compared to the WSM (Kolios, Mytilinou, Lozano-Minguez, & Salonitis, 2016). The 
biggest difference however, with the WSM is that a WPM used a product to calculate the 
optimal solution instead of a sum (Triantaphyllou, 2000). The equation below shows a 
comparison between the alternatives AK and AL. If R exceeds 1, this means that 
alternative AK, is preferred compared to alternative AL.  

The optimal solution is found by making use of the following equation [ (Miller & Starr, 
1969) & (Bridgman, 1922)]: 

𝑹 
𝑨𝒌
𝑨𝒍 =  

𝒂𝒌𝒋
𝒂𝒍𝒋

𝒘𝒋𝒏

𝒋!𝟏

 

with n representing the number of criteria 
aij represents the score of alternative i with respect to criterion j 
wj is the weight of criterion j. 
 

D. Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis 

MAMCA is a Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis developed by Prof. Dr. Cathy Macharis 
(Macharis C. , 2005). This method can be characterized as a multi-criteria decision 
analysis that enables decision-makers a simultaneous evaluation of various projects 
(Macharis, de Witte, & Turcksin, The Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis (MAMCA) 
application in the Flemish long-term decision making process on mobility and logistics, 
2010). One of the most important benefits of MAMCA compared to other MCDM 
methods is that MAMCA explicitly takes into account the opinion of different 
stakeholders. This is of high importance deciding which public transport investment will 
be most efficient. Involving stakeholders early in the process will give policy decision-
makers not only and understanding and insight in their own problem but will also allow 
them to gain an understanding in the perspective of other stakeholders. Figure 3 below 
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shows the seven required steps for performing a MAMCA, as defined by Macharis et al 
(2010).  

	

FIGURE	26.	STEPS	MAMCA 

The steps shown in Figure	26 regarding the MAMCA method can be explained as follows 
(Macharis, Turcksin, & Lebau, 2012): 

Step 1 – Firstly, the problem needs to be defined and several possible alternatives need 
to be classified. These alternatives can later be evaluated.  

Step 2 – Stakeholder analysis. This step is characterized as the stakeholder analysis where 
all the important stakeholders are identified. Taking into account the involved important 
stakeholder early in the process will benefit the final result. By performing a stakeholder 
analysis, certain aspects like, priorities, problems, interests and conflicts will be revealed 
in an early stage in the decision-making process. This can be taken into account further 
in the overall process, leading to an enhancement of the final result. Furthermore, this 
analysis also gives insight in the policy level of the project which clarifies the impact of 
the project and which governmental level (municipality, province, national, European) 
needs to be taken into account.  

Step 3 – Define criteria and weights.  

The third step is to define the criteria for the stakeholders and assign weights to them to 
show their importance. The criteria are chosen based on the following two properties: 

- Objectives of the involved stakeholders 
- Purpose of the considered alternatives 

This also means that for each stakeholder group, a different set of criteria could be 
important, which would be based on their specific objectives. To show the involved 
stakeholders together with their goals and objectives, there is a possibility to present a 
hierarchical criteria tree (in this step).  
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Together with the stakeholder, weights can be determined to their set of criteria, based 
on the amount of value the stakeholder assigns to his objectives. These weights then, 
represent the importance of the criteria. Finally, if necessary, there is also a possibility to 
assign weights to the stakeholders. These are able to represent the importance of the 
stakeholder in the decision-making process.  

Step 4 – Criteria, indicators and measurement methods. 

In this step, indicators are determined for the criteria constructed in step 3. These 
indicators are used to measure how an alternative contributes to the criteria. The 
indicator provides a certain weight that enables measurement of the contribution of the 
alternative to the criteria.  

Step 5 – Overall analysis and ranking.  

This step evaluated each alternative, comparing them by use of the aforementioned 
criteria and indicators. This makes it possible to elaborate more on the alternatives in 
such a way that they are translated into scenarios. A scenario can be characterized as a 
more detailed alternative where also the effects on and from the environment are taken 
into account. After these scenarios are clearly identified, an evaluation table can be 
presented for each stakeholder. 

Step 6 – Results 

After the overall analysis and ranking a classification of the proposed alternatives can be 
presented. This step helps the decision-maker in its decision-making process by pointing 
out for each stakeholder which elements have a positive or negative influence on the 
alternatives.  It clearly shows which stakeholder prefers which alternative and the level of 
importance.  

Step 7 – Implementation  

The final step, the gathered information and data can be used to formulate a policy 
recommendation for the decision-maker. Macharis (2012) explains two approaches for 
implementation from the decision-makers point of view, taking into account that 
decision-makers most of the time are governmental organisations. The first approach is 
to implement the alternative that will give the highest benefit to society. This approach is 
derived from the fact that the government represents the needs of society. The second 
approach is to implement the alternative that tries to take into account all interests of all 
involved stakeholders, where some kind of compromise situation is achieved.  

E. TOPSIS 

The TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarities to Ideal Solution) method 
is used broadly in various research fields (Kolios, Mytilinou, Lozano-Minguez, & 
Salonitis, 2016) and developed by Hwang and Yoon (1981). This method uses the 
Euclidean distance to find the best solution as close as (shortest distance) possible to the 
ideal alternative and at the same time as far away (longest distance) from the most 
negative solution. Both the best and the most negative solution result from this method 
and each criterion can lead to a change in utility (Triantaphyllou, 2000). The change in 
utility for every criterion eventually can lead to an ideal solution and a non-ideal solution 
and an optimal alternative within this range. However, by making use of the Euclidean 
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distance, any correlation that may occur between criteria is not taken into account and 
could have difficulty to weight Qualitative parameters (Serrai, Abdelli, Mokdad, & 
Hammal, 2017).  

Figure	27 shows the necessary steps of the methodology, starting with defining the 
criteria and alternatives. A decision matrix can be constructed from the criteria and 
alternatives.  

	

FIGURE	27.	TOPSIS	METHODOLOGY	(KOLIOS	ET	AL.	2016)	 

Step 1 – Normalized Decision Matrix 

The first step is to construct a Normalized Decision Matrix where a normalised value (rij) 
can be calculated, as follows: 

𝒓𝒊𝒋 =
𝒙𝒊𝒋

 𝒙𝒌𝒋𝟐𝒎
𝒌!𝟏  

  

where xij is the value for criterion i for alternative Aj 

Step 2 – Weighted and Normalised Matrix  

Now that the Normalised Decision Matrix is constructed and the normalised values have 
been calculated, the Weighted Normalised Decision Matrix can be constructed. Each 
normalised value, rij is multiplied with a weight, W =  (w1, w2, … , wn) with 𝒘𝒊 = 1, to 
determine these normalised decision values, vij.  

𝒗𝒊𝒋 =  𝒘𝒊𝒓𝒊𝒋 

Step 3 – Positive and Negative Ideal Solutions 

The third step is to determine the best, indicated as A+, and also the most negative, 

indicated as A-, solution. These solutions are defined as follows: 

A+  = {v1+ , …, vn+}  = {(MAXjvij | i ∈ I) , (MINjvij| i ∈ I’) } 

A-  = {v1- , … , vn-}  = {(MINjvij| i ∈ I) , (MAXjvij| i ∈ I’) } 

Where i is associated with the benefit criteria and i’ associated with costs criteria. 

Step 4 – Relative Closeness 

Consequently, to calculate the distances from the alternatives to A+ and A-,  the n-
dimensional Euclidean distance is applied. Si+ calculates the distance for every alternative 
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to A+ and Si- calculates the distance for each alternative from the most non-ideal 
solution.   

Si+ = (𝒗𝒊𝒋 −  𝒗𝒊!𝒏
𝒊!𝟏 )2 

Si- = (𝒗𝒊𝒋 −  𝒗𝒊!)𝒏
𝒊!𝟏

2 

The Relative Closeness Cj, of each alternative compared to the ideal situation can be 
calculated using the following equation: 

𝑪𝒋 =
𝑺𝒊!

𝑺𝒊! + 𝑺𝒊!
 

with 𝟏 ≥  𝑪𝒋  ≥ 𝟎 , where Cj = 1, if Ai = A+ and Cj = 0, if Ai = A- 

Step 5 – Solution Ranking 

The final step is to determine the best solution by ranking Cj in a preference order. The 
best alternative should be the alternative which has the shortest distance from A+ and 
the longest distance from the non-ideal solution. According to step 4, this should be the 
alternative which has the highest Cj value.  

 

 

F. Analytic Hierarchy Process 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process, AHP method (Triantaphyllou, 2000) is developed by 
Saaty almost 40 years ago (1980). This method is mostly applied in problems with 
conflicting criteria and in the energy planning sector (Kolios, Mytilinou, Lozano-
Minguez, & Salonitis, 2016). There even is a case where an AHP based method is 
developed which can cope with problems where uncertain data is available (Cobuloglu & 
Büyüktahtakın, 2015). The AHP method used a hierarchy structure and pairwise 
comparison to decide upon complex decision-making problems.  

The following 4 steps are necessary when executing the AHP method (Bian, Hu, & 
Deng, 2017), (Saaty, 1994): 

Step 1 – Hierarchical structure 

The first step consists of constructing the decision problem into a hierarchical structure. 
At the top of the structure, the goal of the decision problem is located. Furthermore, the 
criteria and sub-criteria, which affect the decision, are placed on the lower levels. Finally, 
the alternatives are positioned at the bottom level of the structure. 

Step 2 – Criteria Weights 

The second step is to determine the weights of the criteria into a vector. This can be 
done by conducting a pairwise comparison using a matrix, for example matrix A. Every 
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aspect in the matrix, aij, can be defined as the level of importance of the criterion i 
compared to criterion j, taking into account the alternative. This results in vector  

Wi = (w1 , w2 , … , wn)
T 

representing the weights of the criteria. Furthermore, to check the consistency of the 
pairwise comparisons, the following two equations are used: 

𝝀𝒎𝒂𝒙 =
𝟏
𝒏

𝒊𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒚 𝒊𝒏 𝑨𝑾𝑻

𝒊𝒕𝒉 𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒚 𝒊𝒏 𝑾𝑻

𝒏

𝒊!𝟏

 

where 𝝀𝒎𝒂𝒙 represents the largest Eigenvalue of the Matrix A.  

Step 3 – Performance Alternatives for criteria 

This step calculates for each criterion, the score of the alternative. After the score of each 
criterion is calculated the overall score can be determined in the last step.  

Step 4 – Alternative Ranking 

The final step calculates the score of the alternatives, Ai.  

The following equation is used: 

𝑨𝒊 =
𝒂𝒊𝒋
𝒂𝒊𝒋𝒌

𝒊!𝟏

𝒏

𝒋!𝟏

∗𝒘𝒋 

Ai represents the score of alternative i 
k is the number of alternatives 
n is the number of criteria 
wj is the weight of criterion j 
aij is the value of criterion i compared to criterion j 
 
G. PROMOTHEE 

The Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation method is 
created by Brans in 1985 (Brans & Vincke, 1985), (Brans, Vincke, & Marescha, 1986) and 
is widely used for problems in the energy sector (Kolios, Mytilinou, Lozano-Minguez, & 
Salonitis, 2016). By using pairwise comparison, the method provides an overall ranking 
of the alternatives based on positive and negative outranking flows. PROMETHEE is an 
easy to use method, especially compared to other MCDM methods (Tuzkaya, Gulsun, 
Kahraman, & Ozgen, 2010). One of the advantages of PROMETHEE is that it can deal 
with qualitative and quantitative factors simultaneously (Serrai, Abdelli, Mokdad, & 
Hammal, 2017).  

Two main categories of information PROMETHEE needs are:  

3. Weights of the criteria  
4. Preference of the decision-makers if applicable 

This means that a specific method to determine the weights is not provided, which can 
be seen as a disadvantage. When dealing with a higher number of criteria (eight or 
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higher), this can make things quite difficult for the decision-maker (Serrai, Abdelli, 
Mokdad, & Hammal, 2017).  

Figure	28 shows the steps of the PROMETHEE method and below the figure a 
description is given of the method and its 5 steps (Cao, Liu, Liu, & Li, 2006), (Brans, 
Vincke, & Marescha, 1986), (Tuzkaya, Gulsun, Kahraman, & Ozgen, 2010), (Vulević & 
Dragović, 2017) and (Geldermann & Rentz, 2001). 

	

FIGURE	28.	PROMETHEES	METHOD	

Step 1- Preference function 

The first step is to determine the preference function for each criterion and its weight. 
Each criterion will be assigned a certain weight to show the importance. If the decision-
maker assumes that all criteria are equally important, then all criteria get the same weight, 
meaning they do not need to be normalized. 

Step 2 – Comparison between Alternatives 

In this step, the global preference index is calculated to determine the amount preference 
of alternative Ai over Ak. This global preference index is calculated using the following 
equation: 

𝑷𝒋 𝒂,𝒃 = 𝑭𝒋[𝒅𝒋 𝒂,𝒃 ] 

where Pj represents the preference of a over b 
Fj is a function of the observed deviations between a and b. 
Step 3 – Alternative Comparison and Criteria Matrix 

To calculate the amount of preference between a and b the following equation is used: 

𝜋 𝑎, 𝑏 =  𝑃! 𝑎, 𝑏 𝑤!

!

!!!

 

where Pj(a,b) represents the preference function 
wj represents the weight of the criteria j 
Step 4 – Partial Rankings 

In this step, the outranking flows are calculated. The positive outranking flow can be 
calculated using the following equation: 

𝜙! 𝑎 =
1

𝑛 − 1 𝜋(𝑎, 𝑥)
!∈!

 

To calculated the negative outranking flow (incoming flow), the following equation is 
used: 
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𝜙! 𝑎 =
1

𝑛 − 1 𝜋(𝑥,𝑎)
!∈!

 

Step 5 – Final Rankings of Alternatives 

After the outranking flows are calculated, the final step determines the net outranking 
flow: 

𝜙(𝑎) = 𝜙!(𝑎)− 𝜙!(𝑎) 

The higher the positive outranking flow 𝜙!(𝑎) and lower the negative outranking flow 
𝜙!(𝑎), means a more positive alternative. For the net outranking flow 𝜙(𝑎), this means 
a higher flow results in a better alternative.  

H. ELECTRE 

The Elimination and Choice Translating Reality method was first introduced around 
1966 by Bernard Roy can also be characterized as a pairwise comparison method 
(Benayoun, Roy, & Sussman, 1966). ELECTRE is executed by comparing two 
alternatives on each criterion. This makes ELECTRE not always able to classify the most 
interesting alternative, which can be a great disadvantage depending on the goal of the 
problem (Triantaphyllou, 2000). However, when a situation occurs with few criteria and 
a huge amount of alternatives (Lootsma, 1990), ELECTRE may be a great choice to use 
to compare the different solutions. This method can also deal with both qualitative and 
quantitative factors simultaneously. However, because ELECTRE can be characterized 
as a complex decision making method, a great amount of data is required to perform a 
worthy analysis.  

This method can be applied in many various fields to determine which alternatives are 
preferred considering a set of criteria (Vahdani, Haji, Jabbari, Roshanaei, & Zandieh, 
2010).  

For conducting an ELECTRE analysis, two indices are taken into account: the 
concordance and disconcordance index (Roy, 1991). When comparing alternative Aj with 
alternative Ak, the concordance index shows the when the criteria of one alternative 
dominates the other one (aji > aki). The disconcordance index, shows exactly the opposite, 
when criteria of Ak dominates alternative Aj (aji < aki). The concordance index can be 
calculated using the following equation (Peypoch & Botti, 2013): 

𝐶 ℎ𝑠𝑘 =  
𝑤!!∈!!

𝑤!!∈!
 

where l represents all the criteria and l’ represents the concordance criteria.  

The disconcordance index can be measured according to the following equation: 

𝐷 ℎ𝑠𝑘 =
𝑚𝑎𝑥

{ 𝑗 ∶  𝑟!! <  𝑟!!  }  {𝑟!" − 𝑟!!}/ 𝑑!"# 

with rhj represents the performance of alternative i with criterion j 
dmax represents the maximum difference in performance of the alternatives.  
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Summarizing these methods, there advantages, disadvantages and there characteristics, 
the following table, table 53, can be constructed: 

TABLE	53.	MCDM	EVALUATION	TABLE	

MCDM Stakeholders Transparency Year Data 
needed 

Quality 
(weights) 

Combine 
with 
other 

methods 
1. BWM -- +/- 2014 ++ ++ ++ 
2. WSM -- ++ 1967 ++ -- ++ 
3. WPM -- ++ 1969 ++ -- ++ 
4. MAMCA ++ +/- 2005 -- -- + 
5. TOPSIS -- - 1981 +/- -- -- 
6. AHP -- +/- 1980 +/- + +/- 
7. 
PROMETHEE 

-- -- 1985 +/- + - 

8. ELECTRE -- -- 1966 +/- + + 
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APPENDIX	III. 	SURVEYS	

 

 
 

Passengers 

1.  Please specify your gender 

0  Male 
0  Female 
2. Please specify your Age 

0  12-18 
0  19-26 
0  27-55 
0  55-65 
0  65+ 
3.  Please specify your Nationality 

……………………………. 

What is your highest or current level of degree? 

0  High School (MAVO/HAVO/VWO) 
0  MBO 
0  HBO 
0  WO 
0  PhD 
0  Other; ………….. 
Do you have any correspondence with public transport sector? 

0  Yes, I currently work with/in the public transport sector 
0  Yes, I have worked in/for the public transport sector 
0  Yes, I am currently studying/doing a research regarding public transport 
0  No, I only make use of the public transport system 
0  No.... 
0 Other ……………………….. 
	

1/2	
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I. Choose Best (most preferred) criterion 
II. Choose Worst (least preferred) criterion 

III. Compare Best to other criteria 
Use a scale between 1-9 

IV. Compare other criteria to Worst,  
Use a scale between 1-9 
 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 

Equally important < ------------------------> 9x important 

 Best criterion : ………………………… 
1. Frequency    
2. Punctuality  
3. Safety  
4. Travel time  
5. Accessibility PT system  
6. Travel information  
7. Image  
8. Travel comfort  
9. Ticket price  

 

 

 Worst criterion : ………………………… 
1. Frequency    
2. Punctuality  
3. Safety  
4. Travel time  
5. Accessibility PT system  
6. Travel information  
7. Image  
8. Travel comfort  
9. Ticket price  
	

	

2/2	
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Government 
I. Choose Best (most preferred) criterion 

II. Choose Worst (least preferred) criterion 
III. Compare Best to other criteria 

Use a scale between 1-9 
IV. Compare other criteria to Worst,  

Use a scale between 1-9 
 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 

Equally important < ------------------------> 9x important 

 

 Best criterion : ………………………… 
1. Operational costs    
2. Investments costs   
3. Maintenance costs   
4. Liveability Inhabitants  
5. Passenger forecast  
6. Punctuality  
7. Passenger Safety  
8. Flexibility  
9. System Capacity  
	

	

 Worst criterion : ………………………… 
1. Operational costs    
2. Investments costs   
3. Maintenance costs   
4. Liveability Inhabitants  
5. Passenger forecast  
6. Punctuality  
7. Passenger Safety  
8. Flexibility  
9. System Capacity  
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Public Transport Operators 
I. Choose Best (most preferred) criterion 

II. Choose Worst (least preferred) criterion 
III. Compare Best to other criteria 

Use a scale between 1-9 
IV. Compare other criteria to Worst,  

Use a scale between 1-9 
 

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 

Equally important < ------------------------> 9x important 

 Best criterion : ………………………… 
1. Passenger forecast    
2. Subsidy  
3. Political consideration  
4. Ticket price  
5. System capacity  
6. Frequency  
7. Operational speed   
8. TCO  
9. Passenger safety  
	

 Worst criterion : ………………………… 
1. Passenger forecast    
2. Subsidy  
3. Political consideration  
4. Ticket price  
5. System capacity  
6. Frequency  
7. Operational speed  
8. TCO  
9. Passenger safety  
	

Public Transport Operators 
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APPENDIX	IV.	DETAILED	BWM	RESULTS	

This appendix presents the results of the Best-Worst method. The tables below show the 
weights calculated for each stakeholder and their average weight. These weights represent 
the perception of the stakeholders. 

Ksi is the consistency index, the closer to 0 the more consistent the weights. Consistency 
index indicates and verifies the reliability of the weights (Rezaei, 2014) 

TABLE	54.	RESULTS	BWM	PUBLIC	TRANSPORT	OPERATORS	WEIGHTS	

Weights Public transport Operators 
Respondent No. 1 2 3 4 5 Average 
Passenger forecast 0.208333333 0.15018315 0.181818182 0.275394133 0.25 0.21314576 
Subsidy 0.166666667 0.15018315 0.054545455 0.067052485 0.166666667 0.121022885 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.125 0.014652015 0.036363636 0.02694073 0.018518519 0.04429498 
System capacity 0.125 0.15018315 0.109090909 0.047894632 0.166666667 0.119767072 
Frequency 0.083333333 0.15018315 0.218181818 0.083815606 0.111111111 0.129325004 
Travel time 0.041666667 0.084249084 0.218181818 0.111754141 0.083333333 0.107837009 
Total cost of 
ownerhsip 0.125 0.15018315 0.072727273 0.275394133 0.166666667 0.157994244 
Passenger safety 0.125 0.15018315 0.109090909 0.111754141 0.037037037 0.106613047 
Sum 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 --- 
Ksi 0.041666667 0.018315018 0.036363636 0.05986829 0.083333333 --- 

 

TABLE	55A.	RESULTS	BWM	PASSENGERS	WEIGHTS	

Weight Passengers 
Respondent No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Frequency 0,268843015 0,103092784 0,141221374 0,184194369 0,095238095 0,236065574 
Punctuality 0,168026884 0,103092784 0,141221374 0,073677748 0,028571429 0,137704918 
Passenger Safety 0,067210754 0,06185567 0,08778626 0,283659328 0,19047619 0,091803279 
Travel time 0,112017923 0,257731959 0,141221374 0,092097184 0,152380952 0,091803279 
Accessibility of PT 
system 0,035845735 0,077319588 0,08778626 0,046048592 0,123809524 0,068852459 
Travel information 0,048007681 0,154639175 0,08778626 0,122796246 0,095238095 0,068852459 
Image 0,048007681 0,025773196 0,015267176 0,022103324 0,095238095 0,032786885 
Travel comfort 0,084013442 0,154639175 0,141221374 0,052626963 0,095238095 0,068852459 
Ticket price 0,168026884 0,06185567 0,15648855 0,122796246 0,123809524 0,203278689 
Sum 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Ksi 0,067210754 0,051546392 0,034351145 0,08472941 0,066666667 0,039344262 

 

TABLE	24B.	RESULTS	BWM	PASSENGERS	WEIGHTS	

Respondent No. 7 8 9 10 11 
Frequency 0,266159696 0,15625 0,155015198 0,102243681 0,178453345 
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Punctuality 0,159695817 0,15625 0,103343465 0,061346208 0,119064935 
Passenger Safety 0,106463878 0,078125 0,077507599 0,03834138 0,116098662 
Travel time 0,106463878 0,260416667 0,155015198 0,224936098 0,152127602 
Accessibility of PT 
system 0,030418251 0,026041667 0,077507599 0,224936098 0,06373663 
Travel information 0,045627376 0,104166667 0,103343465 0,102243681 0,092273047 
Image 0,045627376 0,0625 0,027355623 0,015904573 0,041628817 
Travel comfort 0,079847909 0,052083333 0,077507599 0,076682761 0,089558928 
Ticket price 0,159695817 0,104166667 0,223404255 0,153365521 0,147058034 
Sum 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 
Ksi 0,053231939 0,052083333 0,08662614 0,081794945 0,050632911 
	

TABLE	24C.	RESULTS	BWM	PASSENGERS	WEIGHTS	

Respondent No. 12 13 14 15 Average 
Frequency 0,237918216 0,233314816 0,089320388 0,331785739 0,183504112 
Punctuality 0,037174721 0,149988096 0,133980583 0,133878456 0,112614554 
Passenger Safety 0,096654275 0,099992064 0,133980583 0,044626152 0,103983216 
Travel time 0,144981413 0,26109039 0,221359223 0,200817684 0,178366519 
Accessibility of PT 
system 0,096654275 0,042853742 0,089320388 0,044626152 0,073999667 
Travel information 0,096654275 0,074994048 0,089320388 0,100408842 0,093022965 
Image 0,096654275 0,049996032 0,089320388 0,057376481 0,047281837 
Travel comfort 0,096654275 0,059995238 0,133980583 0,057376481 0,08711127 
Ticket price 0,096654275 0,027775573 0,019417476 0,029104012 0,12011586 
Sum 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 --- 
Ksi 0,05204461 0,038885803 0,046601942 0,069849629 --- 
	

TABLE	56.	RESULTS	BWM	GOVERNMENT	WEIGHTS	

Weights Government 
Respondent No. 1 2 3 4 5 Average 
Operational costs 0,101626016 0,247058824 0,185157972 0,114441417 0,062434358 0,142143717 
Investment costs 0,076219512 0,247058824 0,290962528 0,114441417 0,04459597 0,15465565 
Maintenance costs 0,101626016 0,077840451 0,185157972 0,114441417 0,104057264 0,116624624 
Liveability Inhabitants 0,018292683 0,077840451 0,023512123 0,058855586 0,235259901 0,082752149 
Passenger Forecast 0,234756098 0,077840451 0,061719324 0,202724796 0,156085896 0,146625313 
Punctuality 0,152439024 0,020306205 0,046289493 0,057220708 0,039021474 0,063055381 
Passenger Safety 0,06097561 0,103787268 0,092578986 0,032697548 0,022621144 0,062532111 
Flexibility 0,101626016 0,044480258 0,052902278 0,076294278 0,257881045 0,106636775 
System Capacity 0,152439024 0,103787268 0,061719324 0,228882834 0,078042948 0,12497428 
Sum 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 --- 
Ksi 0,070121951 0,064302981 0,079353417 0,026158038 0,054290746 --- 

 

As can be seen from the tables above, all the consistency ratios show a consistency below 
0.08.  
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Combining the information in the above mentioned tables, the weights of each criteria 
coherent with their stakeholder are shown in table 57 below.  

 

TABLE	57.	WEIGHTS	STAKEHOLDERS	AND	CRITERIA	

Passengers Wp Government Wg Operators Wo 
Frequency 0.18 Operational costs 0.14 Frequency 0.13 
Punctuality 0.11 Punctuality 0.06 Subsidy 0.12 
Passenger Safety 0.10 Passenger safety 0.06 Passenger safety 0.11 
Operational speed 0.18 Liveability inhabitants 0.08 Operational speed 0.11 
Accessibility PT system 0.07 System Capacity 0.13 System Capacity 0.12 
Travel information 0.09 Passenger Forecast 0.15 Passenger forecast 0.21 
Image 0.05 Maintenance costs 0.12 Political consideration  --- 
Travel comfort 0.09 Flexibility 0.11 TCO 0.16 
Ticket price 0.12 Investment costs 0.16 Ticket price 0.04 
Sum 1.00  1.00  1.00 
 

 

TABLE	58.	DIVERSITY	PASSENGERS	GROUP	

Gender Male 73% 11 Degree High School 0% 0 
 Female 27% 4  MBO 0% 0 
     HBO 13% 2 
Age 

12--18 0% 0 
 

WO 87% 
1
3 

 19--26 27% 4  PhD 0% 0 
 27--55 60% 9     
 

56--65 13% 2 

Correspondenc
e with PT 
sector 

Currently work in 
PT Sector 50% 7 

 
65+ 0% 0 

 Have worked in 
PT 0% 0 

     Study/research in 
PT 21% 3 

Nationality Dutch 80% 12  No, I only use PT 21% 3 
 Indones

ian 13% 2 
 

No 7% 1 
 Greek 7% 1  Other 0% 0 
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APPENDIX	V.	FINDINGS	KLANTENBAROMETER	

Each year, CROW-KpVV presents the results of the OV-Klantenbarometer, (Public 
Transport Customer barometer) (CROW-KpVV, 2016). This is a survey where 
passengers are able to give their opinion and rate certain aspects regarding their travel 
experience. Aspects such as travel time, travel comfort, safety and travel information are 
tested, shown in Table	59. The following aspects were taken into account in the survey of 
2016: 

TABLE	59.	CRITERIA	OV-BAROMETER	

Criteria OV-Barometer  English translation 
Geluid Noise 
Stiptheid Punctuality 
Info halte Information PT stop 
Algemeen sociale veiligheid General passenger safety 
Zitplaats Seating availability 
Klantvriendelijkheid Customer service 
Snelheid Speed (travel time) 
Info vertraging Information delays 
Rit- sociale veiligheid Trip safety 
Netheid Cleanliness 
Rijstijl Driving style 
frequentie Frequency 
Aankoop kaartje Purchasing of ticket 
In-en uitstappen Accessibility PT System 
prijs Ticket price 
halte- sociale veiligheid PT Stop safety 
Totaal Total (Average) 
Enquetes Amount of surveys 
 

Table	60 shows the criteria that were tested in the Netherlands in 2016 together with 
their ratings. The total number of surveys conducted for bus, tram and metro around the 
metropolitan area, are respectively 42,559, 6907 and 7530, which should be a sufficient 
amount to get a realistic image of the passengers perspective. The surveys were held 
throughout the Netherlands by asking the passengers how they experience certain 
aspects (Table 11) in public transport.  

Figure	29.	Example	OV-klatenbarometer shows how the results are presented on the 
website of KpVV.  
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FIGURE	29.	EXAMPLE	OV-KLATENBAROMETER 

As can be seen colours indicate the degree of positiveness. 

 

TABLE	60.	PASSENGERS	RATING	PER	MODE		(CROW-KPVV,	2016)	

2016 - Criterion Bus Tram Metro 
Geluid 6.6 6.3 6.6 
Stiptheid 7.2 7.2 7.5 
Info halte 7.7 7.4 7.9 
Algemeen sociale veiligheid 7.9 7.6 7.4 
Zitplaats 8.5 8.2 7.7 
Klantvriendelijkheid 7.8 7.4 7.1 
Snelheid 7.6 7.5 7.8 
Info vertraging 5.8 5.4 6.2 
Rit- sociale veiligheid 8.1 7.9 7.7 
Netheid 7.3 7.1 6.7 
Rijstijl 7.4 7.2 7.2 
Frequentie 7.2 7.3 7.5 
Aankoop kaartje 7.9 7.6 7.6 
In-en uitstappen 8.6 8.3 8.8 
Prijs 5.6 5.1 5.1 
Halte- sociale veiligheid 8.0 7.7 7.5 
Totaal 7.6 7.5 7.5 
Enquetes 42,559 6,907 7,530 

 

It should be noted that the OV-klantenbarometer asks questions in such a way that they 
measure the concessions provided by the public transport operators. Before using this 
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information, the following two assumptions are made: 1. The public transport operators 
are doing their best to provide an optimal concession and 2. By taking into account data 
from all of the Netherlands, more than 70 regions and around 82,000 surveys 
(Kennisplatform Crow, 2017), the conclusion can be drawn that the data can be 
characterized as reliable. Taking into account a maximum of a handful of regions where 
passengers are not satisfied with the public transport, does not influence the data in such 
a way that it is not reliable anymore. Therefore, the data gives a clear and realistic 
perception of how passengers experience public transport in the Netherlands. 

Looking at the criteria selected for the passengers for the perception analysis (section 
3.3), immediately can be seen that almost all factors from the survey are coherent with 
the criteria: 

TABLE	61.	CRITERIA	PASSENGERS	AND	OV-BAROMETER	

Passengers Criteria OV-Barometer 
Criterion Can be calculated/represented by 
Frequency Frequency 
Punctuality Punctuality 
Passenger Safety General safety + Trip safety + PT stop safety 
Travel time Speed 
Accessibility of PT system Accessibility PT system 
Travel information Information delays + information PT stop 
Image Total  
Travel comfort Noise + Seating availability + Cleanliness + driving style  
Ticket price Ticket price 
 

This gives a clear, representable image regarding the perception of passengers and their 
public transport experience.  

Combining the previous tables leads to Table	62, below. 

TABLE	62.	PASSENGERS	PERCEPTION	

Passengers Bus Tram Metro 
Criterion Factor Factor Factor 
Frequency 7.2 7.3 7.5 
Punctuality 7.2 7.2 7.5 
Passenger Safety 8.0 7.7 7.5 
Travel time 7.6 7.5 7.8 
Accessibility of PT system 8.6 8.3 8.8 
Travel information 6.8 6.4 7.1 
Image 7.6 7.5 7.5 
Travel comfort 7.5 7.2 7.1 
Ticket price 5.6 5.1 5.1 
 

Because Light rail can be seen as a hybrid between tram and metro, the average of these 
systems is used for the LRT factors. eBus same as bus except for image and Travel 
comfort (noise). BRT hybrid between tram and bus. 
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Passengers BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion Factor Factor Factor 
Frequency 7.25 7.40 7.2 
Punctuality 7.2 7.35 7.2 
Passenger Safety 7.85 7.6 8.0 
Travel time 7.55 7.65 7.6 
Accessibility of PT system 8.45 8.55 8.6 
Travel information 6.60 6.75 6.8 
Image 7.55 7.55 7.8 
Travel comfort 7.35 7.15 7.9 
Ticket price 5.35 5.10 5.6 
 

According to the Head of Strategy of Conexxion, to calculate the Image and Travel 
Comfort:  

eBus Image = 2,5% higher compared to bus (sustainable and new) 

eBus travel comfort = 5% better compared to bus due to no noise and more 
comfortable acceleration. 

Information for case studies: 

TABLE	63.	INFORMATION	FOR	CASE	A:	TRAM	LINE	12	

Passengers ‘Stadsvervoer Den Haag’ 
Criterion Bus Tram 
Frequency --- --- 
Punctuality --- --- 
Passenger Safety 7.8 7.5 
Operational speed --- --- 
Accessibility of PT system 8.5 8.1 
Travel information 6.7 6.8 
Image 7.4 7.2 
Travel comfort 7.5 7.4 
Ticket price 5.5 4.9 
Surveys 735 1745 

 

TABLE	64.	INFORMATION	FOR	CASE	B:	BUS	LINE	44	

Passengers ‘Rotterdam en omgeving’ 
Criterion Bus Tram 
Frequency --- --- 
Punctuality --- --- 
Passenger Safety 7.7 7.8 
Operational speed --- --- 
Accessibility of PT system 8.3 8.7 
Travel information 7.0 7.3 
Image 7.4 7.6 
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APPENDIX	VI.	INTERVIEWS	

Table 65 shows the interviewed employees. 

TABLE	65.	INTERVIEWED	EMPLOYEES	

Government(al agencies) Public transport Operators 
Strategic Advisor Assets 1. RET- Manager Asset department 
Asset Manager 2. RET - Head of Strategy 
Strategic Advisor Public Transport 3. HTM – Concession Manager Assets 
Senior Policy Developer 4. Conexxion Head of Strategy 
Senior Concession Manager 5. Product Manager Market exploration en 

Transport development 
 

SECTION	A.	INTERVIEW	TEMPLATE	CRITERIA	SELECTION	

Questions asked to the Operators and Government: 

1. Describe short your role for/at [the company] 
2. Presented before you is a list of costs and benefits that represent all criteria which 

enables comparison of public transport systems. What is your opinion of this list? 
Are there criteria missing or unclear? Do you have something to add? 

3. From these, criteria, the following 9 were selected as most important? Do you 
agree with this? (If no, why not?). Do you have anything to add? 

4. Any last comments…? 

 

Interviewers Public Transport Operators 

1. RET Manager of Asset Management department – Hakan Zor 

Manager of several Asset Managers for Rolling Stock, Reliability Engineers, System 
Engineers, Projectleaders(Capital), Asset Configuration controllers and QA/QC 

Tram = € 2,000,000 – € 2,500,000 

Metro price = € 5,000,000 

Forecast high of importance 

2. RET Head of Strategy – Youp Hamburger 

Heading RET's department responsible for strategy, businessplan, concessions, 
innovation and legal ('regie & ontwikkeling'). Member of RET's executive board 
('directieteam') 

Travel comfort 7.4 7.6 
Ticket price 5.7 5.7 
Surveys 621 2160 
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Forecast high of importance 

3. HTM Concession Manager Assets– Hans van Rooden 

Beheer en onderhoud van infrastructuur, voertuigen (lightrail, tram en bus) en facilitaire 
voorzieningen, gericht op optimale beschikbaarheid voor het openbaar vervoer in 
Haaglanden. 

4. Conexxion Head of Strategy – Peter Krumm  

Image eBus 

Travel comfort eBus; no noise eBus and smoother acceleration; 

From these facts, if I had to make an estimate, eBus 10% more travel comfort and 
therefore better 2.5% better image,  = guess/estimation of Peter Krumm… 

5. HTM Hans van der Stok - Product Manager Market exploration en Transport 
development 

Takes into account travellers interest, thinks about long-term developments and how to 
effectively make use of busses and trams and the design, construction and 
implementation of Park+Ride facilities. 

Inzetnorm voor voertuigen = seats + 50% standing places 

The most important criteria, 9 for the Operators are: 

1. Passenger forecast 
2. Earnings 
3. Political considerations 
4. Ticket price 
5. System capacity 
6. Frequency 
7. Operational Speed 
8. Total Cost of Ownership 
9. Passenger Safety 

 

Interviewers Government 

1. Senior Policy Advisor Lodewijk Lacroixà legt verantwoording af aan de 
bestuurscommissie die 10x per jaar vergaderd.  

2. Senior concession manager – Peter Dubbeling 

Bus vehicle = € 300,000 

Tram vehicle = € 3,000,000  

Bus concession = € 27,000,000/ year 
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3. Asset Manager – Vesna Stevovic 

 

4. Strategic Advisor Assets - Pim Uijtdewilligen 

Infrastructure costs Tram = 15 mln/km 

Infrastructure metro = 1,000 mln/ km underground and 50 mln/km above 

Infrastructure LRT = about the same metro = 50 mln/km 

Tram aanschaf = 3,5 - 4,0 mln 

The government mainly operates  stuurt on investment costs and the public transport 
operators highly on operational costs…  

5. Strategic Advisor Public Transport – Maarten Strooper 

Why light rail differs from tram and metro: 

Light rail differs from metro (and tram) due to the difference in characteristics, which are 
described below. One of the great benefits of LRT is the sharing of infrastructure with 
other modes (van Oort & van der Bijl, 2014). These arguments are derived from 
literature, personal communication by means of interviews and discussions with the 
public transport operators and experts from the rail infrastructure department at MRDH. 

• A metro operates most of the time, if not always, underground while a LRT 
system operates above ground.  

• Operating underground means that for a metro system different safety measures, 
protocols and systems are needed. 

• A light rail makes use of an overhead line to receive its energy, while a metro uses 
a third-rail line (Swanson, 2004). 

• LRT encounters other traffic users, while a metro is much less dependable on 
other traffic. 

• The light rail system uses signals to operate, where a tram ‘only’ uses sight.  
• The quality of LRT seems higher compared to a tram. This can be achieved due 

to the increase in frequencies, upgraded stops and the newer vehicles which lead 
to higher comfort (van Oort, Bukman, & van der Bijl, 2015). 

• Light rail typically is characterized by more stops (2-3 stops) compared to the 
amount of stops a metro would have (1 stop) in the same (hypothetical) situation 
(van Oort & van der Bijl, 2014). 

The most important criteria when deciding upon public transport systems for the 
government are: 

1. System capacity 
2. Operational costs 
3. Investment costs 
4. Maintenance costs 
5. Liveability inhabitants 
6. Flexibility 
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7. Passenger Safety 
8. Punctuality 
9. Passenger forecast 

SECTION	B.	INTERVIEW	WITH	POLICY	DECISION-MAKERS	

 

- How does the current Decision-making process look like? 

Currently, there is not a standard decision-making process. However we plan to work 
towards the following process (Figure 27): 

 

	

FIGURE	30.	DECISION-MAKING	PROCESS	OF	PUBLIC	TRANSPORT	INVESTMENTS 

 

- Where in the process can this information be used? 

The information regarding the perceptions of the stakeholders can be used in the 
exploration phase. In this phase a problem is identified and possible solutions are 
presented that could cope with this problem. In the second phase, the plan study, a 
possible solution is already known. This indicates that the information regarding the 
perceptions of the various groups can be used in the first phase of the process.  

Explora(on	 Elabora(on	 Realiza(on	 Determina(on	Plan	study	

A	problem	has	been	
detected	and	this	phase	
will	inves(gate	which	

possible	solu(ons	need	to	
be	and	can	be	
implemented.	

A?er	doing	extensive	
research	in	phase	1,	a	

possible	solu(on	is	known.	
An	es(ma(on	of	costs	and	
effects	is	known,	however	
it	is	not	certain	yet	who	will	
be	financing	what	and	if	the	

project	can	be	
implemented.	There	is	also	
a	rough	es(mate	of	the	

schedule.	

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

The	project	has	been	
included	in	the	IPVa*.	

A	more	accurate	schedule	
is	presented,		

There	is	s(ll	no	certainty	
that	the	project	will	be	

executed		
A	financial	reserva(on	
needs	to	be	made.	

The	project	is	ready	for	
construc(on.	The	financial	
resources	and	payments	

period	are	know.	
Either	subsidy	or	budget	is	
known	and	approved.	
Schedule	is	known,	

Execu(on	period	is	known.	
Projects	feasibility	is	

visualized.	

The	project	is	ready	for	
implementa(on	and	the	
final	details	need	to	be	

handled.	
The	financial	obliga(on	is	
closed	a?er	the	final	
subsidy	is	determined.	
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Interesting observation that the perceptions of the passengers are close together. 
Furthermore, the perception of tram scores lower compared to the perception of a bus 
in the passengers group. Even after implementation of the system, this information can 
be used to change the perception of passengers. The method calculates the perception of 
the passengers and therefore, information is known which criteria exactly determine and 
contribute to this perception. If these criteria are known, the governmental authorities 
(together with the operators) can take measures to change the values of the criteria in 
order to change the perception of the passengers. Therefore, the information regarding 
the perception of the passengers is of high importance.  

- How important is the perception of passengers in the decision-making process? 

The passengers are eventually the users of the passengers. The perception of the 
passengers therefore is of high importance. However, in the decision-making process the 
passengers do not have any influence. This is because of the following three reasons: 

1. Passengers do not have any financial resources 
2. Passengers do not have any (administrative) powers 
3. Passengers do not experience the downsides of a bad public transport decision. 

Assume that a new residential area is going to be constructed and a choice needs 
to be made between a bus and tram. Despite making the ‘wrong’ choice, seen 
from a governments or operators perspective, the passengers are still provided 
with and able to use a transport system.  

- Is this information useful in the DM process and why (not)? 

The perceptions of the passengers sure can be useful in the decision-making process. 
Keep in mind that a tool like this, just as a CBA will not be used as a decisive tool but to 
improve the overall decision-making process. The decision-making process should be as 
transparent as possible and by using tools like this, the process becomes more 
transparent.  

- Will this information lead to other decisions…? 

This information makes the decision-making process more transparent. By providing 
more insight in the criteria that influences the perception of the different groups, extra 
information will be available where the final decision will be based on. Also, the goal of 
the system is to satisfy the users. This does not mean that their transport system of 
preference will be chosen for implementation, it only means that we need to work on 
increasing the level of satisfaction. Now that we have information regarding the 
perception of the passengers and which criteria changes their perception, we can 
investigate if and how these criteria can be changed to improve the perception. 
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APPENDIX	VII.	CRITERIA	INFORMATION	

The following appendix will present all the criteria values and information. The following 
sections will be discussed: 

Section	A.	System	capacity 
Section	B.	Investments,	Maintenance	and	Operational	costs 
Section	C.	Operational	Speed 
Section	D.	Ticket	price 
Section	E.	Punctuality 
Section	F.	Frequencies 
Section	G.	Passenger	forecast 
Section	H.	Subsidy 
Section	I.	Total	Cost	of	Ownership 
Section	J.	Livability	Inhabitants 
Section	K.	Flexibility	of	the	system 
Section	L.	Earnings 
Section	M.	Passenger	Safety	(costs) 
 

SECTION	A.	SYSTEM	CAPACITY	

TABLE	66.	CHARACTERISTICS	BUS	(RET-BUS,	2017)	

RET- BUS City A78 Alliance B96 Citaro O530 Citaro G eBusz 
Seats 43 44 34 45 33 
Standing places 45 37 67 81 27 
Total 88 81 101 136 60 
Length (m) 11,86 12 11,95 18 12 
 

For the calculation of the average system capacity of a conventional bus, only the first 
three types are taken into account. Concluding from the table, the average maximum 
capacity of the bus is 90 passengers, for an eBus this is 60.  

TABLE	67.	CHARACTERISTICS	TRAM	(RET-TRAM,	2017)	

RET- Tram Citadis 1 Citadis II 
Seats 59 56 
Standing places 118 124 
Total 177 180 
Lengte (m) 31,30 30,85 
 

TABLE	68.	CHARACTERISTICS	LR	&	TRAM	HTM	(HAAGSETRAMS,	N.D.)	

HTM Tram GTL8-I GTL8-II Avenio 
Seats 71 76 69 
Standing places 118 112 168 
Total 189 188 237 
Length (m) 28.6 29 35 
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Concluding from the table, the average maximum capacity of the trams is 182 
passengers. 

TABLE	69.	CHARACTERISTICS	RR	HTM		

HTM 
RandstadRail 

RegioCitadis I RegioCitadis II 

Seats 86 86 
Standing places 130 130 
Total 216 216 
Length (m) 36.8 36.8 
 

The average capacity of a LRT system = 216. 

TABLE	70.	CHARACTERISTICS	METRO	(RET-METRO,	2017)	

RET- Metro MG2/1 SG2/1 RSG3 SG3 HSG3 
Seats 72 64 104 104 104 
Standing places 153 153 166 166 166 
Total 225 217 270 270 270 
Length (m) 30,5 30,5 42,71 42,71 42,71 
 

Concluding from the table, the average maximum capacity of a metro is 250 passengers. 

 

TABLE	71.	BRT	SYSTEM	CAPACITY	CHARACTERISTICS.	

BRT Capacity Source 
 120-200 (Calgary Transit Planning, 2002) 
 135 (FTA, 2001) 
 149 (GVB, n.d.) 
 

The average of the below two capacities gives a BRT capacity of 142 passengers, which is 
exactly in the range of the first source of table 41. For these reasons, the average system 
capacity of a BRT that is used is 142 passengers. 

TABLE	72.	DIFFERENT	BUS	LENGTH	WITH	CAPACITY	

Bus length Capacity Source 
12 m 90 (RET-Bus, 2017) 
18 m 149 (GVB, n.d.) 
21 m 191 (OV Pro-21m Bus, 2016) 
24 m 200 (De Gelderlander, 2008) 

SECTION	B.	INVESTMENTS,	MAINTENANCE	AND	OPERATIONAL	COSTS	

The tables below show the data that is used to calculate the investment, maintenance and 
operational costs shown below the table. 
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TABLE	73.	CHARACTERISTICS	BUS	

BUS  
Investment vehicle $300.000   

(Kay, Clark, Duffy, Laube, & Lian ) 
Investment vehicle $300.000- $400.00  

(Calgary Transit Planning, 2002) 
Investment vehicle $354.000  

(Transit Technologies, n.d.) 
Investment vehicle €250k euro  

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Operational cost 1,33 euro per km  

(Rieck, 2014) 
Maintenance bus 8000 euro per year (Clean fleets, 2015) 
Investment infra 2-way 0.3-4 mln euro per km  

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Investment infra 2-way 0.6-3.7 mln euro per km 

(CVOV, 2005) 
Investment bus stop (2 stops) 50k-400k euro 

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Making stops accessible  20k-35k euro 

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Infra maintenance 1-2% of the infrastructure investment 

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Infra maintenance 68k-90k euro per km per year 

(CVOV, 2005) 
Maintenance vehicle 0.25 euro per km 

 (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Energy costs  0.40 euro per km  

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Driver (900-1250 DRU) 50k-55k euro a year 

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
DRU costs 108euro per hour  

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
DRU costs 77 euro per hour 

(CVOV, 2005) 
Operational costs 30.000 euro per year  

(CVOV, 2005) 
+ 53.000 euro driver (CROW-KpVV 
factors, 2016) 
= 83.000 euro per jaar / 64.000 km per jaar 
average bus drives (Excel Joost Dieselkm’s 
)= €1.28 per km. 

Costs per km 0.50 euro per km (CVOV, 2005) 
  
  
eBus investment vehicle $850.000 

(Calgary Transit Planning, 2002) 
eBus investment vehicle $799.000  

(Priest, 2016) 
eBus investment vehicle 785,275.63 euro   
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(Rieck, 2014) 
eBus investment vehicle 400k euro 

(Clean fleets, 2015) 
eBus investment vehicle 340k euro 

(Battes, 2015) 
Operational eBus 1,19 euro per km (Rieck, 2014) 

0.99 euro = 70% bus 
Maintenance eBus  2700 euro a year  (30% of normal bus) 

 (Clean fleets, 2015) 
Ebus investment infra 90k euro station charging point 

320k euro charging point at depot 
 (Clean fleets, 2015) 

Energy costs  70% of 0.40euro per km  
(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 

Maintenance eBus $0.20 per mile = $0.124 per km = €0.11 
per km.  
(Noel & McCormack, 2014) 

	

TABLE	74.	CHARACTERISTICS	TRAM	

TRAM  
Investment vehicle $ 3.0 mln. 

(Calgary Transit Planning, 2002) 
Investment vehicle 3.5 mln. euro  

(MRDH-tram, 2016) 
Investment vehicle 2.7 mln. euro  

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Investment costs 
Tramlijn 19 Delft Centraal - TU-wijk  

53.521 mln. Euro 
 (MRDH, 2017) 

Infra tram investment 2-way 12-35 mln. euro per km 
(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 

Infra tram investment 2-way 3.3-28.5 mln euro per km 
(CVOV, 2005) 

PT Stop  400k-600k euro 
 (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 

Infra regular maintenance 50k-60k euro per km per year 1-way 
(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 

Infra regular maintenance 450k-550k euro per km 2-way 
(CVOV, 2005) 

Vervangingsonderhoud 65k-115k euro per km per year 1-way 
(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 

Maintenance vehicle 1.20 euro per km 
(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
1.69 euro per km GTL 
1.87 euro per km Avenio   
(Excel OV Monitor 
average = 1.59 euro per km) 

Energy costs 0.30-0.40 euro per km  
 (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 

Driver  50k-55k euro a year 
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 (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
DRU costs 207 euro per hour (CROW-KpVV factors, 

2016) 
DRU costs 150-200 euro per hour 

(CVOV, 2005) 
Operational costs 145k-238k per year (CVOV, 2005) 
Costs per km 1.50 euro per km (CVOV, 2005) 
Investment vehicle costs: €210 mln. For 60 trams = €3.5 mln. per tram (MRDH-tram, 
2016) 

TABLE	75.	PRICE	PER	TRAM	AND	LRT	(CROW-KPVV	FACTORS,	2016)	

Modus City Amount Price (€) Average (€) 
Tram Basel 19 4.1  
Tram Freiburg 12 2.8  
Tram Munchen  8 3.6  
Tram Den Haag 60 2.6  
Tram Avignon 24 1.9  
Tram Dallas 2 3.6  
Tram Bratislava (1) 15 2.5  
Tram Bratislava (2) 15 2.6  
Tram Konya  60 1.8  
Tram Sao Paolo 22 4.1  
Tram Sydney 6 2.7  
Tram Waterloo 14 4.8  
Tram Cincinnati 5 4.1 3.2 
Light rail Calgary 60 2.3  
Light rail Hannover 50 2.4  
Light rail Los Angeles 97 2.7 2.5  

 

TABLE	76.	CHARACTERISTICS	METRO	

METRO  
Investment vehicle 5 mln. Euro  
Investment Infra 29.7-146.5 mln euro per km 

(CVOV, 2005) 
PT Stop 1.2-10 mln. Euro 

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Elektrification 1-way rail 1.2 mln. euro per km  

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Maintenance infra regular 130k-200k per km per yr enkelspoor 

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Maintenance infra regular 815k euro per year 

(CVOV, 2005) 
Replacement infra maintenance 185k-250k per km per year enkelsp 

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Maintenance vehicle 1.05 euro per km 

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
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Energy 0.15euro per km 
 (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 

Driver  50k-55k euro a year 
 (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 

DRU costs 450 euro per hour (CROW-KpVV factors, 
2016) 

Operational costs 130k-640k per year (CVOV, 2005) 
 

Metro Investment costs – purchase: 31 mln. euro for 6 vehicles = 5 mln. euro per vehicle 
(MRDH-metro, 2016). 

TABLE	77.	CHARACTERISTICS	BRT	

BRT  
Investment vehicle +25% normal bus 

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Investment vehicle Articulated bus = BRT $700.000 (Calgary 

Transit Planning, 2002) 
Investment Infra $10.2 mln. per km  

(BRTData infra, 2017) 
 = 8.575.000 euro per km 
4.7-12 mln. euro Per km 2-way  
(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
5.4-14.9 mln euro per km 
(CVOV, 2005) 

PT station  (same as bus) 
Maintenance vehicle +20% normal bus 

 (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Energy 0.40euro per km 

 (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Driver  50k-55k euro a year (CROW-KpVV 

factors, 2016) 
 

TABLE	78.	CHARACTERISTICS	LRT	

LRT  
Investment vehicle $4.0 mln. (Calgary Transit Planning, 2002) 
  
Investment infra $21 mln per km  

(Transit Technologies, n.d.) 
Investment infra 24-40 mln 

65-75 mln 
45-60 mln 
30-35 mln 
25-30 mln 
50-60 mln 
95-100 mln 
105-120 mln 
euro per km (CVOV, 2005) 

Investment Infra upgrade  1.2-2.4 mln euro per km 
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(CVOV, 2005) 
Elektrification 1-way rail 1.2 mln euro per km  

(CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
  
Driver  50k-55k  a year (CROW-KpVV factors, 

2016) 
Steward  40k a year (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) 
Operational costs 198.180 euro per year 

218.000 euro per year 
244.420 euro per year 

Maintenance vehicle €1.84 (OV Monitor Source Excel) 
  
	

Operational costs  = energy/fuel costs + salary employees 

Driver salary: €55k per year  

Steward salary: €45k per year 

	

TABLE	79.	OPERATIONAL	COST	CALCULATION	

Modality Energy costs Km per year Driver Steward Total per km 
Metro € 0.15 per km 51,502 €1.07 --- €1.22 
Tram € 0.35 per km 55,397 €0.99 €0.81 €2.15 
Bus € 0.40 per km 64.000 €0.86 --- €1.26 
BRT € 0.50 per km 64,000 €0.86 --- €1.36 
LRT € 0.20 per km 78,494 €0.70 --- €0.90 
eBus € 0.12 per km 64,000 €0.86 --- €0.98 
	

The energy costs of a BRT are 25% higher compared to bus, the energy costs for LRT is 
calculated by the taking average of Metro and Tram and the energy costs calculation for 
the eBus is 30% of the regular bus (no diesel as fuel needed).  

TABLE	80.	ENERGY	COST	CALCULATION	BRT,	LRT,	EBUS	

Energy costs calculation 
BRT 125% of bus 
LRT Average metro + tram 
eBus 30% of bus 
	

TABLE	81.	CHARACTERISTICS	RAIL	KM'S	

Kms/vehicle Amount vehicles Vehicle km’s Km’s per vehicle 
HTM Tram 168 8,652,341 51,502 
HTM LRT 71 5,573,095 78,494 
RET Metro 145 8,600,000 59,310 
RET Tram 113 6,720,000 59,292 
    
Average Tram    55,397 
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FIGURE	31.	CHARACTERISTICS	PUBLIC	TRANSPORT	VEHICLES 

Source: (Calgary Transit Planning, 2002) 

 

TABLE	82.	MEASURE	UNIT	GOVERNMENT	COSTS	

Government  
Criterion Assumption 
Operational costs In € for 1 vehicle and per km 
Investments costs In € for 1 vehicle and infra per km 
Maintenance costs In € for 1 vehicle and infra per year per km 
 

 

SECTION	C.	OPERATIONAL	SPEED	

The operational speed is calculated as follows: 

TRAVEL SPEED RET  

Tram 17,6 km.h 

Metro 37,1 km.h 

(MRDH-RailHTM, 2017) 

(MRDH-RailRET, 2017) 
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LRT 25km/h 

(UITP, 2012) 

(Stadsgewest Haaglanden-RR, 2009) 

 

	

FIGURE	32.	AVERAGE	SPEED	LRT 

Source: 
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Average 12.5 
(Wijk C, 2012) 

BRT 

24,11 km/h average (BRT Data speed, 2017) 

 

SECTION	D.	TICKET	PRICE	

Travel costs are calculated as follows: 

TABLE	83.	TRAVEL	COSTS	PT	SYSTEMS	(MRDH-OV,	2017)	

Instaptarief € 0,89  
Tram and LRT € 0,155 per km 
Bus HTM € 0,155 per km 
Metro line E RET € 0,155 per km 
Metro, bus and tram RET € 0,137 per km 
  
 € 0,146 per km 
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SECTION	E.	PUNCTUALITY	

Punctualities are derived from the following sources: 

Rail Rotterdam (MRDH-PvE RET, 2016) 

Rail Haaglanden (MRDH-PvE HTM, 2016) 

Bus all: (MRDH-PvE Bus, 2016) 

Busconcessions   

• Voorne-Putten en Rozenburg  
• Haaglanden Streek 
• Rotterdam en omstreken  
• Haaglanden Stad 

 

TABLE	84.	PUNCTUALITY	DEFINITIONS	

   
RET Metro < 0 sec. Starting point 
 > 120 sec. Starting point, Important stops and transfer stops 
   
RET Tram < 0 sec. Starting point or important stop. 
 > 180 sec. Important stops 
   
HTM Tram < 0 sec. Starting point 
 > 120 sec. Starting point 
   
Bus < 0 sec.  Starting point, Important stops and transfer stops 
 > 120 sec. Starting point 
 > 180 sec. Important stop 
 

To calculate the average of a tram: average of HTM and RET because: 

HTM only from starting point and lower margin compared to RET which has also 
important stops and higher margin; could be seen as on 

The punctuality is a measure to define the amount of times a vehicle arrives on time at 
the designated stop, according to its schedule (Rudnicki, 1997).  For example Table 85 
shows that in 2014, the RET metro had a punctuality of 94% meaning that 94% of the 
times the metro arrived on time, according to its schedule. 

TABLE	85.	PUNCTUALITY	CALCULATION	

 2014 2015 2016 Average 
RET Metro 94% 94% 95% 94% 
RET tram 84% 88% 90%  

91.30% HTM Tram 94.10% 95.50% 96.18% 
RET Bus -- 92% 93%  

 Conexxion Bus 89% 86% 86% 
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Rdam 85.82 
HTM Bus 90% 93% 93% 
Conexxion DH 73% 74% 75% 
     
(MRDH-concessie,	2017)	

Punctuality of BRT is 90% , which is higher compared to conventional bus lines (Deng 
& Nelson, 2013) 

Punctuality LRT 95% (van Oort & van der Bijl, 2014) 

SECTION	F.	FREQUENCIES	

 

Metro RET 

Ochtendspits 7-9 (Morning peak) 

Dagfreq = 9-15u (daily frequency) 

Avond vanaf 19u (Evening from 7pm) 

 

Source:  

(RET-vervoerplan 2018, 2016) 

(Conexxion-vervoerplan 2018, 2016) 

(HTM-vervoerplan 2018, 2016) 

(HTM-vervoerplan rail 2018, 2016) 

 

	

FIGURE	33.	METRO	TIMETABLE	RET 
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FIGURE	34.	FREQUENCY	TABLE	RET	TRAM 

 

	

FIGURE	35.	BUS	RET	FREQUENCY-1 
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FIGURE	36.	BUS	RET	FREQUENCY-2 

Source: Vervoerplan RET 2017 

BUS htm 

FIGURE	37.	TRAM	HTM	FREQUENCY	
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FIGURE	38.	TRAM	HTM	FREQUENCY 
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FIGURE	39.	BUS	HTM	FREQUENCY 

Converting the above information into tables results in tables 35 until 42 below: 

TABLE	86.	FREQUENCY	TABLE	METRO	RET	

METRO RET Morning peak Afternoon Mid-peak Evening Average 
Metro line A 6 6 6 4 5,5 
Metro line B 6 6 6 4 5,5 
Metro line C 6 6 6 4 5,5 
Metro line D 12 6 12 4 8,5 
Metro line E 6 6 6 4 5,5 
Average Metro --- --- --- --- 6,1 

 

TABLE	87.	FREQUENCY	TABLE	TRAM	RET	

TRAM RET Morning peak Afternoon Mid-peak Evening Average 
Tram line 2 6 6 6 3 5,25 
Tram line 4 6 6 6 3 5,25 
Tram line 7 6 6 6 3 5,25 
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Tram line 8 6 6 6 3 5,25 
Tram line 20 8 

 
8 

 
8 

Tram line 21 4 4 4 
 

4 
Tram line 23 8 8 8 3 6,75 
Tram line 24 4 4 4 3 3,75 
Tram line 25 8 8 8 3 6,75 
Average  --- --- --- --- 5,58 

 

TABLE	88.	FREQUENCY	TABLE	TRAM	HTM	

TRAM HTM Morning peak Afternoon Mid-peak Evening Average 
Tram line 1 4 6 6 4 5 
Tram line 6 4 6 6 4 5 
Tram line 9 4 6 6 4 5 
Tram line 11 4 5 5 4 4,5 
Tram line 12 7 6 6 4 5,75 
Tram line 15 5 6 6 4 5,25 
Tram line 16 7 6 8 4 6,25 
Tram line 17 7 6 8 4 6,25 
Tram line 19 4 4 4 4 4 
Average --- --- --- --- 5,22 

 

TABLE	89.	FREQUENCY	TABLE	LIGHT	RAIL	HTM	

LRT HTM Morning peak Afternoon Mid-peak Evening Average 
RR1 4 6 6 4 5 
RR2 4 6 6 4 5 
RR3 4 6 6 4 5 
RR4 4 6 6 4 5 
Average --- --- --- --- 5 

 

TABLE	90.	FREQUENCY	TABLE	BUS	RET	

BUS RET Morning peak Afternoon Mid-peak Evening Average 
Bus line 30 6 4 6 3 4.75 
Bus line 31 4 2 2 

 
2.67 

Bus line 32 7 6 6 3 5.50 
Bus line 33 6 6 6 4 5.50 
Bus line 35 3 3 3 2 2.75 
Bus line 36 4 4 4 2 3.50 
Bus line 37 1 1 1 

 
1.00 

Bus line 38A 8 6 8 3 6.25 
Bus line 38B 4 3 4 2 3.25 
Bus line 40 4 2 3 

 
3.00 

Bus line 42 8 2 6 
 

5.33 
Bus line 44 9 6 8 3 6.50 
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Bus line 47 3 3 3 3 3.00 
Bus line 51 2 2 2 

 
2.00 

Bus line 53 3 2 2 
 

2.33 
Bus line 54 3 2 3 2 2.50 
Bus line 56 6 6 6 3 5.25 
Bus line 66 10 6 8 3 6.75 
Bus line 67 3 3 4 2 3.00 
Bus line 68 13 4 6 2 6.25 
Bus line 69 2 

 
2 

 
2.00 

Bus line 70 10 8 8 3 7.25 
Bus line 72 2.5 

 
2 

 
2.25 

Bus line 74 
 

2 2 
 

2.00 
Bus line 76 6 6 6 3 5.25 
Bus line 77A 8 4 8 4 6.00 
Bus line 77B 4 4 4 2 3.50 
Bus line 78 4 3 3 1.5 2.88 
Bus line 79 3 2 2 

 
2.33 

Bus line 80 2 2 2 1 1.75 
Bus line 82 4 2 4 2 3.00 
Bus line 83 2 2 2 2 2.00 
Bus line 84 5 4 5 2 4.00 
Bus line 96 2 

 
2 

 
2.00 

Bus line 97 10 4 6 2 5.50 
Bus line 98 8 4 10 2 6.00 
Bus line 126 2 2 2 

 
2.00 

Bus line 140 4 2 2 2 2.50 
Bus line 143 2 1 2 

 
1.67 

Bus line 144 6 4 6 2 4.50 
Bus line 146 6 4 6 2 4.50 
Bus line 170 6 3 6 2 4.25 
Bus line 173 6 3 6 2 4.25 
Bus line 174 2 2 2 1 1.75 
Bus line 183 2 2 2 

 
2.00 

Bus line 187 2 
 

2 
 

2.00 
Bus line 188 4 

 
4 

 
4.00 

Bus line 245 4 2 4 
 

3.33 
Bus line 283 2 

 
2 

 
2.00 

Bus line 290 2 
 

2 
 

2.00 
Bus line P1 6 

 
6 

 
6.00 

Average 
    

3.64 
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TABLE	91.	FREQUENCY	TABLE	HTM	BUS	

BUS HTM Morning peak Afternoon Mid-peak Evening Average 
Bus line 18 4 4 4 2 3,5 
Bus line 21 4 4 4 2 3,5 
Bus line 22 4 4 4 2 3,5 
Bus line 23 8 6 8 2 6 
Bus line 24 8 7 10 2 6,75 
Bus line 25 8 8 8 2 6,5 
Bus line 26 6 4 4 2 4 
Bus line 28 4 --- 4 --- 4 
Average --- --- --- --- 4,71 

 

TABLE	92.	CONEXXION	BUS	FREQUENCY	

Bus Conexxion Morning peak Afternoon Mid-peak Evening Average 
Bus line 81 6 4 6 2 4,5 
Bus line 84 12 4 8 2 6,5 
Bus line 84b 2 2 2 2 2 
Bus line 87 4 --- 3 --- 3,5 
Bus line 101 4 4 2 2 3 
Bus line 102 4 4 2 2 3 
Bus line 103 8 4 8 2 5,5 
Bus line 104 2 --- 2 --- 2 
Bus line 105 4 4 4 2 3,5 
Bus line 106 2 2 1 1 1,5 
Bus line 107 1 1 1 --- 1 
Bus line 110 1 --- 1,2 --- 1,1 
Bus line 111 12 --- 8 --- 10 
Bus line 115 4 --- 4 --- 4 
Bus line 192 1 1 1 --- 1 
Bus line 205 2 --- 2 --- 2 
Average --- --- --- --- 3,38 

 

TABLE	93.	FREQUENCY	METRO,	LRT,	BUS,	TRAM	

System  Frequency Average 
Metro RET 6.1  
   
LRT HTM 5  
   
Tram HTM 5.22  
Tram RET 5.58 5.4 
   
Bus RET 3.64  
Bus HTM 4.71  
Bus Conexxion 3.38 3.91 
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BRT 

12x per hour (Transit Bangkok, n.d.) 

6, 10 and 12x per hour (Calgary Transit Planning, 2002) 

between 8 and 12 with some exceptions, average of europe is 13x per hour (BRT Data 
freq, 2017) 

taking into account the ZORO bus with a frequency of just 4,25, the average freq for a 
BRT in the Metropolitan region Rdam-The Hague is 8x per hour 

SECTION	G.	PASSENGER	FORECAST		

Now that the frequencies (Section F) and system capacities (Section A) are known, the 
passenger forecast can be calculated. The table below shows the calculation of the 
passenger forecast based on the average frequency and capacity of the system and the  

TABLE	94.	MODALITY	FREQUENCIES	AND	FORECAST	FOR	THE	METROPOLITAN	REGION	

Modality Frequency (per hour) Vehicle capacity Passenger forecast 
Metro 6 250 1500 passengers/hr. 
Tram 5,5 182 1001 passengers/hr. 
Bus 3,75 90 337,5 passengers/hr. 
E-Bus 3,75 60 225 passengers/hr. 
BRT 8 142 1136 Passengers/hr.  
LRT 5 216 1080 passengers/hr. 
 

SECTION	H.	SUBSIDY		

The subsidy criterion for the public transport operators is estimated to be the sum of the 
investment costs, maintenance costs and operational costs (from the governments table). 
This assumption can be made due to the fact that the government grants subsidies to the 
public transport operators. These subsidies are meant for investment, maintenance and 
operational costs for public transport systems. The three above-mentioned costs are 
calculated in Section I and are shown in Table	95, below. 

TABLE	95.	SUBSIDY	CALCULATION	

 Bus Tram Metro BRT eBus LRT 
Investment 
costs  €78.000   €600.000   €6.712.000   €230.400   €114.300   €2.640.000  
Maintenance 
costs  € 159.000   € 461.731   € 806.517   € 175.000   € 111.000   € 794.837  
Operational 
costs  €307.200   €598.288   €558.700   €428.800   €215.040   €764.532  
Subsidy  €544.200   €1.660.018   €8.077.217   €834.200   €440.340   €4.199.369  
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SECTION	I.	TOTAL	COST	OF	OWNERSHIP		

As mentioned in section 3.3 and Appendix VI, the public transport operators highly 
value TCO in their choice concerning public transport investments. This section will 
elaborate more on this criterion and explain the corresponding calculations. 

The total costs of ownership, also known as life-cycle costs (Ma ̈lkki, 2010) are costs that 
occur during the entire life cycle of the product, service or system (Nurhadi, Boren, & 
Ny , 2014). The following data needs to be known for TCO calculation: 

 
 

• Life span of the system (infrastructure)  in [years]  
• Life span of the vehicle    in [years] 
• Investment costs infrastructure   in [€ per km] 
• Investment costs vehicle    in [€ per vehicle] 
• Maintenance costs infrastructure  in [€ per year per km] 
• Maintenance costs vehicle   in [€ per km] 
• Operational costs     in [€ per year ] 
• Average km per year    in [km] 
• TCO      in [€ per year] 

 

  Bus Tram Metro BRT eBus LRT 
Life span 
infra 

50 years 50 years 50 years 50 years 50 years 50 years 

Life span 
vehicle 

10 years 25 years 30 years 10 years 12 years 30 years 

Investment 
costs infra 

€2.4mln/km €24 
mln/km 

€325.6 
mln/km 

€9.27 
mln/km 

€ 2.81 
mln/km 

€124 
mln/km 

Investment 
costs vehicle  

€0.300 
mln  

€3.0 
mln 

€5.0 
mln 

€0.450 
mln 

€0.581 
mln 

€4.0  
mln 

Maintenance 
costs infra 
per year 

€ 0.079 mln € 0.290 
mln 

€ 0.765 
mln 

€0.079 
mln 

€ 0.087 
mln 

€0.630 
mln 

Maintenance 
costs vehicle 
per km 

€ 0.25 
 

€ 1.59 € 1.05 € 0.33 € 0.175 € 1.84 

Operational 
costs 
per year 

€ 1.26 per 
km 

€ 2.15 
per km 

€ 1.22 
per km 
 

€1.36 
per km 

€0.98 
per km 

€ 0.90 
per km 

Average Km 
per year 

64.000 55,397 59,310 64.000 64.000 78,494 

TCO [€/yr]       
 

The assumption is made that the life span of the systems is about 50 years. This is done, 
firstly because of consistency reasons and secondly because the infrastructure of the bus 
and eBus is maintained by the government. Furthermore, the infrastructure of the rest of 
the systems keeps getting maintained throughout its entire life span. 
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Investment cost vehicle 

Bus is the average of table 73 in Section B, is 300.000 euro 

eBus is average of the  table 73 in Section B, amounts 581.000 euro 

BRT = +25% of normal bus (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016) is 375.000 

Metro Investment costs – purchase: 31 mln. euro for 6 vehicles = 5 mln. euro per vehicle 
(MRDH-metro, 2016). 

Tram is the average of tabe 35  and €210 mln. Euro for 60 trams = 3.5 mln. euro per 
tram (MRDH-tram, 2016) 

LRT is the average of table 36. 

Investment costs infra 

Section B shows that the infrastructure investment costs for bus vary between 0.3- 4.1 
mln. euro per km. Averaging these numbers gives an average investment costs of 
infrastructure for bus of 2.15 mln. euro per km.  

Furthermore, the investment costs of a bus stop (= 1 stop on each side of the road ) are 
also shown in this table and amount between 50.000-400.000 euro. Averaging these 
numbers gives us an average investment cost per bus stop of 225.000 euro, which is 
almost 10% of the investment infrastructure costs. Costs for making these stops 
accessible vary between 20.000-35.000 euro, (average = 27.500 euro). The total 
investment for one (pair) bus stop amounts 252.500 euro.  The average bus stop of an 
eBus is 90.000 euro higher due to the charging stations at each stop (also taking 10% of 
the investment costs for the eBus stop). The average investment costs for bus per 1 km 
infrastructure including bus stops are 2.4 mln. euro. For the eBus this amounts 2.81 mln 
euro, taking into account the extra 320.000 euro for a charging depot and charging 
stations at each stop. For the BRT, the average investment costs for infrastructure vary 
between 4.7-12 mln euro per km, 5.4 and 14.9 mln euro per km and around 8.575 mln 
euro per km. averaging all these numbers gives an average of 9.02 mln euro per km for 1 
km. Assuming the costs for a bus stop amount the same, the average cost per km for a 
BRT system amounts 9.27 mln euro. 

Million euro per km Bus eBus BRT 
Investment infrastructure 2.15 2.47 9.02 
Investment bus stop 0.25 0.34 0.25 
Average Investment costs per km 2.40 2.81 9.27 

 

With regards to the investment costs for rail, the table shown below can be derived from 
Section B. Taking the average of the tram using the information provided by CROW, 
results in 23.5 mln. euro per km infrastructure costs for the tram. 

The total costs for the Noord/Zuid-line in Amsterdam are estimated at 3.1 bln. Euros 
with a length of 9.7 km (NRC, 2012) & (Het Parool, 2016). This results in an average of 
320 mln euro per km. Averaging the amounts for the stops of Metro and Tram results in 
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0.5 mln euro costs for 1 stop for the tram and 5.6 mln euro for the metro. Assuming that 
the stops for the metro are build underground, which results in higher costs, the costs 
for one stop for the LRT amount roughly the same. The only difference is that a LRT 
system is build above ground resulting in lower costs. For this reason, the lower 
benchmark is chosen for the metro and rounded up, resulting in costs of 2 mln euro per 
stop for LRT. 

Taking the average from all the projects regarding investments costs for infrastructure 
for LRT results in 122 mln. euro per km.  

Million euro per km Tram Metro LRT 
Investment infrastructure 23.5 320 122 
Investment stop 0.5 5.6 2.0 
Average Investment costs per km 24 325.6 124 

 

 

Life Span 

Life span of a bus amounts 10 jaar and for a tram this number amounts 30 jaar 
(eindhoven.raadsinformatie, n.d.) 

Life span of a bus 8 jaar (Schroten & Kortmann, 2006) 

According to the customer service of RET (Figure	40), the life span of a metro is 30 
years, a tram 25 and a bus 12.5 years. 

Taking the average of these life spans for the bus results in 10 years life span for a bus. 

For an eBus, the average life span is 12 years (Chicago Transit Authority, n.d) 

The average life span of a Light Rail vehicle is 30 years (Valley Metro, 2013) 

	

FIGURE	40.	DATA	COLLECTION	CUSTOMER	SERVICE	RET	(2017) 
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Maintenance costs infra per year per km 

The maintenance costs for infrastructure of a bus amounts on average 79.000 euro per 
km per year. Taking into account that an eBus is 10% more due to charging stations etc. 
results in 86.000 euro per km per year. For the BRT system, the maintenance costs for 
infrastructure is assumed to be the same for a normal bus.  

Infra Million euro per km Bus eBus BRT 
Regular Maintenance  0.079 0.086 0.079 

 

With regards to rail, the maintenance infrastructure costs are assumed 55.000 euro per 
km per year for an one-way track, converting this to a two-way track results in 110.000 
euro a year per km for regular infrastructure maintenance. Adding the replacement 
maintenance infrastructure (180.000 euro a year per km two-way) results in 290.000 euro 
per year per km maintenance infrastructure for tram.  

For the metro the following applies: 

435.000 euro per year per km for replacement maintenance plus the 330.000 euro for 
regular maintenance, brings the average maintenance costs for infrastructure to 765.000 
euro per km per year for two-way track. 

For the LRT, again the lower boundary of the metro (€ 185.000 and € 130.000) is used. 
For a two-way track, the maintenance costs for infrastructure amounts 630.000 euro per 
km per year.  

Infra maintenance Million euro per km Tram Metro LRT 
Regular Maintenance  0.110 0.330 0.260 
Replacement maintenance 0.180 0.435 0.370 
Total 0.290 0.765 0.630 

 

Maintenance costs vehicles 
Maintenance for an eBus amounts 70% of a normal bus (Clean fleets, 2015), which is 
70% of €0.25 per km resulting in € 0.175 per km. For the BRT system, the maintenance 
of the vehicle is 125% compared to a normal bus (CROW-KpVV factors, 2016), which 
amounts €0.33 per km.  

The maintenance costs of the metro can be found in the report of KpVV and amounts 
€0.35 per km per small vehicle, the metro most of the time drives with 3 vehicles on 
average making the maintenance costs, €1.05 euro per km.   

Operational costs 

Operational costs  = energy/fuel costs + salary employees 

Driver salary: €55k per year  

Steward salary: €45k per year 
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TABLE	96.	OPERATIONAL	COST	CALCULATION	

Modality Energy costs Km per year Driver Steward Total per km 
Metro € 0.15 per km 51,502 €1.07 --- €1.22 
Tram € 0.35 per km 55,397 €0.99 €0.81 €2.15 
Bus € 0.40 per km 64.000 €0.86 --- €1.26 
BRT € 0.50 per km 64,000 €0.86 --- €1.36 
LRT € 0.20 per km 78,494 €0.70 --- € 0.90 
eBus € 0.12 per km 64,000 €0.86 --- €0.98 
 

The energy costs of a BRT are 25% higher compared to bus, the energy costs for LRT is 
calculated by the taking average of Metro and Tram and the energy costs calculation for 
the eBus is 30% of the regular bus (no diesel as fuel needed).  

Kms/vehicle Amount vehicles Vehicle km’s Km’s per vehicle 
HTM Tram 168 8,652,341 51,502 
HTM LRT 71 5,573,095 78,494 
RET Metro 145 8,600,000 59,310 
RET Tram 113 6,720,000 59,292 
    
Average Tram    55,397 
FIGURE	41.	KM	PER	VEHICLE	AVERAGE	TRAM 

TABLE	97.	OPERATIONAL	COSTS	

Planned Operational costs 2017 2018 2019 Average 
RET Tram €5.52 €5.52 €5.54 €5.53 
RET Metro €4.87 €4.65 €4.62 €4.71 
HTM Tram €5.29 €5.24 €5.26 €5.26 
HTM LRT €4,89   €4,85   €4,87   €4,87  
     
Average Tram    €5.40 
 

Summarizing the above information: 

 Bus Tram Metro BRT eBus LRT 
Operational costs 
per year 

€ 0.96 per 
km 

€ 5.40 
per km 

€ 4.71 
per km 
 

€1.34 
per km 

€0.67 
per km 

€ 4.87 
per km 

FIGURE	42.	OPERATIONAL	COSTS	PER	MODE 

Km per year 

TABLE	98.	KM	PER	YEAR	PER	MODALITY	

Provider Modality Km per year  Source  
 Bus 64,000 (MRDH-kmBus, 2017) 
 eBus 64,000 (Same as bus) 
 BRT 64,000 (Same as bus) 
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Assumption is made that the eBus and BRT drive the same amount of yearly km’s 
compared to bus. These assumptions are standard and generally accepted within MRDH 
concerning the conventional bus and BRT.  

 

Cijfers van 2017  

Kms/vehicle Amount vehicles Vehicle km’s Km’s per vehicle 
HTM Tram 168 8,652,341 51,502 
HTM LRT 71 5,573,095 78,494 
RET Metro 145 8,600,000 59,310 
RET Tram 113 6,720,000 59,292 
    
Average Tram    55,397 
FIGURE	43.	CHARACTERISTICS	2017	RAIL	

Aantal metro’s en trams ret Source = OV monitor 

Aantal HTM LRT en Trams = Subsidieverleningsbeschikking Concessie Rail Haaglanden 
2017 

Aantal km per jaar is RET concessie…. 

TABLE	99.	RAIL	KM	

Modality Km infra Source 
RET Tram 194km Rail (RET-Infra, 2017) 
RET Metro 162km Rail (RET-Infra, 2017) 
HTM Tram 259km Rail (HTM jaarverslag, 2012) & (Mott MacDonald, 2017) 
HTM Light Rail 78km Rail (HTM jaarverslag, 2012) & (Mott MacDonald, 2017) 
Zoro Bus 7.4km Road (Mensonides, 2012) & (Fietsersbond, n.d.) & 

(Verkeersnet, 2012) 
 

TCO 

For a period of 50 years, in total there are 5 buses needed who each on average drive 
64,000 km per year.  

Amount of vehicles needed over a period of 50 years 

Investment infra = Investment costs for 1 km of infrastructure 

Investment costs for vehicles is amount of vehicles multiplied by the purchase costs. 

Maintenance costs infrastructure for 1 km is calculated by the maintenance costs for 1 
km of infrastructure. 

Maintenance costs of vehicles is calculated by: 

amount of vehicles* average km driven by vehicle*maintenance costs vehicle 

Operational costs is calculated by performing the following equation: 
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Amount of vehicles* *average km of vehicle*operational costs.  

 

TABLE	100.	TCO	CALCULATION	

€ in millions per year Bus Tram Metro BRT eBus LRT 
Vehicles needed 5 2 2 5 5 2 
Investment costs €0.51 €4.92 €65.32 €1.90 €0.62 €24.96 
Investment infra €0.48 €4.80 €65.12 €1.85 €0.56 €24.80 
Investment vehicles €0.03 €0.12 €0.20 €0.05 €0.06 €0.16 
Maintenance costs €0.87 €3.07 €7.69 €0.89 €0.89 €6.46 
Maintenance infra €0.79 €2.90 €7.65 €0.79 €0.87 €6.30 
Maintenance vehicles €0.08 €0.17 €0.04 €0.10 €0.02 €0.16 
Operational costs €0.40 €0.24 €0.14 €0.44 €0.31 €0.14 
       
TCO  €1.78 €8.23 €73.16 €3.22 €1.83 €31.57 
 

TABLE	101.	TCO	SUMMARY	

in € million per year Bus Tram Metro BRT eBus LRT 
TCO  €1.78 €8.23 €73.16 €3.22 €1.83 €31.57 
Investment costs €0.51 €4.92 €65.32 €1.90 €0.62 €24.96 
Maintenance costs €0.87 €3.07 €7.69 €0.89 €0.89 €6.46 
Operational costs €0.40 €0.24 €0.14 €0.44 €0.31 €0.14 

SECTION	J.	LIVABILITY	INHABITANTS	

The liveability of inhabitants (non-passengers) is measured in 1-10 where a 1 indicates 
that the system has a very negative influence on the liveability and a 10 indicates that the 
system has only very positive influence. A 5 indicates a neutral effect, no positive, no 
negative. The liveability is measured in the increase in property values.  

The liveability is distinguished in 3 categories: 

1. Emissions; the emissions of the vehicle (Puchalsky, 2005). 
2. Accessibility region; the growth of accessibility of the region due to the system 
3. Property values; the increase in property values due to the new system 

The emissions are derived from ‘ De waaier van Brogt (Brogt, 2013), Figure	44. As can be 
seen, from the 6 modalities in Table	102, the emissions of the metro are the lowest, very 
closely followed by the tram and then the bus. The emissions of the BRT amount around 
the same as the conventional bus. Emissions of the LRT amount the same as the metro 
and tram. 
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FIGURE	44.	EMISSIONS	INFORMATION	PER	MODALITY 

The impact of the emissions is shown in Table	102. As can be seen, the emisssions for 
the metro, tram, eBus and LRT amount about the same, as the systems are all electric. 
The emissions for the conventional bus and eBus amount the same.  

TABLE	102.	LIVEABILITY	CALCULATION	MODALITIES	

System Emissions Accessibility Property value Average 
Metro 8 9 9 9 
LRT 8 9 9 9 
BRT 6 8 8 7 
Tram 8 8 7 8 
Bus 6 6 6 6 
eBus 8 6 6 7 
 

With regards to the accessibility, these numbers are derived from the passenger forecast, 
also shown in Table	103. As can be seen, if a system can transfer more than 1499 
passenger per hour, a 9 (between 1 and 10) is given. Around 1000 passengers per hour, 
receives an 8 and below 500 passengers per hour receives a 6.  

TABLE	103.	ACCESSIBILITY	CALCULATION	

System Accessibility Passenger forecast 
Metro 9 1500 
LRT 9 1755 
BRT 8 1080 
Tram 8 1001 
Bus 6 338 
eBus 6 225 

 

With regards to the property values, the higher the values (are expected to increase), the 
more positive this influences the liveability. As can be seen from Table	104, the effect on 
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the property values of the metro and LRT are the highest, followed by the BRT. The Bus 
(and therefore the eBus) almost has no effect on the property values (Des Rosiers, 
Theriault, Voisin, & Dube, 2010). 	

TABLE	104.	PROPERTY	VALUES	CALCULATION	

System Property values Increase 
Metro 9 --- 
LRT 9 7-22% 
BRT 8 7.6-14% 
Tram 7 ±12% 
Bus 6 <3% 
eBus 6 <3% 

 

BRT 7.6%-14% en LRT 7%-22% (FTA-BRT, 2009), (Stokenberga, 2014), (Wagner, Komarek, 
& Martin, 2017).  

Tram 12% (Lloyds Bank, 2017) 

Metro accessibility (Dewees, 1976), (Sun, Wang, & Li, 2016), (Agostini & Palmucci, 
2008), (Dai, Bai, & Xu, 2016).  

SECTION	K.	FLEXIBILITY	OF	THE	SYSTEM	

The flexibility, as a criterion, is defined as a the extent in which a system is dependent on 
its infrastructure and has the possibility to divert from its route, while still maintaining 
around the same level of quality. This attribute is measured with a number between 1-10, 
1 indicating no flexibility at all possible, totally dependent on its infrastructure and 10 
meaning no dependency. The flexibility of modes is indicated using own analysis and are 
rough estimates. 

The modes can be characterized in two categories: the first one is the Rail, among which 
Metro, Tram and LRT. The second one is Road, among which Bus, eBus and BRT.  

The rail modes are 100% dependent on their infrastructure and therefore all have a very 
low flexibility. For this reason, the flexibility of all rail-based systems are indicated with a 
1. 

The bus is the modality that has the lowest dependency on its infrastructure, however it 
still needs infrastructure, therefore the bus scores on flexibility an 8. The BRT system is a 
little more dependent on its infrastructure, however, still can divert when needed. 
Therefore the BRT scores a 7. The eBus also has a lower dependency compared to rail, 
however, because it needs charging stations at each stop and at the depot, it is more 
dependant on its infrastructure compared to a BRT system. For this reason, the eBus 
scores an 6 on flexibility.  

Metro  = 1 = 100% dependent 

Bus  = 8 = dependent on road infrastructure, however is easy to divert and 
maintain the same level of quality 
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Tram  =1 = 100% dependent 

BRT = 7 ; had dedicated infra, however very easy to divert from its route, just 
like conventional bus, but less quality to offer when diverting…  

LRT  = 1 = 100% dependent 

eBus = almost same as bus, however, a little more dependent due to charging stations 
lead to more dependency. = 6 

SECTION	L.	EARNINGS	

The earnings are calculated by multiplying ticket price with passenger forecast 

 

TABLE	105.	PASSENGER	FORECAST	CALCULATION	

Modality Frequency (per hour) Vehicle capacity Passenger forecast 
Metro 6 250 1500 passengers/hr. 
Tram 5,5 182 1001 passengers/hr. 
Bus 3,75 90 337,5 passengers/hr. 
E-Bus 3,75 60 225 passengers/hr. 
BRT 8 142 1136 Passengers/hr.  
LRT 5 216 1080 passengers/hr. 
 

 
TABLE	106.	PRICE	PER	KM	CALCULATION	

Instaptarief € 0,89  
Tram and LRT € 0,155 per km 
Bus HTM € 0,155 per km 
Metro line E RET € 0,155 per km 
Metro, bus and tram RET € 0,137 per km 
Average € 0,146 per km 
(MRDH-OV, 2017) 

 

TABLE	107.	EARNINGS/	REVENUES	CALCULATION	

 Bus  Tram Metro BRT eBus LRT 
Forecast (pass.) 337.5 1001 1500 1136 337.5 1080 
Ticket price €0.146 €0.146 €0.146 €0.146 €0.146 €0.146 
Earnings 
(€/km)  €49   €146   €219   €166   €49   €158  
Earnings in € per km. 

SECTION	M.	PASSENGER	SAFETY	(COSTS)	

For the passenger safety for BRT, the same number is used as for the bus based on the 
following two sources: 
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The overall safety is not increased with a BRT system (Duduta, Adriazola-Steil, Hidalgo, 
Lindau, & dos Santos, 2013). According to various sources examined by Vecino-Ortiz 
and Hyder, conclusions regarding BRT systems were mixed about safety increase 
(Vecino-Ortiz & Hyder, 2015).  

The light rail system of HTM also makes use of the infrastructure of the tram. Metro line 
E (Randstadrail) also makes use of the RET metro infrastructure. In this case, LRT can 
be seen as a mixed system (HTM-RR, 2017). For this reason, the assumption is made 
that the average of the passenger safety of tram (7.6) and metro (7.4) is going to be used 
as passenger safety for LRT (7.5) 

For the operators and government, the Passenger safety costs are measured in (safety 
investments in) euro per passenger. For the transport systems, this number can be 
calculated using the forecast and multiplying this with the safety costs per passenger. 

Yearly Passenger safety costs: €55,000,000 (Weijdt & Brussen, 2016). 

RET Rail Passenger safety  €36,303,562 per year  
HTM Rail Passenger safety  €20,500,000 per year  (HTM2016, 2017) 

	

The table below shows the passenger safety costs per day, calculated using the above-
mentioned costs. 

TABLE	108.	AVERAGE	PASSENGER	SAFETY	COSTS	(HTM2016,	2017),	(JACOBS,	2016),		

HTM Passengers per day Safety costs per day Safety costs per passenger 
2016 258,000 €56,164.38 €0.22 
2015 257,000 €56,164.38 €0.22 
2014 254,000 €56,164.38 €0.22 
    
RET    
2015 500,000 €99,461.81 €0.20 
    
Average Passenger safety costs  €0.21 
 

Assumption: One operational day = 18 hours (from 06:00-24:00) based on (HTM-
vervoerplan rail 2018, 2016), (RET-vervoerplan 2018, 2016), (Conexxion-vervoerplan 
2018, 2016).  

TABLE	109.	CALCULATION	SAFETY	COSTS	

Modality Passenger forecast Passenger Safety Safety costs per day 
Metro 1500 passengers/hr. €0.21 per pass.  €5,670  
Tram 1001 passengers/hr. €0.21 per pass.  €3,784  
Bus 337,5 passengers/hr. €0.21 per pass.  €1,276  
eBus 225 passengers/hr. €0.21 per pass.  €851  
BRT 1136 passengers/hr.  €0.21 per pass.  €4,294  
LRT 1080 passengers/hr. €0.21 per pass.  €4,082  
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APPENDIX	VIII. 	INDICATORS		

The following tables show the calculations of the perceptions. First the passengers table 
is presented, with the corresponding criteria, weights and values derived from the ‘OV-
Klantenbaromenter.’ 

TABLE	110.	PASSENGER	INDICATOR	VALUES	GENERAL	

Passengers Weight Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion   Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 
Frequency 0.184 7.2 7.3 7.5 7.25 7.4 7.2 
Punctuality 0.113 7.2 7.2 7.5 7.2 7.35 7.2 
Passenger Safety 0.104 7.9 7.6 7.4 7.85 7.5 7.9 
Travel time 0.178 7.6 7.5 7.8 7.55 7.65 7.6 
Accessibility of PT 
system 0.074 8.6 8.3 8.8 8.45 8.55 8.6 

Travel information 0.093 7.7 7.4 7.9 7.55 7.65 7.7 
Image 0.047 7.6 7.5 7.5 7.55 7.5 7.79 
Travel comfort 0.087 7.5 7.2 7.1 7.35 7.15 7.875 
Ticket price 0.120 5.6 5.1 5.1 5.35 5.1 5.6 
 

For the government and operators, costs need to be calculated. Investment, operational 
and maintenance cost per system are 3 of the important criteria for the government. The 
operators identified the TCO as an important criterion. The following table shows the 
calculation of these costs. The costs are calculated using a 50 year life span. For a bus 
system, this means that in 50 years, 5 buses are needed because of the 10 year life span of 
the vehicle.  

TABLE	111.	KEY	FIGURES	FOR	TCO	CALCULATION	

€ in millions  Bus Tram Metro BRT eBus LRT 
Life span infra 50 50 50 50 50 50 
Life span vehicle 10 25 30 10 12 30 
Investment costs 
infra per km 

 
€2,400,000  

 
€24,000,000  

 
€325,600,000  

 
€9,270,000  

 
€2,810,000  

 
€124,000,000  

Investment costs 
vehicle   €300,000   €3,000,000   €5,000,000   €450,000   €581,000   €4,000,000  

Maintenance costs 
infra per km 

 €79,000   €290,000   €765,000   €79,000   €87,000   €630,000  

Maintenance costs 
vehicle per km  €0.25   €1.55   €0.35   €0.30   €0.075   €1.05  

Operational costs 
per km  €1.26   €2.15   €1.22   €1.36   €0.98   €0.90  

Average Km per 
year driven  64,000   55,397   59,310   64,000   64,000   78,494  
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Assuming a 10 km length road, the following equations show how the costs in the table 
below are calculated. 

- Investment costs = investment infra * investment vehicles 
- Investment infra = (investment cost per km * 10 km)/50 years 
- Investment vehicles =( amount of vehiclces needed in 50 years * price 1 vehicle)/50 
- Maintenance costs = maintenance infra + maintenance vehicles 
- Maintenance infra = maintenance costs per km infra per year * 10 km 
- Maintenance vehicles = amount of vehicles * maint. costs per veh. * km’s driven per veh. 
- Operational costs = amount of vehicles * operational costs per km * km’s driven per veh. 
 
- TCO = Operational costs + maintenance costs + Investment costs 
	
	
TABLE	112.	TCO	CALCULATION	GENERAL	

€ in millions per year Bus Tram Metro BRT eBus LRT 
Vehicles needed 5 2 2 5 5 2 
Investment costs €0.51 €4.92 €65.32 €1.90 €0.62 €24.96 
Investment infra €0.48 €4.80 €65.12 €1.85 €0.56 €24.80 
Investment vehicles €0.03 €0.12 €0.20 €0.05 €0.06 €0.16 
Maintenance costs €0.87 €3.07 €7.69 €0.89 €0.89 €6.46 
Maintenance infra €0.79 €2.90 €7.65 €0.79 €0.87 €6.30 
Maintenance vehicles €0.08 €0.17 €0.04 €0.10 €0.02 €0.16 
Operational costs €0.40 €0.24 €0.14 €0.44 €0.31 €0.14 
       
TCO  €1.78 €8.23 €73.16 €3.22 €1.83 €31.57 
 

After calculating the costs, the two tables below show the values, criteria and the 
corresponding weights of the government and the transport systems.  

TABLE	113.	GOVERNMENT	INDICATOR	VALUES	GENERAL	PART	1	

Government  Bus Tram Metro  
Criterion Weight Factor Factor Factor Unit 
Operational costs 0.142 0.4 0.24 0.14 €mln./yr. 
Investments costs 0.155 0.51 4.92 65.32 €mln./yr. 
Maintenance costs 0.117 0.87 3.07 7.69 €mln./yr. 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 6 8 9 [1-10] 
Forecast  0.147 337.5 1001 1500 Pass/hr. 
Punctuality 0.063 85.82 91.3 94 % 
Passenger safety 0.063 1276 3784 5670 €/day 
Flexibility 0.107 8 1 1 [1-10] 
System Capacity 0.125 90 182 250 Passengers 
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TABLE	114.	GOVERNMENT	INDICATOR	VALUES	GENERAL	PART	2	

Government  BRT LRT eBus  
Criterion Weight Factor Factor Factor Unit 
Operational costs 0.142 0.44 0.14 0.31 €mln./yr. 
Investments costs 0.155 1.9 24.96 0.62 €mln./yr. 
Maintenance costs 0.117 0.89 6.46 0.89 €mln./yr. 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 7 9 7 [1-10] 
Forecast  0.147 1080 1755 225 Pass./hr. 
Punctuality 0.063 90 95 85.82 % 
Passenger safety 0.063 4294 4082 851 €/day 
Flexibility 0.107 6 1 7 [1-10] 
System Capacity 0.125 142 216 60 Passengers 
 

The values for the operators are presented in the tables below. 

TABLE	115.	OPERATORS	INDICATOR	VALUES	GENERAL	PART	1	

Public transport 
operators 

 Bus Tram Metro  

Criterion Weight Factor Factor Factor Unit 
Passenger forecast 0.213 337.5 1001 1500 Pass/hr. 
Earnings 0.121 49 146 219 €/km 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.146 0.146 0.146 €/km 
System capacity 0.12 90 180 250 Passengers 
Frequency 0.129 3.91 5.4 6.1 Dep./hr./dr. 
Operational speed 0.108 12.5 17.6 37.1 Km/h. 
TCO 0.158 1.78 8.23 73.16 €mln./yr. 
Passenger safety 0.107 1276 3784 5670 €/day 
 

 

TABLE	116.	OPERATORS	INDICATOR	VALUES	GENERAL	PART	2	

Public transport 
operators 

 BRT LRT eBus  

Criterion Weight Factor Factor Factor Unit 
Passenger forecast 0.213 1080 1755 225 Passengers 
Earnings 0.121 158 166 49 €/km 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.146 0.146 0.146 €/km 
System capacity 0.12 216 142 60 Passengers 
Frequency 0.129 5 8 3.91 Dep./hr./dr. 
Operational speed 0.108 30 24.11 12.5 Km/h. 
TCO 0.158 3.22 31.57 1.83 €mln./yr. 
Passenger safety 0.107 4082 4294 851 €/day 
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Normalising the values, the table below is presented. These numbers are calculated by 
dividing the value of each system, by the largest number in the row. For a criterion that is 
indicated with red, an inverse equation is used. The higher this number, the lower the 
perception. Both equations (1 and 2) are shown below. 

 

Positive factor:    !!
!"#

    (1) 

Negative factor:   1− !!
!"#

   (2) 

 

TABLE	117.	GOVERNMENT	NORMALISED	VALUES	GENERAL	

Government Weights Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion   
Operational costs 0.142 0.091 0.455 0.682 0.000 0.682 0.295 
Investments costs 0.155 0.992 0.925 0.000 0.971 0.618 0.991 
Maintenance costs 0.117 0.887 0.601 0.000 0.884 0.160 0.884 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 0.667 0.889 1.000 0.778 1.000 0.778 
Forecast  0.147 0.192 0.570 0.855 0.615 1.000 0.128 
Punctuality 0.063 0.903 0.961 0.989 0.947 1.000 0.903 
Passenger safety 0.063 0.775 0.333 0.000 0.243 0.280 0.850 
Flexibility 0.107 1.000 0.125 0.125 0.750 0.125 0.875 
System Capacity 0.125 0.360 0.728 1.000 0.568 0.864 0.240 
 

TABLE	118.	OPERATORS	NORMALISED	VALUES	GENERAL	

PT Operators Weights Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion   
Passenger forecast 0.213 0.192 0.570 0.855 0.615 1.000 0.128 
Subsidy 0.121 0.224 0.667 1.000 0.721 0.758 0.224 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
System capacity 0.12 0.360 0.720 1.000 0.864 0.568 0.240 
Frequency 0.129 0.489 0.675 0.763 0.625 1.000 0.489 
Operational speed 0.108 0.337 0.474 1.000 0.809 0.650 0.337 
TCO 0.158 0.976 0.888 0.000 0.956 0.568 0.975 
Passenger safety 0.107 0.775 0.333 0.000 0.280 0.243 0.850 
 

Multiplying the weights with normalised values the tables below are obtained. 

TABLE	119.	PASSENGERS	RESULTS	

Passengers Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion   
Frequency 1.32 1.34 1.38 1.33 1.36 1.32 
Punctuality 0.81 0.81 0.85 0.81 0.83 0.81 
Passenger Safety 0.82 0.79 0.77 0.82 0.78 0.82 
Operational speed 1.35 1.34 1.39 1.34 1.36 1.35 
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Accessibility of PT 
system 0.64 0.61 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.64 

Travel information 0.72 0.69 0.73 0.70 0.71 0.72 
Image 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.37 
Travel comfort 0.65 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.62 0.69 
Ticket price 0.67 0.61 0.61 0.64 0.61 0.67 
Result 7.35 7.18 7.35 7.27 7.26 7.39 
 

 

TABLE	120.	PASSENGER	RESULTS	IN	%	

Passengers Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion   
Frequency 0% 1% 4% 1% 3% 0% 
Punctuality 0% 0% 4% 0% 2% 0% 
Passenger Safety 0% -4% -6% -1% -5% 0% 
Operational speed 0% -1% 3% -1% 1% 0% 
Accessibility of PT 
system 0% -3% 2% -2% -1% 0% 
Travel information 0% -4% 3% -2% -1% 0% 
Image 0% -1% -1% -1% -1% 3% 
Travel comfort 0% -4% -5% -2% -5% 5% 
Ticket price 0% -9% -9% -4% -9% 0% 
Result 0% -2% 0% -1% -1% 1% 
 

TABLE	121.	GOVERNMENT	RESULTS	VALUES	

Government Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion   
Operational costs 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.04 
Investments costs 0.15 0.14 0.00 0.15 0.10 0.15 
Maintenance costs 0.10 0.07 0.00 0.10 0.02 0.10 
Liveability inhabitants 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.06 
Forecast  0.03 0.08 0.13 0.09 0.15 0.02 
Punctuality 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
Passenger safety 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.05 
Flexibility 0.11 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.09 
System Capacity 0.05 0.09 0.13 0.07 0.11 0.03 
Result 0.61 0.62 0.51 0.64 0.64 0.62 
 

TABLE	122.	GOVERNMENT	RESULT	IN	%	

Government Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion   
Operational costs 0% 400% 650% -100% 650% 225% 
Investments costs 0% -7% -100% -2% -38% 0% 
Maintenance costs 0% -32% -100% 0% -82% 0% 
Liveability inhabitants 0% 33% 50% 17% 50% 17% 
Forecast  0% 197% 344% 220% 420% -33% 
Punctuality 0% 6% 10% 5% 11% 0% 
Passenger safety 0% -57% -100% -69% -64% 10% 
Flexibility 0% 9% 9% 3% 9% 1% 
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System Capacity 0% 102% 178% 58% 140% -33% 
Result 0% 2% -17% 4% 5% 1% 
 

TABLE	123.	OPERATORS	RESULTS	GENERAL	

PT Operators Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion  
Passenger forecast 0.04 0.12 0.18 0.13 0.21 0.03 
Subsidy 0.03 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.03 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
System capacity 0.04 0.09 0.12 0.10 0.07 0.03 
Frequency 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.13 0.06 
Operational speed 0.04 0.05 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.04 
TCO 0.15 0.14 0.00 0.15 0.09 0.15 
Passenger safety 0.08 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.09 
Results 0.49 0.65 0.67 0.72 0.73 0.47 
 

 

TABLE	124.	OPERATORS	RESULTS	GENERAL	IN	%	

PT Operators Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Criterion  
Passenger forecast 0% 197% 344% 220% 420% -33% 
Subsidy 0% 198% 347% 222% 239% 0% 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
System capacity 0% 100% 178% 140% 58% -33% 
Frequency 0% 38% 56% 28% 105% 0% 
Operational speed 0% 41% 197% 140% 93% 0% 
TCO 0% -9% -100% -2% -42% 0% 
Passenger safety 0% -57% -100% -64% -69% 10% 
Results 0% 32% 37% 45% 49% -4% 
 

Summarizing the above perceptions, results in the table below.  

TABLE	125.	RESULTS	PERCEPTION	

Stakeholders\Modality Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Passengers 0% -2% 0% -1% -1% 1% 
Government 0% 2% -17% 4% 19% -13% 
PT operators 0% 32% 37% 45% 49% -4% 
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APPENDIX	IX.	COMPARISON	METROPOLITAN	REGION	VS.	
NATIONAL	

The data from the OV-Barometer can also be filtered in terms of results of the 
Metropolitan region. Instead of using national data, the following regions are taken into 
account when filtering survey data only for the metropolitan region: 

- Rotterdam en omgeving 
- Regiovervoer Haaglanden 
- Stadsvervoer Den Haag 
- Zuid Holland Noord 
- Den Haag 
- Rotterdam 
- Randstadrail Haaglanden 
- Metro en randstadrail Rotterdam 

Table	126 below shows the results for the above-mentioned regions. 

TABLE	126.	METROPOLITAN	REGION	OV-BAROMETER	(CROW-KPVV,	2016)	

Criterion\Modality Bus Bus Bus Bus Tram Tram Metro Metro 

 

Rotterda
m en 
omgeving 

Regiovervoe
r 
Haaglanden 

Stadsver
voer Den 
Haag 

Zuid 
Hollan
d 
Noord 

Den 
Haag 

Rotterda
m 

Randstadrai
l 
Haaglanden 

metro en 
randstadrail 
Rotterdam 

Geluid 6,7 6,7 6,8 6,7 6,6 6,8 6,6 6,6 

Stiptheid 7,4 7,4 7,6 7,1 7,5 7,6 7,6 7,7 

Info halte 7,7 7,6 7,6 7,7 7,7 8 7,8 8,1 

Algemeen sociale 
veiligheid 7,6 7,8 7,7 8,1 7,3 7,7 7,4 7,3 

Zitplaats 8,6 8,6 8,5 8,9 8,4 8,5 7,8 8,1 

Klantvriendelijkhei
d 7,6 7,9 7,7 7,9 7,2 7,9 7,1 7,2 

Snelheid 7,6 7,7 7,7 7,7 7,6 7,7 7,7 7,9 

Info vertraging 6,2 5,3 5,7 5,7 5,8 6,5 5,8 6,5 

Rit- sociale 
veiligheid 7,9 8,1 8 8,4 7,7 8 7,8 7,7 

Netheid 7 7,6 7,5 7,7 7,1 7,7 6,9 6,6 

Rijstijl 7,4 7,5 7,2 7,6 7,3 7,4 7,2 7,4 

frequentie 7,2 7 7,4 7,1 7,4 7,6 7,5 7,6 

Aankoop kaartje 7,7 8 7,8 8,1 7,5 7,8 7,1 8 

In-en uitstappen 8,3 8,7 8,5 8,8 8,1 8,7 8,8 8,9 

prijs 5,7 5,6 5,5 6 4,9 5,7 4,9 5,3 

halte- sociale 
veiligheid 7,7 7,9 7,8 8,2 7,5 7,8 7,6 7,5 

Enquetes 621 953 735 934 1745 2160 2044 2513 

Totaal (= Image) 7,39 7,46 7,44 7,61 7,22 7,59 7,23 7,42 
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When taking only the 9 important criteria for the passengers group into account, the 
following table is obtained: 

TABLE	127.	RESULTS	OV-BAROMETER	NL	VS.	MR	(CROW-KPVV,	2016)	

 Metropolitan area National level 
Passengers Bus Tram Metro Bus Tram Metro 

Criterion Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 
Frequency 7.18 7.50 7.55 7.2 7.3 7.5 
Punctuality 7.38 7.55 7.65 7.2 7.2 7.5 
Passenger Safety 7.93 7.67 7.55 7.9 7.6 7.4 
Travel time 7.68 7.65 7.80 7.6 7.5 7.8 
Accessibility PT system 8.58 8.40 8.85 8.6 8.3 8.8 
Travel information 6.69 7.00 7.05 7.7 7.4 7.9 
Image 7.48 7.41 7.31 7.6 7.5 7.5 
Travel comfort 7.56 7.48 7.15 7.5 7.2 7.1 
Ticket price 5.70 5.30 5.10 5.6 5.1 5.1 
 

The criterion Travel Information shows 1 whole point difference between the 
metropolitan region and the national survey results. This criterion scores better on a 
national level. Furthermore, we see that the results do not differ that much.  

TABLE	128.	METROPOLITAN	REGION	ANALYSIS	

Passengers  Bus Tram Metro 
Criterion Weight Factor Factor Factor 
Frequency 0.178 7.18 7.50 7.55 
Punctuality 0.119 7.38 7.55 7.65 
Passenger Safety 0.116 7.93 7.67 7.55 
Travel time 0.152 7.68 7.65 7.80 
Accessibility of PT system 0.064 8.58 8.40 8.85 
Travel information 0.092 6.69 7.00 7.05 
Image 0.042 7.48 7.41 7.31 
Travel comfort 0.090 7.56 7.48 7.15 
Ticket price 0.147 5.70 5.30 5.10 
After calculations of the weights and factors, Table	129 (below) is obtained: 

TABLE	129.	METROPOLITAN	REGION	RESULTS	

Passengers Bus Tram Metro 
Criterion Factor Factor Factor 
Frequency 1.277 1.335 1.344 
Punctuality 0.878 0.898 0.910 
Passenger Safety 0.920 0.889 0.876 
Travel time 1.167 1.163 1.186 
Accessibility of PT system 0.549 0.538 0.566 
Travel information 0.615 0.644 0.649 
Image 0.314 0.311 0.307 
Travel comfort 0.681 0.673 0.644 
Ticket price 0.838 0.779 0.750 
Result 7.238 7.230 7.231 
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TABLE	130.	METROPOLITAN	REGION	VS.	NATIONAL	

Passengers Bus Tram Metro 
National 7.286 7.103 7.265 
Metropolitan area 7.238 7.230 7.231 
 

TABLE	131.	METROPOLITAN	VS.	NATIONAL	%	

Passengers Bus Tram Metro 
National 0% -2% 0% 
MRDH region 0% 0% 0% 
 

The results show a various number of interesting observations. Firstly, the ratings of the 
public transport systems are closer together in the metropolitan area compared to 
National. The difference between the highest and lowest is just, 0.006, while the 
difference on national level is 0.21. Secondly, the ranking of the systems is exactly the 
same. On national level, the bus scores highest followed by the metro and tram. The 
same ranking is found in the metropolitan area. Another interesting observation is the 
difference in perception of the metro. The metropolitan area where the metro actually is 
in operation scores lower (7.23) compared to national (7.27), where data is taken into 
account from regions where no metro is operational.  
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APPENDIX	X.	CALCULATIONS	CASE	STUDY	

For each case study, the current frequency will be compared to the average frequency of 
the modes, in general and for the operator specific.  

The case studies will be tested on these two aspects to investigate whether it is realistic 
and feasible to even conduct such an analysis.  

The frequency bonus is calculated using Brogt (Brogt, 2013).  

TABLE	132.	PASSENGER	TIME	GAINS	AS	AN	EFFECT	OF	FREQUENCY	CHANGE	

Frequency change Passengers growth Time gains 
0.5-->1 60% 60 min 
1-->2 40% 30 min 
2-->4 25% 15 min 
4-->8 15% 7.5 min 

 

Instead of every 9 minutes, a vehicle arrives every 15 minutes, which is a time loss of 6 
min. as can be seen from the table, a 6-minute time loss can be associated with 30% less 
passengers.  

	

FIGURE	45.	PASSENGER	GROWTH	AND	FREQUENCY	INCREASE	 

TABLE	133.	PASSENGER	TIME	LOSS	AS	AN	EFFECT	OF	FREQUENCY	CHANGE	

Frequency change Passengers growth Time loss 
8-->4 -35% 7.5 min 
4-->2 -45% 15 min 
2-->1 -60% 30 min 

1-->0.5 -80% 60 min 
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FIGURE	46.	PASSENGER	LOSS	DUE	TO	FREQUENCY	DECREASE 

For the first case, the table below shows the average needed frequency of the new bus 
systems to transfer 445 passengers per hour.  

TABLE	134.	CASE	A:	FREQUENCY	OF	THE	SYSTEM	TO	TRANSFER	445	PASSENGERS	

 Current situation Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
Vehicle Tram Bus 12 meter Bus 18 meter 
Frequency 4.2 6.5 5.2 
 

Case Study A: The amount of expected passengers is calculated as follows: 

Line 12 from tram to bus 12m with a freq of 8.5 

An increase in frequency from 4 to 6-7 per hour means instead of every 15 min, a vehicle 
now arrives every 9 minutes. This means a time gain of around 6 min, which looking at 
the table, means 10% more passengers…. 

445*(1-0.043)*1.10 = 490 

Line 12 from tram to 18m bus with freq of 5.2 

Frequency does not change, however rail bonus:  

445*(1-0.043) = 426 

Case study B: 

Bus line 44  tram, freq from 6.5 to 2.4 

Means instead of every 9 min now a vehicle arrives every 25 min meaning a time loss of 
around 16 min…. which equals a passenger loss of 45% 
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325*1.043*0.55 = 187 

6.5 to 4 

instead of every 9 min now every 15 min is a 6 min loss equals passenger loss of around 
30% 

325*1.043*0.7 = 237 

 

6.5 to 5 

instead of every 9 min now every 12 minutes is 3 min time loss is a passenger loss of 
5%... 

325*1.043*0.95 = 322 

 

CASE	STUDY	A:	TRAM	LINE	12	HTM	THE	HAGUE	

Tram line 12 from HTM has about 24 stops and a total length of 8 km. The trams’ 
starting point is at Markenseplein and ends about 40 minutes later at 
Kalvermarkt/Stadhuis station. A tram is in general more expensive in maintenance and 
operational costs compared to a bus.  

	

FIGURE	47.	MAP	TRAMLINE	12	HTM	THE	HAGUE 

Because Public transport already needs to be subsidized by the government, the goal is to 
make the least amount of loss as possible.  

The (average) frequency and operational time of the line are shown in Table	135 below.  
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TABLE	135.	FREQUENCY	TRAM	LINE	12	HTM	

  Frequency 
Start End Morning Afternoon Evening Night Average 
06:00 0:00 4.3 4 4.5 4 4.2 
       
As can be derived from the table, the current average frequency (4.2) is lower compared 
to the average tram frequency (5.5). This shows that this specific line is underperforming 
compared to average, with regards to frequency. When taking a closer look at the 
passenger flow, more information will be gathered and a more suitable conclusion can be 
drawn regarding the performance of this system.  

The graph (Figure	48) shows that in total 8000 passengers use this line per direction, per 
day. 

	

FIGURE	48.	PASSENGER	GRAPH	TRAM	LINE	12	HTM 

According to the Product Manager Market Exploration and Transport Development of 
HTM (appendix VI) an ‘’inzetnorm’’ is used to calculate the average needed capacity for 
vehicles. This ‘’inzetnorm’’ is a kind of standard or margin to keep the company from 
fully utilizing the occupancy rate of a vehicle. This standard is calculated by summing the 
amount of seats and 50% of the standing places of a vehicle. For an average tram, this 
standard is 138 passengers, which is about 75% of the maximum capacity of an average 
tram vehicle. The capacities of the HTM trams can be seen in table 69, below.  

TABLE	136.	VEHICLE	CAPACITY	HTM	TRAMS	

HTM Tram GTL8-I GTL8-II Avenio Average 
Seats 71 76 69 72 
Standing places 118 112 168 133 
Total 189 188 237 --- 
Length (m) 28.6 29 35 --- 
 

The graph shows that 8000 passengers per day are being transferred with the tram line,  
per direction. Spread over a whole day, assuming an operational day is 18 hours (06:00-
0:00), results in an average capacity of 445 passengers per hour. The new system should, 
on average, provide the same amount of hourly capacity, the current system delivers.  
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The hourly capacity of this line can be calculated by multiplying the average frequency of 
this line (4.2) with the standard of 138 passengers per vehicle, which results in 580 
passengers per hour. When changing the tram system with a bus system, the buses 
should be able to handle 580 passengers per hour. However, as can be seen from the 
graph, the new system also should be able to deal with peak-hours. The highest peak in 
the graph shows around 750 passengers. Assuming one 12m bus has a capacity of 68 
people, there are 11 buses needed. When using an 18m bus, 7 buses are needed to 
transfer at least 750 passengers.  

Peak hours between: 07:00 – 09:00 and 17:00 – 19:00; dividing the costs into: operational 
costs during peak hours and operational costs outside of peak hours.  

The following scenarios can be distinguished: 

TABLE	137.	SCENARIOS	TRAM	LINE	12	CASE	A	

 Current situation Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
Vehicle Tram Bus 12 meter Bus 18 meter 
Frequency 4.2 6.5 4 
# of vehicles ---  9 6 
# of vehicles during peak 
hours 

---  11 7 

 

Scenario 1: Bus 12m – 90 pass; calculating using the ‘’inzetnorm’’, 75% of the maximum 
capacity is a system capacity of 68 passengers. 

To transport 580 passengers per hour, the frequency needs to be up scaled to 580/68 = 
8.5 buses per hour. 

Scenario 2: Bus 18m – 149 pass, 75% ‘inzetnorm’ = 112 passengers; 

580/112 = 5.2x per hour (frequency upscale) to transfer at least 580 passengers per hour.  

Tram line 12: The Hague HTM – use of Barometer Haaglanden which represents the  

TABLE	138.	PASSENGERS	INDICATORS	CASE	A	

Passengers Weights Tram Bus Bus Unit 
Criterion  Current 12m 18m  
Frequency 0.178 4.2 6.5 4 Dep./hr./dr. 
Punctuality 0.119 91.3 85.82 85.82 % 
Passenger Safety 0.116 7.8 7.5 7.5 [1-10] 
Operational speed 0.152 17.6 12.5 12.5 Km/h 
Accessibility of PT system 0.064 8.5 8.1 8.1 [1-10] 
Travel information 0.092 6.7 6.8 6.8 [1-10] 
Image 0.042 7.4 7.2 7.2 [1-10] 
Travel comfort 0.090 7.5 7.4 7.4 [1-10] 
Ticket price 0.147 5.5 4.9 4.9 [1-10] 
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TABLE	139.	PASSENGERS	NORMALISED	VALUES	CASE	A	

Passengers Weights Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion  Current 12m 18m 
Frequency 0.178 0.646 1.000 0.615 
Punctuality 0.119 1.000 0.940 0.940 
Passenger Safety 0.116 1.000 0.949 0.949 
Operational speed 0.152 1.000 0.710 0.710 
Accessibility of PT system 0.064 1.000 0.953 0.953 
Travel information 0.092 0.985 1.000 1.000 
Image 0.042 1.000 0.973 0.973 
Travel comfort 0.090 1.000 0.987 0.987 
Ticket price 0.147 1.000 0.891 0.891 
 

TABLE	140.	PASSENGERS	RESULTS	CASE	A	

Passengers Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Frequency 0.119 0.184 0.113 
Punctuality 0.113 0.106 0.106 
Passenger Safety 0.104 0.099 0.099 
Operational speed 0.178 0.126 0.126 
Accessibility of PT system 0.074 0.071 0.071 
Travel information 0.092 0.093 0.093 
Image 0.047 0.046 0.046 
Travel comfort 0.087 0.086 0.086 
Ticket price 0.120 0.107 0.107 
Result 0.934 0.917 0.847 
Change compared to current scenario: 

 

 

TABLE	141.	PASSENGER	PERFORMANCE	

Passengers Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Frequency 0% 55% -5% 
Punctuality 0% -6% -6% 
Passenger Safety 0% -5% -5% 
Operational speed 0% -29% -29% 
Accessibility of PT system 0% -5% -5% 
Travel information 0% 1% 1% 
Image 0% -3% -3% 
Travel comfort 0% -1% -1% 
Ticket price 0% -11% -11% 
Result 0% -2% -9% 
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For the calculation of the costs, the following information is used: 

• The average frequency of the tram for this case is 4.2 
• The average frequency of the bus in scenario 1 is 6.5 
• The average frequency for the bus in scenario 2 is 4.0 

For calculation purposes, the assumption is made that the frequency equals the number 
of buses needed. 

Operational costs 18m: €1.36 per km / 12m: €1.26 per km 

Operational costs during peak hours: 

TABLE	142.	OPERATIONAL	COSTS	DURING	PEAK	HOURS	

Bus During peak (6hours/18) Outside peak (14 hours/18) Total 
12m 11 9  
18m 7 6  
    
12m €887,040 *6/18 = 

295,680 
 

€725,760 * 12/18 = 483,840 
 

€779,520 

18m €609,280 *6/18 = 
203,093 
 

€522,240 * 12/18 = 348,160 
 

€551,253 

    
 

Maintenance costs 

 

Peak hour = 07-09 uur en 16-18uur = 4 hrs 22% 

Off peak hours = 14 hrs = 78% 

TABLE	143.	COSTS	CALCULATION	CASE	A	

Length line 12 = 8km 
    Avg. frequency 4.2 6.5 4 Dep./hr./direction 

peak frequency 5.5 11.2 6.7 Dep./hr./direction 
System Tram Bus 12m Bus 18m 

 Investment total  €4,200,000   €450,000   €447,000  Per year 
Investment infra  €3,840,000   €384,000   €384,000  Per year for 8 km 
Investment vehicle  €360,000   €66,000   €63,000  Per year  
Maintenance total  €2,768,217   €758,080   €721,472  Per year 
Maintenance Peak  €113,342   €38,720   €29,568   Per year  
Maintenance off peak  €334,875   €87,360   €59,904   Per year  
Maintenance infra  €2,320,000   €632,000   €632,000   Per year  
Operational total  €11.22   €9.93   €6.34   Per year per km 
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Operational Peak  €2.84   €3.05   €2.09  Per km 
Operational off peak  €8.39   €6.88   €4.24  Per km 

     Operational costs per year  €621,721   €635,443   €405,606  Per year 
TCO   €7,589,938   €1,843,523   €1,574,078  Per year 

 

Calculations: 

Investment total = investment infra + investment vehicles 
Investment infra = investment costs infra per km * length of the system (8km) 
Investment vehicles = investment costs vehicle  (3mln)* vehicles needed in peak hour 
(5.5) 
Maintenance total = maintenance peak + maintenance off peak + maintenance infra 
Maintenance peak = 22% * vehicles needed in peak *km driven per vehicle* 
maintenance cost per km. 
Maintenance off peak = 78% * vehicles needed in off-peak *km driven per vehicle* 
maintenance cost per km. 
Maintenance infra = maintenance costs per km * length of the system (8km) 
Operational total = Operational peak + Operational off-peak 
Operational peak = 22% * vehicles in peak * operational costs per km 
Operational off-peak = 78% * vehicles in off-peak* operational costs per km 
Operational costs per year = operational total * km’s driven per vehicle 
TCO = investment total + maintenance total + operational costs per year 
 
 

TABLE	144.	GOVERNMENT	INDICATORS	CASE	A	

Government Weight Tram Bus Bus Unit 
Criterion  Current 12m 18m  
Operational costs 0.142 0.62 0.64 0.41 €/km 
Investments costs 0.155 4.20 0.46 0.45 €mln/km 
Maintenance costs 0.177 2.77 0.76 0.72 €mln/km 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 7 6 6 [1-10] 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 445 469 426 Passengers 
Punctuality 0.063 91.3 85.82 85.82 % 
Passenger safety 0.063 3784 1276 1276 €/day 
Flexibility 0.107 1 8 8 [1-10] 
System Capacity 0.125 138 68 112 passengers 
 

Positive factor: !!
!"#

  

Negative factor: 1− !!
!"#
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TABLE	145.	GOVERNMENT	NORMALISED	VALUES	CASE	A	

Government Weight Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion  Current 12m 18m 
Operational costs 0.142 0.022 0.000 0.362 
Investments costs 0.155 0.000 0.890 0.894 
Maintenance costs 0.177 0.000 0.726 0.739 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 1.000 0.857 0.857 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 0.949 1.000 0.908 
Punctuality 0.063 1.000 0.940 0.940 
Passenger safety 0.063 0.000 0.663 0.663 
Flexibility 0.107 0.125 1.000 1.000 
System Capacity 0.125 1.000 0.493 0.812 
 

TABLE	146.	GOVERNMENT	RESULTS	CASE	A	

Government Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Operational costs 0.003 0.000 0.051 
Investments costs 0.000 0.138 0.139 
Maintenance costs 0.000 0.129 0.131 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 0.071 0.071 
Passenger Forecast  0.139 0.147 0.134 
Punctuality 0.063 0.059 0.059 
Passenger safety 0.000 0.042 0.042 
Flexibility 0.013 0.107 0.107 
System Capacity 0.125 0.062 0.101 
Result 0.427 0.75 0.835 
 

The percentage shows how much the scenario, as seen from the perception of the 
government, scores better compared the current situation (Tram).  For example, the 
forecast scores for the 12m Bus scenario 15% better compared to tram scenario, whereas 
the system capacity scores 51% worse. 

Government Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Operational costs 0% -2% 153% 
Investments costs 0% 913% 940% 
Maintenance costs 0% 365% 384% 
Liveability inhabitants 0% -14% -14% 
Passenger Forecast  0% 5% -4% 
Punctuality 0% -6% -6% 
Passenger safety 0% 297% 297% 
Flexibility 0% 700% 700% 
System Capacity 0% -51% -19% 
Result 0% 77% 96% 
 

Result percentage (last row) is calculated by measuring the increase from the current 
scenario (Tram). For example, the Scenario where a 12 meter bus is used instead of the 
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current tram, scores (in the eyes of the government/as seen from the perception of the 
government) 111% better (more than 2 times).  

Government without investment costs of tram costs 

Government Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Operational costs 0.003 0.000 0.051 
Investments costs 0.155 0.000 0.000 
Maintenance costs 0.000 0.129 0.131 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 0.071 0.071 
Passenger Forecast  0.128 0.135 0.123 
Punctuality 0.063 0.059 0.059 
Passenger safety 0.000 0.042 0.042 
Flexibility 0.013 0.107 0.107 
System Capacity 0.125 0.062 0.101 
Result 0.570 0.604 0.685 
 

Government without investment costs for tram 

Government Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Operational costs 0% -2% 153% 
Investments costs 0% N/A N/A 
Maintenance costs 0% 365% 384% 
Liveability inhabitants 0% -14% -14% 
Passenger Forecast  0% 5% -4% 
Punctuality 0% -6% -6% 
Passenger safety 0% 297% 297% 
Flexibility 0% 700% 700% 
System Capacity 0% -51% -19% 
Result 0% 6% 20% 
 

N/A cannot be calculated due to the fact that the investment costs equal 0. Calculation 
of the improvement therefore is not possible.  

 

TABLE	147.	PTO	INDICATORS	CASE	A	

Public transport operators Weight Tram Bus Bus Unit 
Criterion  Current 12m 18m  
Passenger forecast 0.213 445 469 426 Passengers/hr 
Earnings 0.121 65.0 74.6 67.7 €/km 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.146 0.146 0.146 €/km 
System capacity 0.12 138 68 112 passengers 
Frequency 0.129 3.2 6.5 4 Dep./hr/dir. 
Operational speed 0.108 17.6 12.5 12.5 Km/h 
TCO 0.158 7.59 1.84 1.57 €mln./year 
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Passenger safety 0.107 3784 1276 1276 €/day 
 

TABLE	148.	PTO	NORMALISED	VALUES	CASE	A	

Public transport operators Weight Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion  Current 12m 18m 
Passenger forecast 0.213 0.949 1.000 0.908 
Earnings 0.121 0.871 1.000 0.918 
Politics --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 1.000 1.000 1.000 
System capacity 0.12 1.000 0.493 0.812 
Frequency 0.129 0.492 1.000 0.615 
Operational speed 0.108 1.000 0.710 0.710 
TCO 0.158 0.000 0.757 0.793 
Passenger safety 0.107 0.000 0.663 0.663 
 

TABLE	149.	PTO	RESULTS	CASE	A	

Public transport operators Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Passenger forecast 0.202 0.213 0.193 
Earnings 0.105 0.111 0.101 
Politics    
Ticket price 0.044 0.044 0.044 
System capacity 0.120 0.059 0.097 
Frequency 0.083 0.129 0.079 
Operational speed 0.108 0.077 0.077 
TCO 0.000 0.119 0.125 
Passenger safety 0.000 0.071 0.071 
Results 0.663 0.823 0.788 
 

 

TABLE	150.	OPERATORS	PERFORMANCE	

Public transport operators Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Passenger forecast 0% 5% -4% 
Earnings 0% 5% -4% 
Politics 0% --- --- 
Ticket price 0% 0% 0% 
System capacity 0% -51% -19% 
Frequency 0% 55% -5% 
Operational speed 0% -29% -29% 
TCO 0% 406% 482% 
Passenger safety 0% 297% 297% 
Results 0% 24% 19% 
 

WITHOUT INVESTMENT PTO 
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TABLE	151.	OPERATORS	WITHOUT	INVESTMENTS	COSTS	

Public transport operators Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Passenger forecast 0.202 0.213 0.193 
Earnings 0.115 0.121 0.110 
Politics    
Ticket price 0.044 0.044 0.044 
System capacity 0.120 0.059 0.097 
Frequency 0.064 0.129 0.079 
Operational speed 0.108 0.077 0.077 
TCO 0.000 0.072 0.085 
Passenger safety 0.000 0.071 0.071 
Results 0.652 0.786 0.756 
 

TABLE	152.	PERFORMANCE	RESULTS	OPERATORS	WITHOUT	INVESTMENTS	COSTS	

Public transport operators Tram Bus Bus 
Criterion Current 12m 18m 
Passenger forecast 0% 5% -4% 
Earnings 0% 5% -4% 
Politics 0% --- --- 
Ticket price 0% 0% 0% 
System capacity 0% -51% -19% 
Frequency 0% 55% -5% 
Operational speed 0% -29% -29% 
TCO 0% 181% 215% 
Passenger safety 0% 297% 297% 
Results 0% 20% 16% 
 

 

 

TABLE	153.	RESULTS	CASE	A	TRAMLINE	12	HTM	THE	HAGUE	

Stakeholders Tram  
Current 

Bus 12m  
Scenario 1 

Bus 18m 
Scenario 2 

Passengers 0% 1% -6% 
Government 0% 77% 96% 
Government (- investment) 0% 6% 20% 
Operators 0% 24% 19% 
Operators (- investment) 0% 20% 16% 
 

 

Without investments for the tram, the situation seems a little different. 
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CASE	STUDY	B:	BUS	LINE	44	RET	ROTTERDAM	

Rotterdam – Central station 

Length 9.5 km 

Plan is to transform into a tram line.  

	

FIGURE	49.	ROUTE	BUS	LINE	44	RET	ROTTERDAM 

Assumption: just like case A: 9.5% passengers in peak = 556 passengers per hour in peak 
= 556/138 = 4 trams are needed = max frequency  

325 passengers off peak  

Duration of the peak = 4 hrs .and the duration of the off-peak = 14 hrs. 

Frequency of the current bus line: 

TABLE	154.	AVERAGE	FREQUENCY	BUS	LINE	44	RET	

   Frequency 
Start End  Morning Afternoon Evening Night Average 
06:00 0:00  9 6 8 3 6.5 
        
Average frequency bus all operators: 3.91 and average frequency RET bus: 3.64. As can 
be seen this bus drives more frequently compared to the average buses (of RET). The 
table below, table 86, shows that the daily average of the bus amounts 5847 passengers. 
Assuming an average daily operational time of 18 hours, the passenger flow amounts: 
325 passengers per hour.  

To calculate the needed capacity of the new tramline, the current standard capacity of a 
bus is needed. One bus has a capacity of 90 passengers, assuming the ‘’inzetnorm’’ 
standard of 75%, the capacity amounts 68 passengers per bus.  
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TABLE	155.	BUS	LINE	44	PASSENGERS	(EXCEL	

Daily average Passengers/month 
2016-01 5852 
2016-02 5797 
2016-03 6238 
2016-04 5908 
2016-05 5433 
2017-01 5525 
2017-02 6417 
2017-03 6375 
2017-04 5154 
2017-05 5766 
Average 5847 

 

The bus line operates 6.5 times per hour per direction, meaning 6.5 multiplied with 68 
passengers = 442 passengers per hour. The new tram line, should at least handle the 
same amount of passengers. As can be derived from the first Case Study, the standard 
capacity of a tram is 138 (75% of the maximum 180). To transport 442 passengers per 
hour, the new tramline should have an average frequency of at least 3.2 departures per 
hour per direction.  

TABLE	156.	PASSENGERS	INDICATOR	VALUES	CASE	B	

Passengers Weights Bus Tram Unit 
Criterion  Current Scenario 1  
Frequency 0.178 6.5 2.4 Dep./hr./dr. 
Punctuality 0.119 85.82 91.3 % 
Passenger Safety 0.116 7.7 7.8 [1-10] 
Operational speed 0.152 12.5 17.6 Km/h 
Accessibility of PT system 0.064 8.3 8.7 [1-10] 
Travel information 0.092 7 7.3 [1-10] 
Image 0.042 7.4 7.6 [1-10] 
Travel comfort 0.09 7.4 7.6 [1-10] 
Ticket price 0.147 5.7 5.7 [1-10] 
 

Positive factor: !!
!"#

  

Negative factor: 1− !!
!"#

 

	

TABLE	157.	PASSENGERS	NORMALISED	VALUES	CASE	B	

Passengers Weights Bus Tram 
Criterion  Current Scenario 1 
Frequency 0.178 1.000 0.369 
Punctuality 0.119 0.940 1.000 
Passenger Safety 0.116 0.987 1.000 
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Operational speed 0.152 0.710 1.000 
Accessibility of PT system 0.064 0.954 1.000 
Travel information 0.092 0.959 1.000 
Image 0.042 0.974 1.000 
Travel comfort 0.090 0.974 1.000 
Ticket price 0.147 1.000 1.000 
 

TABLE	158.	PASSENGERS	RESULTS	CASE	B	

Passengers Bus Tram 
Criterion Current Scenario 1 
Frequency 0.178 0.066 
Punctuality 0.112 0.119 
Passenger Safety 0.115 0.116 
Operational speed 0.108 0.152 
Accessibility of PT system 0.061 0.064 
Travel information 0.088 0.092 
Image 0.041 0.042 
Travel comfort 0.088 0.090 
Ticket price 0.147 0.147 
Result 0.937 0.888 
 

TABLE	159.	PERFORMANCE	PASSENGERS	

Passengers Bus Tram 
Criterion Current Scenario 1 
Frequency 0% -63% 
Punctuality 0% 6% 
Passenger Safety 0% 1% 
Operational speed 0% 41% 
Accessibility of PT system 0% 5% 
Travel information 0% 4% 
Image 0% 3% 
Travel comfort 0% 3% 
Ticket price 0% 0% 
Result 0% -5% 
 

With regards to the costs to calculate the criteria for the government and public transport 
operators, the table below, table 160, is used. The same assumption is made as in the first 
case study, that the amount of vehicles needed equals the capacity (rounding up).  

TABLE	160.	COSTS	BUS	LINE	44	TO	TRAM	CASE	B	

Length Bus line 44 = 9.5km     
 Avg. freq 6.5 2.4 4 5 
 peak freq 8.5 4 4 5 
 System Bus Tram 2.4 Tram 4 Tram 5 
 Investment total  €510,000   €4,800,000   €4,800,000   €4,860,000  per year 

Investment infra  €456,000   €4,560,000   €4,560,000   €4,560,000  per yr 9.5 km 
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Investment vehicle  €54,000   €240,000   €240,000   €300,000  per year for 

Maintenance total  €869,540   €331,586   €398,561   €484,427  per year 

Maintenance Peak  €31,680   €75,562   €75,562   €94,452   per year  

Maintenance off peak  €87,360   €200,925   €267,900   €334,875   per year  

Maintenance infra  €750,500   €55,100   €55,100   €55,100   per year  

Operational total  €11.34   €6.45   €8.60   €10.75   per year 

Operational Peak  €2.49   €1.42   €1.89   €2.37  Per km 

Operational off peak  €8.85   €5.03   €6.71   €8.39  Per km 

      Operational costs per year  €725,760   €357,311   €476,414   €595,518  Per year 

TCO   €2,105,300   €5,488,897   €5,674,976   €5,939,945  per year 
 

TABLE	161.	GOVERNMENT	INDICATORS	CASE	B	

Government Weight Bus Tram Unit 
Criterion  Current Scenario1  
Operational costs 0.142 28.224 17.866 €mln./km 
Investments costs 0.155 4.5 33 €mln./km 
Maintenance costs 0.117 9.550 27.380 €mln./km 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 6 7 [1-10] 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 442 442 Pass/hr. 
Punctuality 0.063 85.82 91.30 % 
Passenger safety 0.063 1276 3784 €/day 
Flexibility 0.107 8 1 [1-10] 
System Capacity 0.125 68 138 Pass/vehicle 
 

TABLE	162.	GOVERNMENT	NORMALISED	VALUES	CASE	B	

Government Weight Bus Tram 
Criterion  Current Scenario1 
Operational costs 0.142 0.00 0.37 
Investments costs 0.155 0.06 0.00 
Maintenance costs 0.117 0.66 0.00 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 0.86 1.00 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 1.00 0.58 
Punctuality 0.063 0.94 1.00 
Passenger safety 0.063 0.66 0.00 
Flexibility 0.107 1.00 0.13 
System Capacity 0.125 0.49 1.00 
 

TABLE	163.	GOVERNMENT	RESULTS	CASE	B	

Government Bus Tram 
Criterion Current Scenario1 
Operational costs 0.000 0.052 
Investments costs 0.010 0.000 
Maintenance costs 0.077 0.000 
Liveability inhabitants 0.071 0.083 
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Passenger Forecast  0.147 0.085 
Punctuality 0.059 0.063 
Passenger safety 0.042 0.000 
Flexibility 0.107 0.013 
System Capacity 0.062 0.125 
Result 0.574 0.421 
 

TABLE	164.	GOVERNMENT	PERFORMANCE	MEASUREMENT	

Government Bus Tram 
Criterion Current Scenario1 
Operational costs 0% 49% 
Investments costs 0% -941% 
Maintenance costs 0% 65% 
Liveability inhabitants 0% 17% 
Passenger Forecast  0% -42% 
Punctuality 0% 6% 
Passenger safety 0% -297% 
Flexibility 0% -88% 
System Capacity 0% 103% 
Result 0% -27% 
 

The Earnings is calculated by multiplying the passenger forecast with the ticket price per 
km of € 0.146. The passenger forecast, in this case amounts 442 passengers per hour. 

TABLE	165.	OPERATORS	INDICATORS	CASE	B	

Public transport operators Weight Bus Tram Unit 
Criterion  Current Scenario 1  
Passenger forecast 0.213 325 187 Pass/hr. 
Earnings 0.121 47 27 €/km 
Politics --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.146 0.146 €/km 
System capacity 0.12 68 138 Pass/veh. 
Frequency 0.129 6.5 2.4 Dep./hr./dr. 
Operational speed 0.108 12.5 17.6 Km/h 
TCO 0.158 2.11 5.49 €mln./yr. 
Passenger safety 0.107 1276 3784 €/day 
 

TABLE	166.	OPERATORS	NORMALISED	VALUES	CASE	B	

Public transport operators Weight Bus Tram 
Criterion  Current Scenario 1 
Passenger forecast 0.213 1.000 0.575 
Earnings 0.121 1.000 0.575 
Politics --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 1.000 1.000 
System capacity 0.12 0.493 1.000 
Frequency 0.129 1.000 0.369 
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Operational speed 0.108 0.710 1.000 
TCO 0.158 0.646 0.076 
Passenger safety 0.107 0.663 0.000 
 

TABLE	167.	OPERATORS	RESULTS	CASE	B	

Public transport operators Bus Tram 
Criterion Current Scenario 1 
Passenger forecast 0.213 0.123 
Earnings 0.121 0.070 
Politics --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.044 
System capacity 0.059 0.120 
Frequency 0.129 0.048 
Operational speed 0.077 0.108 
TCO 0.102 0.012 
Passenger safety 0.071 0.000 
Result 0.816 0.524 
 

TABLE	168.	OPERATORS	PERFORMANCE	MEASUREMENT	

Public transport operators Bus Tram 
Criterion Current Scenario 1 
Passenger forecast 0% -42% 
Earnings 0% -42% 
Politics --- --- 
Ticket price 0% 0% 
System capacity 0% 103% 
Frequency 0% -63% 
Operational speed 0% 41% 
TCO 0% -100% 
Passenger safety 0% -100% 
Result 0% -30% 
 

Table 169, below shows the results of the case study. 

TABLE	169.	RESULTS	CASE	B	BUS	LINE	44	RET	ROTTERDAM	

Stakeholders Bus – Current Tram – Scenario 1  
Passengers 0% -5% 
Government 0% -27% 
Operators 0% -30% 
 

As can be derived from the table, all three groups have a preference for the current 
situation. The criterion, frequency, scores high for the passengers group, the new case, 
assumes a frequency decrease from 6.5 to 3.2 vehicle departures per hour. The higher 
capacity of the tram will result in a situation where, on average, every 20 minutes a tram 
will arrive instead of every 10 minutes a bus. The waiting time becomes twice as long, 
explaining the preference for the current situation.  
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From the government’s perspective, the flexibility scores high and the investment costs 
for the tram are extremely high compared to that of the bus. This makes sense because 
new railways need to be constructed for the new situation. Both the investment costs as 
the maintenance costs of the infrastructure contributes highly to the preference for bus.  

With regards to the public transport operators, the preference goes to the new 
alternative, the tram. This observation can be made based on the following three criteria: 

System capacity, frequency and passenger safety investments. The system capacity scores 
higher and in combination with the lower frequency, the same amount of passengers can 
be transferred.  

Change in frequency 

Government not taken into account because they already prefer a tram, higher frequency 
means more trams, means higher costs means lower values for government. 

TABLE	170.	PASSENGERS	INDICATORS	WITH	TRAM	FREQUENCY	VARIANTS	BUS	LINE	44	

Passengers Weights Bus Tram Tram Tram 

Criterion   Current freq=3.2 freq =4 freq = 5 
Frequency 0.178 6.5 2.4 4 5 
Punctuality 0.119 85.82 91.3 91.3 91.3 
Passenger Safety 0.116 7.7 7.8 7.8 7.8 
Operational speed 0.152 12.5 17.6 17.6 17.6 
Accessibility of PT 
system 0.064 8.3 8.7 8.7 8.7 

Travel information 0.092 7 7.3 7.3 7.3 
Image 0.042 7.4 7.6 7.6 7.6 
Travel comfort 0.09 7.4 7.6 7.6 7.6 
Ticket price 0.147 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 

 

 

TABLE	171.	PASSENGERS	NORMALISED	VALUES	FREQUENCY	VARIANTS	BUS	LINE	44	

Passengers Weights Bus Tram Tram Tram 

Criterion   Current freq=3.2 freq =4 freq = 5 
Frequency 0.178 1.000 0.369 0.615 0.769 
Punctuality 0.119 0.940 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Passenger Safety 0.116 0.987 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Operational speed 0.152 0.710 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Accessibility of PT 
system 0.064 0.954 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Travel information 0.092 0.959 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Image 0.042 0.974 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Travel comfort 0.09 0.974 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Ticket price 0.147 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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TABLE	172.	PASSENGERS	RESULTS	FREQUENCY	VARIANTS	BUS	LINE	44	

Passengers Bus Tram Tram Tram 

Criterion Current freq = 2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Frequency 0.178 0.066 0.110 0.137 
Punctuality 0.112 0.119 0.119 0.119 
Passenger Safety 0.115 0.116 0.116 0.116 
Operational speed 0.108 0.152 0.152 0.152 
Accessibility of PT 
system 0.061 0.064 0.064 0.064 

Travel information 0.088 0.092 0.092 0.092 
Image 0.041 0.042 0.042 0.042 
Travel comfort 0.088 0.090 0.090 0.090 
Ticket price 0.147 0.147 0.147 0.147 
Results 0.937 0.888 0.932 0.959 

 

TABLE	173.	PASSENGERS	PERFORMANCE	MEASUREMENT	TRAM	FREQUENCIES	CASE	B	

Passengers Bus Tram Tram Tram 

Criterion Current freq = 2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Frequency 0% -63% -38% -23% 
Punctuality 0% 6% 6% 6% 
Passenger Safety 0% 1% 1% 1% 
Operational speed 0% 41% 41% 41% 
Accessibility of PT 
system 0% 5% 5% 5% 

Travel information 0% 4% 4% 4% 
Image 0% 3% 3% 3% 
Travel comfort 0% 3% 3% 3% 
Ticket price 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Results 0% -5% -1% 2% 

 

Change in TCO: 

TABLE	174.	TCO	CALCULATION	FREQUENCY	VARIANTS	BUS	LINE	44	

System Bus Tram 2.4 Tram 4 Tram 5  
Vehicles needed off 
peak 7 3 4 4 

 Length line 44 = 9.5km 9 3 4 5 
 avg freq 6.5 2.4 4 5 
 peak freq 8.5 4 4 5 
 System Bus Tram 2.4 Tram 4 Tram 5 
 Investment total  €510,000   €4,800,000   €4,800,000   €4,860,000  per year 

Investment infra  €456,000   €4,560,000   €4,560,000   €4,560,000  per year for 9.5 km 

Investment vehicle  €54,000   €240,000   €240,000   €300,000  per year  

Maintenance total  €869,540   €331,586   €398,561   €484,427  per year 

Maintenance Peak  €31,680   €75,562   €75,562   €94,452   per year  
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Maintenance off peak  €87,360   €200,925   €267,900   €334,875   per year  

Maintenance infra  €750,500   €55,100   €55,100   €55,100   per year  

Operational total  €11.34   €6.45   €8.60   €10.75   per year  

Operational Peak  €2.49   €1.42   €1.89   €2.37  Per km 

Operational off peak  €8.85   €5.03   €6.71   €8.39  Per km 

      Operational costs tot.  €725,760   €357,311   €476,414   €595,518  Per year 

TCO   €2,105,300   €5,488,897   €5,674,976   €5,939,945  per year 

      

      

 
Bus Tram 2.4 Tram 4 Tram 5 

 Investment  €0.51   €4.80   €4.80   €4.86  per year 

Maintenance  €0.87   €0.33   €0.40   €0.48  per year 

Operational  €0.73   €0.36   €0.48   €0.60  per year 

      TCO  €2.11   €5.49   €5.67   €5.94  mln euro per year 
 

 

 

TABLE	175.	OPERATORS	INDICATORS	FREQUENCY	VARIANTS	BUS	LINE	44	

Public transport 
operators Weight Bus Tram Tram Tram 

Criterion   Current freq = 2.4 freq = 4 freq = 5 
Passenger forecast 0.213 325 187 237 322 
Earnings 0.121 47 27 35 47 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.146 0.146 0.146 0.146 
System capacity 0.12 68 138 138 138 
Frequency 0.129 6.5 2.4 4 5 
Operational speed 0.108 12.5 17.6 17.6 17.6 
TCO 0.158 2.11 5.49 5.67 5.94 
Passenger safety 0.107 1276 3784 3784 3784 

 

 

TABLE	176.	OPERATORS	NORMALISED	VALUES	FREQUENCY	VARIANTS	BUS	LINE	44	

Public transport 
operators Weight Bus Tram Tram Tram 

Criterion   Current freq = 2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Passenger forecast 0.213 1.000 0.575 0.729 0.991 
Earnings 0.121 1.000 0.575 0.729 0.991 
Politics --- --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
System capacity 0.12 0.493 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Frequency 0.129 1.000 0.369 0.615 0.769 
Operational speed 0.108 0.710 1.000 1.000 1.000 
TCO 0.158 0.646 0.076 0.045 0.000 
Passenger safety 0.107 0.663 0.000 0.000 0.000 

 

TABLE	177.	OPERATORS	RESULT	TABLE	FREQUENCY	VARIANTS	BUS	LINE	44	

Public transport operators Bus Tram Tram Tram 

Criterion Current freq = 3.2 freq =4 freq = 5 
Passenger forecast 0.213 0.123 0.155 0.211 
Earnings 0.121 0.070 0.088 0.120 
Politics --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 
System capacity 0.059 0.120 0.120 0.120 
Frequency 0.129 0.048 0.079 0.099 
Operational speed 0.077 0.108 0.108 0.108 
TCO 0.102 0.006 0.007 0.000 
Passenger safety 0.071 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Result	 0.816 0.518 0.602 0.702 

 

TABLE	178.	OPERATORS	CASE	B	TRAM	FREQUENCIES	PERFORMANCE	

Public transport operators Bus Tram Tram Tram 

Criterion Current freq = 2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Passenger forecast 0% -42% -27% -1% 
Earnings 0% -42% -27% -1% 
Politics --- --- --- --- 
Ticket price 0% 0% 0% 0% 
System capacity 0% 103% 103% 103% 
Frequency 0% -63% -38% -23% 
Operational speed 0% 41% 41% 41% 
TCO 0% -94% -93% -100% 
Passenger safety 0% -100% -100% -100% 
Result	 0% -36% -26% -14% 

 

TABLE	179.	INDICATORS	GOVERNMENT	CASE	B	

Government Weight Bus Tram Tram Tram 
Criterion   Current freq =2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Operational costs 0.142 0.73 0.36 0.48 0.60 
Investments costs 0.155 0.51 4.80 4.80 4.86 
Maintenance costs 0.117 0.87 0.33 0.40 0.48 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 6 7 7 7 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 325 187 237 322 
Punctuality 0.063 85.82 91.3 91.3 91.3 
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Passenger safety 0.063 1276 3784 3784 3784 
Flexibility 0.107 8 1 1 1 
System Capacity 0.125 68 138 138 138 

	

TABLE	180.	NORMALISED	VALUES	GOVERNMENT	CASE	B	

Government Weight Bus Tram Tram Tram 
Criterion   Current freq =2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Operational costs 0.142 0.000 0.508 0.344 0.179 
Investments costs 0.155 0.895 0.012 0.012 0.000 
Maintenance costs 0.117 0.000 0.619 0.542 0.443 
Liveability inhabitants 0.083 0.857 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 1.000 0.575 0.729 0.991 
Punctuality 0.063 0.940 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Passenger safety 0.063 0.663 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flexibility 0.107 1.000 0.125 0.125 0.125 
System Capacity 0.125 0.493 1.000 1.000 1.000 

 

 

TABLE	181.	RESULTS	GOVERNMENT	CASE	B	TRAM	FREQUENCIES	

Government Bus Tram Tram Tram 
Criterion Current freq =2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Operational costs 0.000 0.072 0.049 0.025 
Investments costs 0.139 0.002 0.002 0.000 
Maintenance costs 0.000 0.072 0.063 0.052 
Liveability inhabitants 0.071 0.083 0.083 0.083 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 0.085 0.107 0.146 
Punctuality 0.059 0.063 0.063 0.063 
Passenger safety 0.042 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flexibility 0.107 0.013 0.013 0.013 
System Capacity 0.062 0.125 0.125 0.125 

Results 0.626 0.515 0.506 0.507 
 

 

TABLE	182.	GOVERNMENT	PERFORMANCE	RESULTS	CASE	B	

Government Bus Tram Tram Tram 
Criterion Current freq =2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Operational costs 0% 49% 66% 82% 
Investments costs 0% -941% -941% -953% 
Maintenance costs 0% -262% -218% -179% 
Liveability inhabitants 0% 117% 117% 117% 
Passenger Forecast  0% 58% 73% 99% 
Punctuality 0% 106% 106% 106% 
Passenger safety 0% -297% -297% -297% 
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Flexibility 0% 13% 13% 13% 
System Capacity 0% 203% 203% 203% 
Results 0% -23% -19% -19% 

 

IF GOVERNMENT INVESTMENTS COSTS ARE 0: 

 

TABLE	183.	CASE	B	GOVERNMENT	WITHOUT	INVESTMENT	COSTS	

Government Bus Tram Tram Tram 
Criterion Current freq =2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Operational costs 0.000 0.072 0.049 0.025 
Investments costs 0.155 0.002 0.002 0.000 
Maintenance costs 0.000 0.041 0.063 0.052 
Liveability inhabitants 0.071 0.083 0.083 0.083 
Passenger Forecast  0.147 0.085 0.107 0.146 
Punctuality 0.059 0.063 0.063 0.063 
Passenger safety 0.042 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flexibility 0.107 0.013 0.013 0.013 
System Capacity 0.062 0.125 0.125 0.125 
Results 0.643 0.484 0.506 0.507 

 

 

TABLE	184.	GOVERNMENT	PERFORMANCE	CASE	B	FREQUENCIES	

Government Bus Tram Tram Tram 
Criterion Current freq =2.4 freq =4 freq = 5 
Operational costs 0% 49% 66% 82% 
Investments costs 0% N/A N/A N/A 
Maintenance costs 0% -262% -218% -179% 
Liveability inhabitants 0% 117% 117% 117% 
Passenger Forecast  0% 58% 73% 99% 
Punctuality 0% 106% 106% 106% 
Passenger safety 0% -297% -297% -297% 
Flexibility 0% 13% 13% 13% 
System Capacity 0% 203% 203% 203% 
Results 0% -25% -21% -21% 
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TABLE	185.	RESULTS	FREQUENCY	VARIANTS	BUS	LINE	44	

Results Bus Tram 2.4 Tram 4 Tram 5 
Passengers 0% -5% -1% 2% 
Government 0% -23% -19% -19% 
Government  
(-investments) 0% -25% -21% -21% 

PT Operators 0% -37% -26% -14% 
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APPENDIX	XI.	SENSITIVITY	ANALYSIS	

This appendix presents the sensitivity analysis. The first sensitivity analysis that is 
performed is the change of the criteria Image and Travel Comfort of the eBus. These 
criteria were estimated using input from the interviews with the public transport 
operators.  

The second analysis changes the estimated flexibility values for all modalities to 1. After 
this, the same is done with the criterion liveability. 

The fourth analysis changes the average operational speed of the bus. This value is 
calculated using data from the Utrecht region. From Brogt (2013) can be derived that the 
average operational speed of a bus amounts 15-20 km/h. So, this analysis uses an 
operational speed of 20 km/h to analyse if and how this influences the results. 

The final sensitivity analysis compares the results when using data from the MRDH 
region instead of national data. The ‘OV-Klantenbarometer’ shows information how in 
general, passengers perceive public transport. This data can also be filtered using only 
data from the MRDH Region.  

TABLE	186.	SENSITIVITY	ANALYSIS	EBUS	VALUES	EQUAL	TO	BUS	PASSENGERS	

eBus Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Normal 0% -2% 0% -1% -1% 1% 
eBus = Bus 0% -2% 0% -1% -1% 0% 
 

As can be seen, the result does not differ that much in a sense that the passengers still are 
indifferent with regards to the system choice. 

If the value of liveability is changed to 1 compared to normal: only applicable to 
government: 

TABLE	187.	SENSITIVITY	ANALYSIS	LIVEABILITY	GOVERNMENT	

Liveability Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Normal 0% 2% -17% 4% 19% -13% 
Liveability = 1 0% -1% -21% 2% 14% -14% 
The table shows that the results do not vary that much. The biggest difference that can 
be observed is the positive perception of the tram to a negative one.  

If flexibility is changed to 1: 

TABLE	188.	SENSITIVITY	ANALYSIS	FLEXIBILITY	GOVERNMENT	

Flexibility Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Normal 0% 2% -17% 4% 19% -13% 
Flexibility = 1 0% 17% -2% 8% 34% -11% 
The flexibility shows a high difference for the Rail-based systems.  

Higher operational speed of bus, as stated by Brogt, only operators: 
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TABLE	189.	SENSITIVITY	ANALYSIS	FLEXIBILITY	OPERATORS	

Speed Bus Tram Metro BRT LRT eBus 
Normal (12.5) 0% 32% 37% 45% 49% -4% 
20 km/h 0% 26% 31% 39% 42% -8% 
The table shows a very low variance in results comparing the modalities to one another. 

 

Passengers National vs. MRDH region 

TABLE	190.	SENSITIVITY	ANALYSIS	PASSENGERS	NATIONAL	VS.	MRDH	REGION	

Passengers Bus Tram Metro 
National 0% -2% 0% 
MRDH region 0% 0% 0% 
 

TABLE	191.	MRDH	VS.	NATIONAL	RESULTS	

Passengers Bus Tram Metro 
National 7.347 7.176 7.354 
Metropolitan area 7.238 7.23 7.231 

 

Using MRDH region data shows that the perception of the tram changes positive. It 
seems like the passengers in the MRDH region have a more positive effect regarding rail-
based systems. 

 

Taking into account a frequency of 8 trams per hour per direction for the second case 
study results in the following TCO calculation table: 

System Tram  8 frequency  
Investment total 	€5,040,000	 per	year 
Investment infra 	€4,560,000	 per	year	for	9.5	km 
Investment vehicle 	€480,000	 per	year	for	#	vehicles 
Maintenance total 	€742,023	 per	year 
Maintenance vehicles 	€686,923	 	per	year	 
Maintenance infra 	€55,100	 	per	year	 
Operational total 	€17.20	 	per	year	for	#	vehicles	 
   
Operational costs per year 	€952,828	  
TCO  	€6,734,851	 per	year 

 

A system with length 9.5 km is assumed with a life span of 50 years. Furthermore, the 
passenger forecast is calculated using the both the frequency bonus (2.5%) and the tram 
bonus (4.3%). A frequency change from 6.5 to 8 means a loss in waiting time from 
around 9 minutes to 7-8 minutes. This is a gain of almost 2 minutes with a passenger 
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increase of 2.5%, derived from Appendix X. The number of passengers for a tram 
system with frequency 8 amounts: 325*1.043*1.025 = 347.  

Calculating the perceptions for the three groups results in the following table: 

TABLE	192.	FREQUENCIES	SENSITIVITY	CASE	B	RESULTS	

 Bus Tram 3.2 Tram 4 Tram 5 Tram 8 
Passengers 0% -3% 1% 3% 11% 
Government 0% -18% -19% -18% -31% 
Operators 0% -33% -24% -12% -5% 
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APPENDIX	XII.	THE	DECISION-MAKING	PROCESS		

Verkenning: Wat is het doel 

Planstudie: wat zijn de kosten, uitvoering, wie financier mee als dit van toepassing is? 

Uitwerkingsfase: financiele reservering moet gedaan worden, moment dat geld 
beschikbaar gested moet worden 

Realisatiefase: Haalbaarheid, wie betaalt wat… 

Vaststelling: 

Interview Decision-Maker Process 

- Where in the process can this information be used? 

- How important is the perception of passengers in the decision-making process? 

 

 

Explora(on	 Elabora(on	 Realiza(on	 Determina(on	Plan	study	

A	problem	has	been	
detected	and	this	phase	
will	inves(gate	which	

possible	solu(ons	need	to	
be	and	can	be	
implemented.	

A?er	doing	extensive	
research	in	phase	1,	a	

possible	solu(on	is	known.	
An	es(ma(on	of	costs	and	
effects	is	known,	however	
it	is	not	certain	yet	who	will	
be	financing	what	and	if	the	

project	can	be	
implemented.	There	is	also	
a	rough	es(mate	of	the	

schedule.	

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

The	project	has	been	
included	in	the	IPVa*.	

A	more	accurate	schedule	
is	presented,		

There	is	s(ll	no	certainty	
that	the	project	will	be	

executed		
A	financial	reserva(on	
needs	to	be	made.	

The	project	is	ready	for	
construc(on.	The	financial	
resources	and	payments	

period	are	know.	
Either	subsidy	or	budget	is	
known	and	approved.	
Schedule	is	known,	

Execu(on	period	is	known.	
Projects	feasibility	is	

visualized.	

The	project	is	ready	for	
implementa(on	and	the	
final	details	need	to	be	

handled.	
The	financial	obliga(on	is	
closed	a?er	the	final	
subsidy	is	determined.	
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APPENDIX	XIII. 	CRITERIA	EXPLANATION	

This appendix will provide an explanation of all the criteria, presented in chapter 4.3. 

1.  Image  

This criterion is defined as the image of each public transport system in the eyes of 
public transport users (van Oort N. , 2011). It is expected that the image of a bus, for 
example, is different compared to that of a metro or tram. The image of a system is 
measure in a grade between [1-10], with 1 meaning really negative and 10 really positive.  

2.  Emissions 

Emissions are becoming more and more important nowadays. That is one of the biggest 
reasons that this is an important criterion to take into consideration when comparing 
different transport modes (Jain & Tiwari, 2016). Passengers and governmental 
organisations for example who value sustainability, strive for lower emissions (CROW-
KpVV, 2016). The factor Emissions can be measured in grams CO2 per km [CO2/km] 
for each mode (Brogt, 2013). 

3.  Frequency  

The frequency is measured in amount of (planned) departures per hour and also gives 
information regarding the waiting time for passengers (CROW-KpVV, 2016). It is 
expected that passengers value systems with a higher frequency higher compared to 
systems with a lower frequency. However, a higher frequency also means higher 
emissions, more maintenance costs as a result of wear, higher operational costs, but also 
a higher transport per capacity (per hour) (Putra & Sitanggang, 2016). The frequency is 
also a measure for the waiting time. The higher the waiting time, the lower the chance 
passengers will use this system. Increasing the frequency will lead to a lower waiting time. 
The frequency of each mode can be measured in amount of vehicles departing per hour 
in the same direction at the begin station [veh./hr./dir.]. 

4.  Environmental nuisance 

Environmental nuisance (Rijkswaterstaat, 2017) can be characterized as the noise public 
transport systems generate when operational (CROW-KpVV, 2016). This environmental 
nuisance can be a negative criterion for the inhabitants living nearby the access and 
egress points. For example, a higher frequency results in more busses, trams or metro’s 
departing and arriving in a shorter time period (Jain & Tiwari, 2016). This will negatively 
contribute to the environmental nuisance. The environmental nuisance of each modality 
can be measured in amount of dB above the allowed boundary (NSG, 2004), which can 
differ per situation. 

5.  System capacity 

System capacity is defined as the maximum amount of passengers that can be 
transported per bus, tram or metro (RET, 2017). It is expected that a higher capacity will 
result in the possibility of transporting more passengers.  The system capacity of each 
vehicle can be measured as amount of maximum passengers that can be transported in 
one vehicle [passengers/vehicle]. 
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6.  Operational speed 

The operational speed in this research is defined as the average velocity a system 
overpasses (CROW-KpVV, 2016). This information is important for calculating the total 
travel time of public transport (van Oort N. , 2011). When competing with cars and 
other transport modes, the travel time is one of the most important aspects passengers 
take into account (Wu & Pojani, 2016). The travel time in case of future transportation 
system is more difficult to calculate, especially when deciding upon different transport 
systems. The operational speed is measured in average speed of the system in [km/h]. 

7.  Length of the System 

The total length of the system can be used to calculate the investment per km. By 
calculating the investment costs per km, all systems can be compared with each other 
using the same level of measurement (Infrasite, 2015). The length of the system will 
influence the image of the city. A shorter length, in this case, directly means more stops 
which results in more areas becoming accessible. As explained in the text underneath 
criteria 28 Land and Economic development, higher accessibility contributes positively to 
the image of the city. The length of the system can be defined as the average distance 
between stops [km/stop].  

8.  Total cost of ownership - TCO 

The total cost of ownership (TCO) is defined as the costs of a system over its life cycle. 
It is important to investigate which stakeholders are involved (section 3.2) and determine 
the costs they encounter throughout the total life cycle of the system (van Oort, van der 
Bijl, & Maartens, 2016). The total cost of ownership include Operational, Maintenance 
and Investment costs. The TCO can be measured as yearly cost per system [€/yr].  

a)  Operational costs 

The operational costs are defined as the costs (in €) per km (MacKechnie, Bus and light 
rail costs, 2016). Information can be found regarding operating costs of public transport 
vehicles (United States Department of Transportation, 2016).  

b)  Investments costs 

The investment costs is of high importance when comparing and deciding which public 
transport system suits best for implementation (Weisbrod, Mulley, & Hensher, 2016).  
The investment costs can be measured in € per year.  

c)  Maintenance costs   

The maintenance costs can be divided into two different costs. The first one is 
preventive maintenance and can be defined as maintenance to prevent failure of the 
system (Schiavone, 2010). The second one is corrective maintenance and is conducted 
when there is a fault in the system (Stiles Machinery, 2012). The maintenance costs can 
be measured in € per year. 

09.  Livability inhabitants 

A new transport project influences the view, quality and privacy of the nearby 
inhabitants. This factor is coherent with the environmental nuisance and may have a 
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negative aspect on the livability in an area (van Oort N. , 2011). The livability is going to 
be measured on a [1-10] scale, where 1 means that the system has a very negative impact 
on the livability of the inhabitants and 10 meaning no negative impact at all.  

10.  Passenger safety  

Information regarding the safety of passengers will give some insight in how safe the 
passenger feels when using a specific transport mode. It is also important to investigate 
how the public transport operators are trying to keep the safety high (Gray, 1979). These 
safety measures can be different within the systems and therefore also have another 
feeling of safety.  Measuring the passenger safety is different for the groups, based on 
their perception. The passengers for example, see safety as a how they feel or perceive 
safety in while using the transport system. The passenger safety, in this case, can be 
defined in a grade between [1-10], with a 1 meaning very unsafe and a 10 very safe. 
However, the public transport operators and the government invest in passenger safety 
and therefore, it can be measured in € invested in safety measurements per day [€/day] 
(explained more extensively in Appendix VII, Section M). 

11.  Possibility for Autonomous system 

When looking at future public transport services, it is expected that the majority, if not 
all, systems will become driverless (Fountain, 2016) (McDermott, 2017). When 
comparing different public transport systems, it is important to take into account the 
possibility and level of ease to change to an autonomous system. This criterion can be 
measured using a [1,10] scale with 10 representing easy to automate and a 1, no 
possibility to automate.  

12.  Flexibility 

The flexibility of a system can be defined as the dependency on the infrastructure and the 
possibility to take de-routes if necessary, while maintaining around the same level of 
quality. A bus for example, has a very low dependency on the infrastructure, especially 
compared to rail based systems such as a tram or metro (Eisenkopf, Burgdorf, & Knorr, 
2017). When there is an accident on the road or it is closed for maintenance, the bus can 
easily take another route having a high flexibility, while maintaining the same level of 
quality. Systems that have a high dependency on their infrastructure, such as the tram 
and metro for example, are less flexible. The flexibility can be measured with a [1,10] 
scale, with 1 meaning not flexible at all with a high dependency on its infrastructure and 
10 meaning highly flexible, no dependency. 

13.  Travel (& Seat) comfort 

The travel and seat comfort (CROW-KpVV, 2016) contributes to traveling experience 
(van Oort N. , 2011). The higher this comfort, the better the experience (Gray, 1979). 
This aspect will differ between the different modalities so passengers may prefer one 
mode over the other based on travel comfort. The OV Klantenbarometer (Customer 
Barometer) of 2016, conducted by the Kennisplatform Verkeer en Vervoer (KpVV) in 
the Netherlands is a survey which measures the experience, opinion and perception of 
passengers on public transport systems (CROW-KpVV, 2016). The following four 
criteria, among other ones, are measured and the average of these four is a grade for the 
overall travel comfort. The travel comfort is divided in the following four aspects: 
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Seating availability, Noise, Driving style and Cleanliness. The travel comfort can be 
defined with a grade between [1-10], with a 1 meaning highly uncomfortable and 10 
highly comfortable.  

14.  Accessibility of PT System 

Different modes all have different entry or exit barriers resulting in different accessibility 
levels (CROW-KpVV, 2016). A metro for example, operates most of the time 
underground making it less accessible compared to a standard bus. For passengers, this 
aspect may play an important role when making decisions about which transport system 
to choose. For other stakeholders who are involved in the construction of these systems 
and stops, the accessibility also may play an important role. 

15.  Ticket price 

The ticket price is also an important aspect to take into account. The passengers for 
example, will likely to use public transport far easier at a lower price. The service 
operators however, such as RET and HTM experience more income at higher ticket 
prices (CROW-KpVV, 2016). Furthermore, this ticket price will influence the earnings. 
The ticket price can be measured in € per km.  

16.  Additional passenger services  

Offering additional services, such as Wi-Fi in the metro or bus contributes to highly to a 
positive passenger experience (RET-wifi, 2015). Additional services, however, do come 
with extra costs for the service operators. Furthermore, different transport systems may 
be able to provide different additional services. The additional services can be defined 
with a grade between [1-10], 1 no additional services, 10 high amount of additional 
services. 

17.  Travel information (in system) 

Providing travel information at stations and in the systems also contributes positively to 
passenger experience (CROW-KpVV, 2016). For the service operators, this will bring 
additional costs. When comparing different systems with each other, the provided 
information in the system may be different. The travel information can be defined with a 
grade between [1-10], 1 no information, 10 a great amount of information. 

18.  Driver/staff interaction (help) with passengers 

The driver’s interaction differs within each system. For example, in the bus, this 
interaction is higher compared to a metro, where the driver hardly interacts with its 
passengers. This interaction has an influence on the passengers travel experience. When 
thinking about autonomous vehicles, this interaction factor is being scaled out, which 
will save significantly in costs for the service operators. The drivers’ interaction can be 
defined with a grade between [1-10], with 1 meaning (almost) no interaction and 10 full 
time interaction. 

19.  Parking availability at stops (car, bike) 

With regards to passenger services, parking availability at stations is also an important 
factor that contributes to passenger experience/happiness. When more parking is 
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available, the passenger has less trouble to park their bike or car and this increases the 
accessibility of the system. A bus station for example, almost always has lower parking 
availability. However, this is because the amount of passengers one bus stop has to serve 
is far lower compared to that of a metro station. This research will further investigate, if 
this criterion is chosen as important enough, how passengers value this aspect for each 
system. The importance of parking availability can be defined with a grade between [1-
10], 1 no parking availabilities and 10 always parking spots available near the entrance. 

20.  Punctuality 

The punctuality is a measure to define the amount of times a vehicle arrives on time at 
the designated stop, according to its schedule (Rudnicki, 1997). This is an important 
factor because the punctuality contributes to the reliability of the system. A high 
punctuality means that the public transport vehicle, most of the time, if not always, 
arrives at the predefined time, making the system more reliable. The punctualities for the 
various modes are defined differently, dependent on each operator. This definition is 
dependent on the departure stations, important nodes, time-stations and transfer 
stations. Furthermore, the punctuality also depends on the difference in real-time 
departure compared to the departure time in the timetable. Some systems or operators 
use a margin of 3 minutes, while other ones use margin of maximum 2 minutes. This is 
further discussed in the recommendations and Appendix VII, Section E. The punctuality 
can be measured in percentage [0-100%], however, via a survey, an image can be 
obtained how the passengers perceive the punctuality. 

21.  Forecast Passengers 

The criterion Forecast Passengers can be characterized as the expected amount of 
passengers using the system (Andersson, Brundell-Freij, & Eliasson, 2017).  This is an 
important aspect, mainly for municipalities and public transport operators. From this 
information they can derive the amount of expected passengers that will use the system 
and supply the correct amount of material and personnel. This will also give them insight 
in the overall expenses based on the demand. The forecast can be measured by amount 
of expected passengers, [passengers]. 

22.  Earnings 

Earnings could be an important aspect for the government and more importantly the 
public transport operators. This will give an estimation of the earnings of the tickets and 
will provide insight in the profits of the transport system. Most of the public transport 
systems are loss-making systems which means subsidies are needed from the government 
keep them operational. The higher the earnings, the less subsidy is needed meaning a 
healthier financial situation of the public transport operators. Assuming that a fixed 
amount of subsidy is received, the remaining could be used for improvements of/in the 
system. Another aspect which could be taken into account in the Earnings is the increase 
in land value. The earnings can be measured in € per km [€/km]. 

23. Political considerations 

Political considerations is also an important aspect which influences the decision-making 
process (Carmen & Lidestam, 2016). There are examples of non-profitable projects 
where no-one exactly knows why and how they are implemented (Rosenberg, 2016), 
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(Sturm, 2008). Another aspect that can be decisive is the Alderman and his/her wishes. 
The influence of an Alderman on the process can be quite important especially if his/her 
intentions are to leave a landmark behind (Wijmenga, Veeneman, & Hirschhorn, 2017).  

This factor can be characterized under the E5. Equity element of the 5xE framework, 
because this element describes the equality of public transport. This political pressure 
should serve as a tool to connect all parts of the city with each other and making facilities 
in and around the city as accessible as possible.  

The political considerations factor is not taken into account, also explained in section 5.2, 
due to the difficulty in estimating this criterion. It is still a highly important factor, 
especially in the decision-making process. However, almost impossible to quantify and 
therefore will be left out of scope in this research.  

24.  Robustness 

Robustness in public transport can be defined as the extent in which the system and its 
performance can cope with disruptions and disturbances (Cats, Koppenol, & Warnier, 
2017). This is an important aspect to take into account when deciding upon public 
transport. Not only for operational purposes but also from an investment point of view, 
this can be an important factor to look at. The more robust the system usually means 
higher investment and/or maintenance costs. From a passengers point of view, a system 
that could deal with more disturbances compared to other ones is more interesting 
because of the higher likelihood of arriving at the destination on the specified time. 
Robustness can be measured, as described by Snelder (2010) and Yap (2014), by vehicle 
loss hours [vehicle loss hours]. 

25.  Security 

The security of public transport also differs per modality. A metro for example has 
higher capacity and therefore is able to transport more people in the same time period. A 
higher density of people increases the risk of, for example, a terrorist attack. Besides the 
capacity, one of the aspects that also play an important role is the dependency on the 
infrastructure. The higher the dependency, the less ways passengers are able to escape in 
case something bad happens. A system that can transport a high amount of people, on a 
dedicated infrastructure having a low flexibility looks a like an easy target. This should be 
more than enough reason that a system that meets the above-mentioned requirements 
should have a higher security level (Civitas, 2011).  

26.  Spatial quality 

Spatial quality can be defined as the influence of transportation projects on land use 
(Leendertse, Langbroek, Arts, & Nijhuis, 2016). A new transport project influences the 
not only the surrounding area, but also the area where the stops and infrastructure is 
constructed. The development of these stops and infrastructure are built at the expense 
of greenery. The space that is lost when implementing a new system and its influence on 
its environment, should also be a factor to take into account (NCEA, n.d.) 

27. Life span 

Life span of the systems in years is dependent not only on the infrastructure but also on 
the vehicles. The life span of the infrastructure usually is higher compared to the life 
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span of the vehicles. Both the life span of the infrastructure and the vehicles differs per 
modality. A bus for example has a lower life span compared to a metro (Kay, Clark, 
Duffy, Laube, & Lian ), (MacKechnie, 2017), (Singal, 2015) & (Wijmenga, Veeneman, & 
Hirschhorn, 2017). A higher life span increases the value of the city and some systems 
are built for decades to operate within and around the city. The life span of the system be 
measured in years and will be indicated by the life span of the vehicles [years].  

28. Land and economic development 

The factor land and economic development can also be seen as one of the wider 
economic benefits of public transport. As explained above, in the introduction of section 
3.2.1, this factor measures, in what way the new public transport system contributes to 
land and economic development. One example can be derived from the observation 
made by Schafer & Viktor (1998), that faster modes of transport lead to people living 
further away from their work. Higher income leads to spending relatively more on 
travelling which results in increasing distances between home and work. If people 
commute further away from home and travel times decrease, cities become larger making 
more areas better accessible. This directly has a positive effect on the economic 
development of these and surrounding areas (van Oort & van der Bijl, 2014). 

In literature, various effects can be found regarding the influence of public transport 
(systems) on the surrounding environment. Boarnet (2011) states that major transport 
infrastructure investments do contribute to the economic conditions and are powerful 
determinant of urban development patterns. Bollinger and Ihlanfeldt (1997) make two 
distinctions in land use impact: 

1. Regional growth due to increased productivity 
2. Local growth, around the station(s), due to higher accessibility  

One example of the above-mentioned observations can be seen in a study conducted by 
by Catala, Reader and Perk (2012), the vast majority of the studies find positive impacts 
on property values from nearby rail transit. Another example was found by Mullins, 
Washington & Stokes (1987) that the BRT in Ottawa had some positive effect on land 
development in areas surrounding stations. In a report of the Federal Transit Authority, 
land use impacts of BRT are examined (FTA-BRT, 2009). They identified that property 
values near a BRT station (or system) increased between 7.6% and 14% in cities all over 
the world, from Los Angeles to Beijing. Other studies regarding the effect of LRT on 
property values found an increase in value between 7%-22% (Wienberger, 2001), 
(Mohammad, Graham, Melo, & Anderson, 2013).  The land and economic development 
can be measured in [€ per m2].   

29. (Carrying of) extra and special luggage 

Carrying extra or special luggage can also be a factor influencing the mode choice. This 
aspect mainly is applicable to passengers (Eisenkopf, Christian Burgdorf, & Andreas 
Knorr, 2017). One example is taking your bike in public transport. According to the 
RET for example, bikes are allows in busses and trams and only in the metro before 
16:00 or after 18:30 (RET-fiets, n.d.).  This factor is measured using a scale between [1-
10] with a 1 meaning not allowed or possible in the system and 10 fully and always 
allowed.  

 


